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The committee

for

on arrangements
the coming conference are J. B. Parry of Freedom; Rev. C. H. McElhiney of Searsport, and
Rev. David L. Wilson of Belfast.
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service at the

The W’aldo Conference of Congregational
churches will meet in Thorndike, June 15th.
The program, w’hich is new’ in preparation,
will be an interesting one, and several out of
the county speakers are expected. The offiers of the conference are Rev. J. W. Vaughan
of Citypoint, moderator; W. E. Jones of Brooks,

Her

detained in Passadena by the
it expects to arrive in Belto look after the business
Alonzo Shute died about

apt. Chandler E. Peck, who
the steamship Yale in passage
Boston May 26th, arrived at
day. He had been receivpieurisy in a New York hos-

j

interesting

church last Sunday afterThe church was appropriately decorated
with flags and flowers and Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
the pastor, who is a member of the G. A. R.,
preached an excellent sermon on The Flag.
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. of the East Side
were in attendance.
Mrs. Clarence M. Knowlton sang an appropriate solo.

also seven grandtook place Saturday
Rev. Ashley A. Smith,

in Grove

|

very

noon.

Seek,
u ersalist
church, officiating.

j

was a

Trinity Reformed

Calif.,
meral

of the Waters,” which has been
studied during the year.

There

county and at one time proindsor hotel, who died in Rockmi M. Rust, the well-known
regressive Age, w7ho died in
survive: Mrs. Emma
asters
.Jo., and Mrs. Augusta Gra-
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Call

There will be services conducted by Mr.
Carrol J. Clark, as follows: Preaching services
on Sundays at 2 P. M. at the Woods schoolhouse, and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7.30
P. M.
Prayer meetings at the Hills schoolhouse on Wednesday evenings at 7.30, and at
William Greenlaw’s' on Friday evenings. All
are cordially invited to attend these services.

jidren, Flora J,, Vesta J.. Fred
the sons only survive—the
na. Calif., and the latter in
father’s family, two brothers
John D. Rust, formerly
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an

known in nearly every
the Atlantic coast, his
mr been spent in voyages to
ib- West Indies.
He was born
June 4, 1847.
His parents
when he was a small boy.
sea when quite young and
tain and commanded many
For the past two
urge ones.
manded the schooner J. ManBoston.
Capt. Peck wras a
and lodge, F. and A. M., and
<). F.
He is survived by a
ghters, Lucy M. and Emma L.

found,

The Woman's Hospital Aid.

Events Club was entertained
Wednesday afternoon, in regular study—Anthropology—by Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson
The Current

o’clock.

“The

laughter of the late William
in her early married life she
husband on long voyages,
reign countries, but dreaded
.lid not continue it very long
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Main street.

Friday evening, June 4th, the Haywood
Queen Esther Circle will meet at the home of I
Mrs. Tileston Wadlin on High street. This
will be the last meeting of the season and an
interesting program has been prepared, including questions of review covering the book,

Cemetery.
widow of

and Mrs. Frank Treat of Milo came Mon! day morning to spend Memorial Day with Mr.
! T.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Treat, West
Mr.

;

Townsend and G. G. Abbott
The interment was in the

pi

10.45, a. m.,
G. G. Winslow
will follow the

services will be held every Sunday.
A Sunday school was organized May 30th in
the Brainard school, West Northport. under
the direction of Carrol J. Clark, who has that
pastorate. The officers are: Supt., M. E. Hills;
Sec., Miss Anna Hills; treas., Mrs. Beach. The
school will meet Sundays at 10.30 and all are
invited.

y afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev,
■>f the Congregational church

\
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at

afternoon service of the
Protestant Episcopal Church at the North
Church vestry on Sunday, June 6th. Evensong at 4 o’clock, Mr. Orlando Titherington lay
All are welcome. Hereafter these
reader.

cared for the members
their last illnesses and like
g!y and tenderly rendered by
rn the loss of the life of the
ast two years she had beer, ir
i for the past six months conThe funeral was held at hei
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Young Peoples’ Guild will be entertained next Friday afternoon by Mrs. Josiah L.
Lancaster, Middle street. A full attendance
is desired.
The

service.

There will be

she

w

Mr. W. J. Creamer came down from Bangor
last Saturday to spend a few days with his
family, returning after Memorial Day.

ing; Sunday at 10.45, morning worship, with
I
sermon; Sunday school at noon; vesper service
Lord’s
of the
supper at 4 o’clock; Y. P. S. C. E.

M., Edith M., anc
of her brother, the lat€
rth.
Hers was a life missior
he world is better from the
Of a beautiful dis<i her life.
a:id thoughtful, her opinion was
.E.

L. Albert Gardner left Thursday for
Bangor and Kingman, for a brief vacation trip
and returned Monday night.

East

are

The Current Events Club has been
cordially
invited by the Traveler’s Club of Belfast to
join them on June 10th in listening to addresses from Mrs.
White and Mrs. Flagg, the President and Vice-President of the “State Federation of Women’s Clubs of Maine, and has
accepted. The members will leave here by
buckboards at 10 a. m. and will be served a
mid-day lunch in the dining-room of the Congregational church before the speaking begins
at 2 p. m. This
arrangement allows time for
the homeward drive before dark. These two
clubs are the only federated ones in Waldo
county, so far as known here; and the kindness
of the Traveler’s Club is highly
appreciated
by the sister association of Stockton.

Mr.

Services for the week at the Baptist Church:
the Juniors will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
at 3.30; this evening at 7.30 the covenant meet-

en

|

The whir and whiz of the big automobiles
daily becoming more frequent in town.
Summer is near at hand!

The annual convention of the Young
People’s
Societies of Waldo County will be held in the
Methodist Episcopal church, Belfast, Wednesday, July 7th. An attractive and comprehensive program is in preparation, and it is hoped
to make this session a complete success.

! for Fred

j

j

phere,

Where loyal souls of love and faith
Thank God that peace is here!”

are

Creator,” and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

Capt. Royal W. Warren
gher life Saturday morning
•-*
Southworth farm, which hac
ince childhood. She was borr
daughter of the late Deacor
Kalloch Southworth, and wras
family of five. In her girlhooc
public schools and was teach
:: mar building when married t(
d later she accompanied hirr
short voyages. She had no chilbut since the death of theii
of

j
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Millie Stevens of Troy is the guest of*
her brother, Dr. G. A. Stevens and wife, at
this writing, Monday.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock; subject, “God, the Only Cause and

__,

j

at

wore

Miss

There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meeting Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
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MAINE, THURSDAY,

A special meeting of the Woman’s
Hospital
Aid, held in the common council room May 29th,
was called to order
by Mrs. Ella A. Small, who
Church street.
called Mrs. Martha E. Johnson to the chair.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wescott of Castine
The records of the last meeting were read and
called upon his uncle, Capt. L. M. Partridge,
approved. The president and three vice presand family, Monday and left for home by the
idents having resigned the following officers
afternoon boat.
were elected to serve until the next annual
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Field and little son Kenmeeting: President, Mrs. O. S. Vickery; Vice
neth left Monday for Boston, en route to Presidents, Mrs. Martha E. Johnson, Mrs. Amos
Reading, Mass., to visit Mr. F.’s parents. They Clement, Miss Annie V. Field. Mrs. Ella A.
will return Friday.
Small resigned as secretary and auditor and
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet for sew- Mrs. George E. Brackett was elected. Mrs.
ing Thursday, June 10th, with Mrs. Sarah Snell, Wilmer J. Dorman resigned as a member of the
West Main street. All are cordially invited to society and from the board of managers and
Miss Annie V. Field was elected in her
join in this parish work.
place.
Messrs. J. L. and P. D. Lancaster, accom- Twenty-one members were added, as follows:
Mrs. Estelle Haley, Mrs. Carrie Kaler, Mrs. O.
panied by Mrs. P. D. Lancaster and her mothE. Titherington, Mrs. H. H. Carter, Mrs. A. G.
er, Mrs. Sylvester B. Pendleton, arrived home
Koberts, Mrs. O. E. Clay, Miss Dora Newell,
from Camden last Saturday.
Mrs. J. A. Fogg, Mrs. A. A. Smith, Mrs. B. A.
Capt. Llden Shute is spending the time with j
Spencer, Mrs. Edmund Wilson, Mrs. E. A.
his family in his Sylvan street home, while the
Wilson, Mrs. J. O. Black, Miss Ethel Frost,
Northland, which he commands, is discharging Mrs. G. C.
Kilgore, Miss Lillian A. Ryan, Mrs.
and loading at Cape Jellison piers.
E. L. Talbot, Miss Anne M.
Kittridge, Mrs.
To the gratification of her many friends
Mary O. Littlefield and Mrs. C. S. Webber. O.S.
Mrs.
Everett
Staples is daily improv- Vickery.
ing from her severe ill turn, and is now able to : Mrs. J. F. McKeen, Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs.
walk and sit on her piazza in good weather.
i Geo. E. Brackett, Mrs. S. A. Parker and Mrs.
Miss Beulah Cousens came from Bangor last | Martha E. Johnson were elected a purchasing
Friday evening to remain over Memorial Day committee.
Miss Anne M. Kittredge, Mrs. S. A. Parker,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Cousens, j
Church street.
She returned to her studies Mrs. A. A. Smith, Mrs. Edmund Wilson, Mrs.
Joseph Tyler, Miss Ethel Frost, Mrs. J.O. Black
Tuesday.
and Miss Flora Gray were made a special comMr. Frank E. West and his son, Master
mittee to solicit new members and interest
Ernest West, spent Monday with his father
others in the hospital.
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. West,
Miss Rhoda Ashworth of Waldoboro, the suand returned next day to Milo Junction, their
perintending nurse, was present and presented
present home.
an inventory of the
hospital supplies and a list
Rev. H. E. Rouillard will leave the present of articles needed. Her
remarks were practical
week for Marion, Mass., where he has been and concise.
asked to preach through the summer He inMrs. J. F. McKeen, the treasurer, in
giving
tends moving his family to Massachusetts the financial
standing of the Aid, commended
about the middle of June.
its past work and endeavor and said that the
Mr. Albert Nickels of Searsport called
upon Aid had been instrumental in raising by fairs
relatives in town Monday. He is at home for and cash contributions, $3,226.82; had expended
a brief vacation, from
Millinocket, where he is $2,544, and has on hand a note of $500, $82.£2
assisting his father in managing his two ma- appropriated for the maternity ward and $100
chines for drilling artesian wells.
in cash.
Misses Mary and Pheobe Calkin came home j Notice was given that amendments would be
from Bucksport Seminary last Friday tore- j made to the constitution and by-laws at the
main over Memorial Day with their parents, i next meeting, which will be held Friday, June
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street, 4 th.
j
They returned to their studies Tuesday morn- ; There are now at the hospital three graduate
nurses from the Maid.- General
Hospital in
ing.
Portland: Miss Rhoda Ashworth ’09, Miss MilMrs. Emily G. Richardson and young granddred Loring of Yarmouth '08, and Miss Abigail
son, Master Arthur Whittemore, came from
Hinckley of Sedgwick ’07.
Bangor last Friday and are the guests of her
sister-in-law and husband, Capt. and Mrs.
South Waldo District S. S. Convention.
Ralph Morse, West Main street, for a few I
The convention of the South Waldo District
weeks.
S. S. convention will be held in the Trinity
The Young People’s Guild have
yet some of
the Larkin articles sold by them last season in Reformed church, East Belfast, Friday, June
11th. Each school is expected to send as many
their possession, which can be
bought at any
time from Miss Edith Fletcher, West Main | delegates as possible and to send written reAll the superintendents should be presstreet. Give her a call when in want of such ports.
ent and take part in the Workers’ Conference
household necessities.
in the afternoon. The offering will be used for
Miss Maud Merrithew came down from Ban; the expenses of the convention, as the
treasury
gor last Friday evening to be with her parents,
is empty. Following is the program:
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Merrithew over Memorial
MORNING.
Day. She is still having some muscular trouble ! 10.00
Rev. A. G. Roberts
Devotional,
about the eye and cheek, for w7hich she is re- 10.30
Rev. Wm. Vaughan
Welcome,
Rev. A. G. Warner
ceiving medical treatment from Dr. Clough 10.45 Response,
11.00 Conference—The school organized.
while
to her studies in

j

j
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Memorial Observance in Belfast

The State convention of the State Epworth
League society of the Methodist church w’ill
be held in the Pine street Methodist church of
Bangor, June 24th and 25th, and several prominent speakers will appear at the sessions, men
high in the councils of the church in the eastAn interesting feature of the conern States.
vention will be a large and valuable collection
of curios gathered at the various mission fields.
A duplicate of this collection is to be shown
later at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exposition in

|
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(Jrj her/yfield,

Supt. C. F. Ames of the Western Union
i n Belfast last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Dfnsmore
] loston for a short stay.
Miss
1

1

<

I lome.

Sheriff and Mrs. Amos F. Carleton returned
night from a short visit in Winter-

; laturday
tort.

Dr. Herbert Plummer of Union was in BelTuesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. R.
V. Warren.

i ast

Mrs. Carrie C. Pendleton arrived last
night
Stamford, Conn., to be the guest of Mrs.
] 1. P. Hazeltine.
:rom

Mr. Bert Eaton of New York is
spending a
with Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Quimby at
ditcher’s Pond.
veek

Lynwood B. Thompson, ’ll, is at home from
;he University of Maine, where he is
taking a
Forestry.

W. W. Merrill of Hudson, Mass., arrived
Sunday and will visit for a short time in Belfast and Winteroort.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker went to Rockland
were the week-end
guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. I. Burroughs.
ind

Rev. David L. Wilson of the Congregational
:hurch delivered the Memorial
day address
n Jackson on
Monday.

Volney Thompson,who recently sold his farm
carriage business in Center Montville, is to

ind

;ake up his residence in Belfast.
Mrs. Celia Prentiss and daughters Emma
Augusta arrived last Saturday for
brief visit with Mr. Alvin Blodgett and

ind Visa of
1

family.
Miss Lovisa Hart has returned from Round

Pound, where she spent the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Morton, and is at her home on
Miller street.
Rev. and Mrs. J. True Crosby of Auburn

went to

Unity Sunday,

Mr.

Crosby delivering

the Memorial Day oration there
yesterday.—
Lewiston Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Hazeltine of Dorchester, Mass., arrived Saturday for over the
holiday, as the guests of Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine,

[raduated Tuesday.

tural

in

:ourse

Court street.

Edward H. Kelley of Brewer has been electpresident of the B. Kelley & Co., corporation, formed here recently,to succeed Elmer I.
Rankin, resigned.
ed

recorded in

W.

Miss Jennie Tibbetts of Lewiston
spent Sunand Monday with friends in Belfast.

ay

and Mrs. J. S. Norris of Milford. Mass.,
visiting friends in Belfast and Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard F. Mason, who
spent
, he winter in
Mattapan, Mass., hive returned

following transfers in real estate were
Misses Elizabeth A. Quimby and Cora S. j
Waldo County Registry of Deeds !
Morison, Wellesley, ’09, have received their apfor the week ending June 1, 1909:
pointments to teaching positions in Porto Rico,
Hosea Bowen, Boston, Mass., to Anna M.
rhey expect to leave New York September
Threme, Togus; land in Stockton Springs.
Charles H. Boyd, Monroe, to Lillian E. Nason, L8th to take up their work.
|
Miss Alta Sargent, a recent graduate from
Jackson;land in Jackson.
Frank B., Herbert and Emery W. Cunning- ; the Waldo County General hospital, will
spend
ham, Greenfield, to Willis N. Briggs, Swanville; ! most of the summer at her home in Searsport
land and buildings in Swanville.
ind contemplates taking a post graduate course
Josephine J. Cox, Thorndike, to Elijah H. in a New York hospital in the fall.
Charles Lane and his mother, Mrs. GeorgianSimpson, et al, do.; land and buildings in
! Thorndike.
aa Lane, have closed their
boarding house,
Ellen J. Curtis, Belfast, to Mabel P. Gray,
dnee the death of Miss Mary Lane and will
go
soon to Bangor to make their home with Mrs.
do.; land in Belfast.
Lucinda H. Creasey, Liberty, to Geo. W. Lane’s daughter, Mrs. Z. N. Shaw.
■
McLain, do.; land in Liberty.
Wm.Vaughan, Jr., accompanied by his friends
Elisha W. Ellis, Belfast, to Elmer A. SherSidney G. Evans of Waldo and John H. Dow of
I man, do., land in Belfast.
Castle Hill as his guests for a short time,arrived
|
Frank A. Elms, Belfast, to Emma D. Elms,
j Friday from the University of Maine. They
do.; land in Belmont.
are all students at the U. of M. in the
AgriculJoseph Farwell (by trustees), Unity, to Seth
The

Maine Hills returned to Boston last week
fter several days spent in town.

Mr.

>een

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Stella Durgin spent Sunday at her
home in Islesboro.

ormer

re

Dr. Edwin A. Porter of Pittsfield, Me., has
recommended for appointment as a mem>er of the United States Board of
Examining
Surgeons for Somerset county, in place of Dr.
?. J. Taylor, deceased.

Henry Staples, Acting Commander.
A. W. Hassan, Adjutant.

in

Miss Flora Blake has returned
Brockton,
1 lass., after a visit with relatives here.

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes and Miss
-'Ouise Hazeltine went to Boston to attend the
Commencement exercises, at Miss McClintock’s
school, from which Miss Frances Howes was
1

are

Mrs. Annabel Underwood and Mrs. Etta
j Irown are visiting in Vinalhaven.

Siorthport.

have received the following from Thos.
H. Marshall Post:
We wish to extend a vote of thanks to all
persons who generously took a part in the exercises on Memorial Day and whose
kindly assistance helped so much to make the day entertaining and profitable to us all.
We

was

Mrs. John Lowell of Prospect is in town for
short visit with relatives.

..

innifred H. Kimball, who is having
weeks’ vacation from her duties as bookkeeper in the Telephone office, left last week
for a trip to Boston.
Miss W

two

Mrs. Frank H. Colley of Biddeford, who was
admitted to practice law at the recent term of
the Supreme court for York county, has
opened
an office at Old Orchard.
Mrs. Ruth Robinson, the department secretary of Maine, Ladies of the G. A. R.. was the
guest of Mrs. F. N. Savery this week and attended the meeting Tuesday.
Irvin O. Hills came home from the E. M. C.
3. at Bucksport. for over Memorial day. He
was

accompanied by Mr. Herbert Campbell of

Michigan,

who assisted at the service in

Brainard schoolhouse

on

the

Sunday evening.

E. Frances Abbott arrived home Satur-

Miss

iay from Virginia Institute, Bristol, where she
finished the Junior course of languages, music
and expression and will spend, the summer

course.

Friends in Palermo have received the announcement of the marriage of Charles Black
of that town to Miss Hattie Merrill of Weeks
Mills, which occurred in Boston May 8th. Mr.
and Mrs. Black have gone to
Providence, R. I„
for an indefinite stay.

with her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Giles G. Abbott.

Sophie B. Rich of Winterport was the
recipient of two dozen choice pansies recently.
Mrs.

one who has not been from her door since
October, 1908, this delight was like an oasis in
the desert to a weary traveler, a refreshing
vision.

To

Miss L.

Grace Chadwick returned Friday
Houlton, where she attended the annual
meeting of the Eastern Maine Branch W. B. F.
M. as a delegate from the North Church auxiliary. She was the guest of Mrs. Moses Burfrom

pee

The many friends of Albert W. Steven-, U.
M. ’07, will be interested to learn that he
has accepted an exceptionally tine position in
Boise City, Idaho. Mr. Stevens, who has been

of

while in Houlton.

taking a post graduate course at Maine, expects to receive his M. S. at Commencement.

The Belfast friends of F. L. Robertson and
Andrew Wilband wiil be glad to learn that they
are making a success in their store in West
Kennebunk. Mr. Robertson has a comfortable
home just finished over the store and Mr. Wilband is

building

a

house

near

by.

Dark Harbor engagement, recently
announced, is that of Charles Morgan and
Ethel Cowdin. Mrs. Morgan and her sons are
habitues of the Islesborough Inn while Miss
Cowdin visited there last summer, and
preriously her parents had a villa nearby.

j

Mrs. E. S. Sperry and daughter. Miss Elizaaeth, and Mrs. E. S. Shaw of Orlando, Florida,
trrived ast Thursday from Boston, where Mrs
haw had been ill for some weeks, and went to
‘forthport to join Mr. Sperry, who had been
here for some weeks. They will remain during the season.
Mrs. Robert Curtis, who has been suffering
from the effects of a shock at the home of her
son, Maurice Curtis, Condon street, seems to

improving and hopes are entertained of
her complete recovery. Mrs.Curtis was visiting

ae

her

son

when she

was

taken with

the shock.

The remains of Mrs. Frank Edwards

arought
Edwards.

here

were

Saturday, accompanied by

Mr.

interment was made in Grove
aemetery. Mrs. Edwards was born in Belfast
>nd was the daughter of Alex and Susan
(Staples) Kelloch, and is pleasantly remembered as Miss Minnie Kelloch.
The

The engagement is announced of Miss Alice

Estelle, daughter of Sheriff and Mrs. Harry
Shaw of Lowell, Mass., to Harry Howell Carter, formerly of this city. Mr. Carter has been
n the employ of the New
England Tel. &
rel. Co., for some years and has been rapidly
He is at present district traffic
promoted.
thief in Lowell, Mass. He began as operator
n the Belfast exchange.
His many friends
lere extend congratulations.
James E. Dunning, a former well known
Maine newspaper man, a brilliant writer and a
food fellow, for some time past United States
tonsul at Milan, Italy, -has been promoted to
he consulship at Harve, France, a rise from
he fifth to the third grade in the consular
lervice, with a salary of $5,000. This is a promotion for merit, Mr. Dunning's services at
Milan having been exceptionally valuable.
His many Maine friends extend congratulations

Journal had

pleasant call Monday from
Hartford, Conn., who was
on his way home, having delivered the memorial address at Searsport, his native place, the
day before. We print the address in full in
other columns by request of many of the
Searsport people, accompanied by an excellent
The

Henry

Another

m

|

PERSONAL.

As usual the patriotic exercises in memory
Mr. and Mrs. Percy C. Tuttle of New York
of those who gave their lives for their country,
J re in Belfast for a few
weeks.
and as a tribute to the veterans who survive,
Miss Emerald Bradman is at home from
began on Sunday with a service in the morning
{
for a short vacation.
at the Baptist church, attended in a body
by lolby college
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Thomas H. MarMr. and Mrs. John White left
Monday for
shall Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R. The church ^ )ell, Montana, where they will
try ranch life.
was well filled and the sermon
Miss Marguerite D. Pilsbury was the weekby the pastor*
Rev. Arthur G. Roberts, was replete with pa- < nd
guest of Miss Clara R. Steward in Northtriotic sentiments. In the other churches the
] >ort.
services and sermons were in keeping with the
Rev. James Brownville of Oakland left Tuesday. At the North Congregational church the (
ay after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B.
theme of Rev. David L. Wilson was Patriotism,
j lerrick.
At Trinity Reformed church on the east side
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morgan left TuesRev. Wm. Vaughan preached an able and elo* ay for Ellsworth, where
they will conduct a
quent sermon on The Flag. The churches were
1 estaurant.
decorated with flowers and national flags.
The season has been so backward that some
Hon. Arthur I. Brown,
Secretary of State,
of the flowers usually available were not to be 1 eft Augusta last Friday for Sebago
lake, to enhad this year, but there was no lack of floral i oy a few days fishing.
tributes, although the lilacs and apple blossoms
Miss S. W. Palmer of Waterville arrived
were missed.
Monday, the day for the usual i aturday to spend Memorial day with relaexercises,the weather conditions were favorable t ives in Belfast.
although in the afternoon the sky was threatMrs. Harry Macomber returned to Castine
ening and there were a few brief showers, or j ist week after a few
days' visit with her sisrather sprinkles, but nothing to interfere with
{ ister, Mrs. Jay Willson.
the procession or the exercises at the
cemetery.
Edward H. Dickey arrived Saturday from
The column was formed on Church street,
Vaterville to spend Memorial Day with his
opposite the Grand Army hall at 1 P. M., sharp,
in the following order: Marshal, J. H. Stinson; 1 lother, Mrs. Lois V. Dickey.
Mrs. Charles M. Craig and daughters, Mabel
aids, William F. Langill and Stephen S. L.
Shute; Belfast band; Thomas H. Marshall post, L and Margaret, returned last week from a
in buckboards; Thomas H. Marshall Circle, 1 ■isit of several days’ in Bangor.
Ladies of the Grand Army in buckboards; city
Miss Leona J. Achorn’s friends will be
pleasgovernment in buckboard; Canton Pallas, No. < d to learn that she has been chosen as a Junior
4, Patriarchs Militant; Knights of Pythias. < ixhibition speaker at Colby June 26th.
The line of march to Grove cemetery was over
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Morrill and son
Clayton
the usual route and after the exercises there
< f Natick, Mass., arrived
Friday to spend a few
the procession came down Main street to <
with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth.
iays
Church and then to Memorial hall, where it
Miss Helen Brown arrived last
Thursday
disbanded.
:rom Boston for a few weeks’ visit with her
n
n
TT-11
e
Mr. and Mrs Fred W. Brown, Court
>arents,
shall Post was debarred by illness from taking
treet.
part in the exercises and Past Commander
Hugh D. McLellan, Esq., wife and child, arHenry Staples officiated at the cemetery and
rived on Saturday morning’s boat from Boston
in the evening excersises. The
program car1 o spend a few
ried out at the Opera House in the
days with Mrs. McLellan’s parevening
1
was as follows:
March, “Royal Colors,” Bel- ents, Hon. and Mrs. C. O. Poor.
fast band; reading of general orders, A. W.
Henry B. Cunninghan has arrived home from
Hassan, adjutant; roll of honor, May 30, 1908 'Jatick, Mass., where he is learning the
to 1909; address of welcome, Past Commander
lumber’s trade with H. C. Morrill, and will
Henry Staples; prayer, A. E. Clark, chaplain; ipend a few weeks at his home in this city.
address, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; medley, “RecolMrs. E. L. Stevens left this morning for
lections of the War,” band; singing and drill, by
•'isits to Miss Myra Goss in Lewiston and her
young ladies, directed by Miss Nellie Hall;
lister, Mrs. Reynolds, in Portland. Mrs.
solo, selected, Fred Hart; reading, selected, ; Jtevens
expects to be away during June.
Miss Edna White; “American Medley March,”
J. W. and W. S. Roberts of Reading, Mass.,
band. The address was of a high literary
quala few days in Belfast the
past week, and
ity and finely delivered was pronounced one ipent
vill return about the 17th of June to spend the
of the best ever delivered here. The hall was
lummer at their
cottages on the North Shore,
filled.

Mills, et al, Anson, land in Unity.
Julia I. and Mary F. Frye, Montville, to Geo.
J
I
A. Mathews, Belfast; land and buildings in
I
j
Belfast.
attending
Bangor.
;
School Organization,
Annie L. Gilchrest, Belfast, to Mary H.
Don’t forget the supper to be served this,
Mrs. Mary N. Robertson
Howes, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
What Equipment is Needed?
Thursday, night at 6 o’clock, in the banquet
Adelbert A. Hall, Lincolnville, to Phebe B.
A. J. Knowlton
hall of Masonic block, under the auspices of
!
How to Make the School Go,
Hunter, do.; land in Lincolnville.
the Ladies’ Aid Society, at 20 cents per plate.
Rev. C. H. McElhiney |
Stephen P. Larrabee, Unity, to Alonzo Bacon
Solo.
The reputation of these ladies for furnishing
; Unity Plantation; land and buildings in Unity.
11.45 Business—Organization and appointtables to tempt the gustatory nerve and please
Mattie A. Moore, Frankfort, to Edgar F.
ment of committees.
the eye is well know7n.
12.00 Picnic dinner.
Ward, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Delegates will bring lunches.
Seattle.
Messrs. W. M. Berry and E. H. Doyle reCnffoo will Ka caTwurl in tko
Northport Wesleyan Grove C. M. Asso. toE.
widow of Col. L. D. Carver
cently dissolved their co-partnership, Mr. B.
R. Conner, Belfast; land in Northport.
was
once
comAFTERNOON.
1
department
still
Vaine Grand Army, was found Church, the pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce, wil1
carrying on the livery stable, and Mr. D.
Northport Wesleyan Grove C. M. Asso. to
1.30 Service of song.
I
-day morning, May 26th, a speak, taking for his subject, “What of the accepting an offer from the Great Northern
1.45 Scripture and Prayer, Rev. D. L. Wilson Eastern Steamship Co., Bath; land and buildf heart disease. She had re2.00 Business—Roll call of schools, election
At noon, Bible school, F. P. Blod- Paper Cc. to superintend one of its large farms
Harvest?”
ings in Northport.
-mod health, but complained
of officers.
in Aroostook county. He left Monday to be"cd. This was attributed to gett, Supt.; at 3.30 p. m., Junior Epworth
Fred D. Pattershall, Belfast, to Isabel R.
Offering.
garden the day before, in League, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at 7.30 p. gin his duties. Mrs. Doyle (daughter of Mr.
2.30 Address, “The Relation of the Sunday
Tripp, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
cars.
She was a native of
I
and
and
Mr.
Mrs.
W.
M.
School
to
will
him
the
Church,”
Berry)
“Clarified Visjoin
Eva A. Roseland, Unity, to Rosette Nutt, do.;
aughter of Preserved Willis, m., devotional service, subject,
|
Rev. J. W. Vaughan
later, with their young children.
land in Unity.
county lime inspector for ion.” All are welcome. Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m.»
Solo.
married Col. Carver in 1847. Epworth League, devotional meeting. ThursDr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Boston arrived
Jane Stevens, Unity, to Josephine J. Cox,
3.00 Workers, Conference for Superintendcars ago.
Mrs. Carver was a
ents and Teachers, led by
at 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting, conducted by Saturday morning to visit the father of Mrs.
Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
i
-’n Libby relief corps.
She is day
H. M. Prentiss
Burton A. Spencer, Belfast, to Charles S.
«*
daughter, Mrs. Maynard S. the pastor. On Friday, at 7.30 p. m., the last R., Capt. J. French Hichborn. Mrs. Ryder is 3.30 Address, “The Bible Class,”
regular meeting of the Knights of Castle Waldo. to spend the summer in town, but the Dr.,
O. E. Frost Abbott, Knox; land and buildings in Knox.
3.45 Question Box,
It will be of special interest.
Rev. A. E. Luce
after remaining over Memorial day, returned
Winterport Creamery Co., Winterport, to
4.00 C losing service.
ashing died in the hospital at
Isaac S. Whitney, et als, Wilton, N. H.; land
The services for the week at the North Con- to his office in the city, he being Chief of the
Mr. Cushing was bom in
Ri:
and buildings in Winterport.
April 30, 1834 and was a team- gregational church will be as follows: prayer Bureau of Animal Industry in Boston. Later
R
The Teachers’ Convention.
ed in Co. H, 26th Maine infanJames W. Wallace, Belfast, to Lillian E.
meeting at 7.a0 this evening, topic, Aggressive he will join his wife here for his annual furMe., Sept. 10, 1862, and was
Nason, Dixmont; land and buildings in Jackson,
6: 10-20; Castle North, K. O. lough from Uncle Sam’s employ.
Christianity,
Eph.
at
The
Waldo
Teachers’
Association
R RR
County
Bangor, Aug. 17, 1863. He
r-he home from Boston Jan. 23, | K. A., Friday evening at 7 o’clock. Morning worLast week treated us to beautiful weather met in annual session in Islesboro
Tuesday.
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
ship on Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the until Friday, when grey skies in the early The program, previously published in The
D.
L.
Rev.
on
“The
Return
of
the
foretold
afternoon
which
Wilson,
pastor,
drizzle,
morning
Journal was carried out, with minor changes,
The Somerville, Mass., Journal is always
s'atc Convention W. C. T. U.
Our Lord,” Sunday school at noon; consecration grew into a genuine rainstorm during the and
proved most successful and instructive. doing things, but outdid itself in its Monument
1
of the Christian Endeavor Society at night, and continued all day Saturday. This State
'A man’s Christian
Superintendent Payson Smith, who was Dedication number, issued May 28th. It would
Temperance meeting
Life
Lessons from the Gospel of week opened with a clear Sunday, and gave us
i in Bangor the third week in
6.30, topic,
present, said it was the last, and the best, con- be easier to say what it did not contain than to
meetexecutive
important
Luke, Luke 6:26-38.
Evening worship at 7:30 charming sunshine and crisp northwest wind vention of the year. Ninety-one teachers were enumerate the
meal auxiliaries, the W. C. T. U,
many things of local interest
with address by the pastor. The public is cor- for Monday—the legal Memorial Day this year
registered, and there was an attendance of contained in its 36 pages, beautifully printed
Temperance Crusade, was
anum hall, Bangor, May 27th,
dially invited to all the services of the church. —to the delight of everyone.
about 250 in the afternoon and 300 in the even- and
profusely illustrated. Best of all there is
preliminary arrangements,
The Union Laymen’s meeting, held in the
Several possible candidates for settlement ing. A unique feature of the convention was nothing “yellow” about the Somerville Journal.
largely attended, much in- Methodist
Episcopal church last Sunday even- as a Universalist pastor in our village have that the superintendent and every teacher It is clean as well as able and
ied and the necessary cominteresting, a
tiled. The sessions will be ing, was attended by a large and interested been suggested, but no one has been called as from Swanville was present. Every teacher model local
-H
newspaper in all respects.
Baptist church, Columbia j audience. The service was unique, in that it yet. Rev. H. M. Powell will address our con- | from Searsport attended, and all but one from
We have received the first and second numarch is so centrally located and
* >„
Mr. A. J.
was conducted entirely by laymen.
.! with
e
congregation next Sunday. It is hoped a Belfast. The Belfast teachers who partici- bers of the Somerset Independent, a notable
auxiliary rooms as to be
as for such a
church
of
Knowlton
the
North
in
the
were
Mr.
C.
W.
Mrs,
Congregational
discussions, etc.,
lkr„
gathering.
goodly number may be present to hear and pated
addition to Maine journalism. The initial numI .His of
L
Washington, D. C., and had the Scripture reading, and Mr. Edwin give on opinion as to the advisability of secur- Proctor, Miss Caroline W. Field, Miss Florence
ber had the appearance of an established newsGordon of Evanston, Illinois,
in
E. Dunton, Mr. A. D. Hayes, Miss Lillian SpinFrost of the Methodist church led
prayer. ing a continuation of the same preaching.
*pal evening speakers, and the
C’irr,
paper, complete in all its departments and with
ney and Miss Ida B. Roberts. The officers, inm"atiiinal pageant which the lat- Mr. Charles S. Bickford of the Universalist
a goodly amount of local advertising.
The InMonday afternoon, Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr.,
1' national convention in Denvei
cv
church made the announcements, and the
President A. J. Knowlton of Belfast,
cluding
received the sad intelligence of the death of
dependent is issued at Skowhegan. Clyde H.
will be presented in full.
speakers of the evening were Mr. Orlando E. her cousin, Mr. Minot Frye, from typhoid 1 were re-elected, and the next meeting of the Smith, for four years sheriff of Somerset counFrost of the Baptist church and Mr. H. M.
Association will be in Brooks.
fever, after an illness of two weeks. Mr. F.
ty, is the proprietor and publisher; C. H. Til* he Maine Fairs.
|
Prentiss of the Congregational church, both of
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Frye
ton, business manager, and Herbert C. Libby
were priviledged to be at the great Laywhom
Commencement at Freedom.
‘‘tK.
agricultural department gives
of Scituate, Mass., a most attractive and promof Waterville, editor. As its name implies it
:'rt’or the several fairs in Maine men’s Convention in Portland. Mr. Prentiss,
will be independent in politics.
man, in whom parents and friends
ising
young
The
annual
commencement
exercises
of
17
Bh Bangor, August 24-27
who was the first speaker, gave an interesting
Krv iRR--’
felt great pride. In his visits here he was Freedom Academy begin next week. The full
31 -September 3; Lewiston
W,., -7'--gust
summary of the convention speeches, etc., up
A. A. Beaton, esq., and wife, of Waldoboro,
J
was printed In The Journal last week,
Presque Isle, September 7-9 to Saturday night, and was followed by Mr. especially pleasing to the many friends of his
Shim
ut as a reminder we give it again in abbre- were in this city, the first of the week, the
Cumberland
his
intimate
hearers
14-16; West
Frost, who gave
glimpses
in town. The sympathy of all is exfather
giieRi*RPRnber
:
viated form:
Franklin county, Septembei of the Sunday meetings. Both gentlemen were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Angus W. Beaton, 668
tended to the bereaved parents, and other sorSunday, June 6.—Baccalaureate sermon, 10.45 Main street, and called on
Jer ;• 1September 7-9; Eden, Septem- listened to with the closest attention, and the
many friends in this
Rev.
Horace
I.
Lewiston.
a.
7.30
Holt,
m.,
relatives.
by
15-16
them
was
enabled to come rowing
audience through
;,,rth Ellsworth, September
their former home. Mr. Beaton’s health is
p. m., vesper service.
Ptember 14-16; South Windsor into touch with some of the greatest minds
Hu,,,
! nion,
Memorial Day observances consisted of the
Monday, June 7.—1 p. m., baseball game, greatly improved, and he has resumed the ac'?■ R 11R
September 21-23; Bris- and most eloquent men in the country. The
8 p. m.,
Freedom Academy vs. Good Will.
tive practice of his profession. He will this
Rfc; pr ,f,r 28-30; South Paris, Septembei convention, which is the first of the kind ever marching of the children of the three village Junior
prize exhibition.
RRr£> September 28-30; Canton, Sep held, had its birth at the State House in Au- schools, and citizens, to the cemetery, where
week open an office on Friendship street, WalJune
8.-2
exm.,
graduation
Tuesday,
p.
Exeter, September 28-30; Rich- gusta last winter, and it is hoped to make it a
JN.
and an address—“The Spirit ercises. Music by the Colby college orchestra. doboro village, in the rooms formerly occupied
{*•16, g. if e,Rer 28; Skowhegan, Septembei yearly institution from which an immeasurable there was a prayer Rev. H. E.
noon.
Reunion
June
9.—12
and
Wednesday,
Rouillard; singby Hon. Almore Kennedy and afterward by
RL SePtember 7-9; Monroe, Septem- amount of good will emanate. A solo by Harry of the Soldier”—by
3 p. m., baseball. 8 p. m., commenceSeptember 14-16; Free- Coombs and a response to the prayer rendered ing of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic,” banquet.
the late O. D. Castner. A multitude of friends
ment concert by Woronoco male quartet of
5-7
October
to
the
much
mixed
added
quartette
/R
R7' Lamariscotta,
by a double
and the placing of flags at the soldier’s graves Waterville assisted by Isaac Higginbotham of wish him continued health and all success and
ctober 12-14; Freeport poultry asprogram, which was most successful throughDecember 28-30.
prosperity.—Rockland Opinion.
out.
by the .scholars, with Binging of “America” by Colby college aa reader.
was

’•ce on

PERSONAL.

•>•>

a

W. Burrill of

nortrait of Mr. Burrill.
1

At an entertainment given by pupils of the
Waynflete School, Portland, May 28th, for the

benefit of the Associated Charities of that
four of the young ladies taking pact were
from eastern Maine—Winifred Nichols of

j city,

Searsport, Agnes
of Bangor

Parks

of Pittsfield. Lillis

Margaret Pierce of
Frankfort. “The Kleptomanic,” a comedy in
one act, was presented, Miss Nichols taking the
part of Mrs. Valorie Chase Armsby, a young
Towle

and

widow, and Miss Peirce the part of Kate. Mrs.
Buskin’s maid.
Friends in this city have received from Ross
Patterson, son of Cspt. and Mrs. E. O.
Patterson, attractive invitations and programs for the class day of Drexel Institute
Philadelphia, on June 7th. Mr. Patterson, who
is to be graduated from the Electrical Engineering course, is class president, and has a
prominent place on the program. Beside delivering the welcome, he is to give a banjo
solo and is also to sing in the double quartette,
and he wrote the words ar.d music for the
class song, which appears in full on the program. Mr. and Mrs. Patterson and their son
expect to spend a month in Belfast this sumErnest

mer.

Monday evening, May 24th,
was'given a pleasant surprise

F. J. Rigby
his home in
Rumford Falls in honor of his birthday. The
members of the Rumford Falls band, in full
uniform,were found assembled on the veranda
when Mr. Rigby returned from his studio
about 9 o'clock, and after Mr. Rigby had
donned his uniform the company was called to
order by the treasurer of the association, in
the absence of the president, and in behalf of
the band presented Director Rigby with a
Mrs.
very handsome bandmasters jewel.
Rigby, who was in the secret, served dainty
refreshments,and during the evening the band
played several favorite selections. The Rumford Times devotes a column and a half to a
report of this very enjoyable affair.
Mr.
at

Children’s Aid Society of Maine
Address of the President and Report of
the Secretary, Read at the Annual Meeting in Belfast May 18, 1909.
ADDRESS

OF

PRESIDENT,

REV.

WM. VAUGHAN.

It is needless for me to make any report upon
the work done by this society during the year
just ended. Our secretary, who has so faithfully executed the orders of the Board of
Managers, will give us a full report of all that
has been accomplished. We have had no reason to question the interest of any member of
this society in the Girls’ Home. That we differ at times concerning methods of work is
natural and we believe generally beneficial.
The importance or need of a home like this
must be recognized by all. We can not begin
to estimate the value of the salvation of one of
There is no institution in this
these girls.
State that pays better for the money expended
for the work done. We are. therefore, engaged
in a profitable work. We need not be ashamed
to ask people to exercise their charity in this
direction. We need not be hopeless concerning the time, the labor, the means which we
bestow. The “well done” certainly belongs to
each person who in any way helps to rescue a
life from the shifting sands of time. If we
have, consistently and conscientiously, during
the past year labored for the best interests of
the Home we may be well satisfied whatever
the results may seem to be. At our last annual meeting the question of needed changes
in the building was discussed and it was decided to make application to the State for aid.
Accordingly Mr. Dunton, our counsel, our secretary and myself made the application to the
committee on appropriations for $5,000 and, as
It was
you know, we were granted $3,000.
considered best to make the changes and do
if
need
start
to
and
the work weli from
finish,
be try, at tht next meeting of the legislature,
to get the $2,000 asked for, but not granted.
The matter of building was left to the real estate committee, together with Mr. Dunton,
The plans are in the
Mr. Wescott and myself.
hands of Mr. Aborn.the builder, and there is no
reason why the work should not be under way.
When finished, the building will compare well,
in looks and convenience, with any of our
State institutions and we shall all feel more
courageous to work for the Girls’ Home.
Respectfully submitted,
Wm. Vaughan.

REPORT

OF THE

SECRETARY,

MRS. E. L.

BRACKETT.

To ihe President and Members of The ChilIn compiling
dren's Aid Society of Maine:
notes for a report of another year’s work, it
seems at first thought that it must be a recapitulation almost entire, yet as we recall more

the months that have passed, each so
full of duties and opportunities, we know that
have
brought new and varied experiences
they
peculiar to the time. It would, indeed, be a
pleasant task if it could always be a statement
c*f successes, but while we have much for
which to be thankful in the consummation of
some plans too long deferred and the result as a
whole, the year just past has been characterized by greater obstacles in the way of advancement than for a long period of years.
The financial depression has had a tendency to

carefully

lessen all contributions, almost every dollar received has required personal effort, and we
have struggled against other discouragements
and criticisms, yet never for a moment abandoning an effort that would strengthen the
work of lifting up and saving human lives.
The definite steps in the development of our
work may be given in detail, but words cannot
measure the saving of even one helpless little
life, battling in its loneliness against the adverse forces of the world—just one little life
that might havfe been lost.
We

are

to be

congratulated

that

a

larger

number of girls have been cared for than for
several years previous.
Despite the fact that a change in the management was necessitated in February last by
tne resignation of Mr. and Mrs. Shorey, who
had efficiently carried on the work for a term
of twelve months, a review of the present conditions in the Home and on the farm is very
gratifying. Mr. and Mrs. Wiley, who assumed
the positions since,have proven beyond a doubt
their ability and interest. The position of matron is oftentimes a trying one, but we have
beer, glad to note the wisdom and tact, as well
as the loving thought, exhibited by the presenl
incumbent.
The farm, while carried on profitably during
the season of 1908, promises larger and bettei
Mr. Wiley has carereturns the present year.
fully and practically planned for the work, has
already made great improvements in the orchard and about the buildings, which every
where present a neat and tidy appearance
The stock is in fine condition and the yielc
from the dairy for the past two months has
been

unusually large.

We know

we are

justi-

fied in saying that Mr. and Mrs. Wiley are
making the interests of the society their owr
interests.

The large family of girls are taught to considerably assist in the care of the house, anc
are instructed in sewing and mending outside
of study hours. In this connection our sincere
thanks are due Miss Abbie MacDowell, one oi
the managers, for extra instruction given the
girls, and for assistance in other ways. She
has so willingly served us in several emergencies.
During the year 21 girls have entered the
Home and 18 have been placed out. Four have
been returned, two of whom have again found
hemes outside. The average number in the
Home has been 15.
There are 17 under out
•care at the present time.
An epidemic of measles during the month oi
April prevented the placing out,and decision in

Two special meetings have
held, one to approve the application for
the State appropriation, the other to consider
applications for the positions of matron and
farm manager. All matters of business have
been carefully considered by the committees
or officer having them in
charge. The house
and supply committee have been faithful to
their special duties, and we feel that it is not
disparaging to others of the real estate committee, all of whom have looked well to the
interests of the Home,but only just to acknowlede the zeal and interest and valuable time
given by one member of that committee, Mr.
M. W. Rich.
The society has been fortunate, indeed, in
having the services of our President another
year. He has been faithful to duty and his unvarying optimism and cheerfulness has been a
constant inspiration to his associates in office.
He has ever striven to keep the atmosphere
serene, a condition only possible where tact
and judgment on the one side are met with a
spirit of cooperation on the other. We are
certain it would be detrimental to every phase
of the work not to have him continue in office.
Briefly we cite our own work during the year
as secretary and field
superintendent, for however we may multiply experiences there is so
much that cannot be told in words and figures.
We think we realize our capacity for doing,
but always we are amazed at the summing up
of actual accomplishment, and the past season
has brought us complications that have overtaxed our mental and physical strength in long
weary days and sleepless nights in order to
bring results beneficial to the society and its
wards.
All the records, accounts, &c., in the
secretary’s office have been carefully kept as
heretofore. The correspondence, much larger
than any previous year, partly from the fact
that a large number of letters were written in
connection with legislative matters, shows
more than 2000 letters and postals sent out, exclusive of the regular blanks.
In placing out
the girls and other field work we have visited
58 different cities and towns, some of these
more than once during the year,
travelling sev! eral thousand miles and not always in the most
manner, for the exigencies of the
|) comfortable
work demand personal sacrifice in many ways.
We have accompanied eleven girls to new
; homes and visited a larger number
previously
j placed. There is abundant contrast in the
but often the personal contact
events,
year’s
I
! with noble hearts full of that human interest
which makes life worth while, and the moral
support of life long friends goes far to counter- !
act the disagreeable and unsympathetic.
In the scant time left from other duties and j
given to soliciting we have collected and turn- ;
ed over to the treasurer,and for which we hold
his receipt,about $400. Many articles of clothing have been specially solicited, and the one
bequest of the year came directly through our
influence.

postponement.
been

v'ur wore in

out nas

extended

Deyond
have found

limit of our society and we
homes for a number of boys and girls under 1
our age limit beside placing several in other
institutions.
Our paper, “The Girls’ Home,” published
quarterly and designed to keep the constituency of the society informed on the different
phases of the work, has been as during the j
past seven years, under our sole management.
What this means can be fully appreciated perI haps only by those who have had experience in
; such work. We know it receives favorable
j criticism from the majority, but it has shared
i the fate of many publications
during the years
! of financial depression. We need more subscribers
to meet expenses. A few friends who
I
place a just estimate upon the value of the
paper have rallied to its support in extra contributions, so that at present only the bills on
the April number are due. Is it not reasonable
| to expect that others will
respond to our appeal
to make good the deficit?
Our sincere thanks are due for favors received from the officials of the M. C. railroad, the
Grand Trunk railway, the Eastern Steamship
Co. and Capt. W. D. Bennett, beside many personal friends whom space will not permit us to
mention, but without which the field work
could not have been carried on to such satisfactory results. We are seldom met now with
this statement, so often heard during the first
years of the work, “This Home is new to me,
I know nothing of it.”
We have been extensively advertised and we are recognized by
State and national philanthropies,
The problem of caring for dependent chilI dren is receiving world-wide attention at the
New methods are being dispresent day.
cussed and there is eager inquiry as to what is
best. The searchlight has been turned upon
institutional work and in a few instances with
disparaging effect, but institutions must be
maintained and the lack now of one properly
managed in our State for girls between the
ages of 16 to 21 who are not subjects for a reformatory is keenly felt by the workers.
Our Home does not come under this head of
institutions. It is a family home in the best
sense.
The work has every inducement of
sympathy and interest, but managers may plan
and officers and matron strive to carry out
suggestions but the real success of the work
rests in great measure upon the attitude of
outside friends. In the development and extension of our charity nothing is so essential
the

as

loyalty to our own.
May we have abundant confidence in

immediate future when the aggregate interest
and aggregate contributions may preclude any
the

anxiety as to ways and means to fulfil our
special mission.
“He spake and my poor name He named,
Of

thou hast not been ashamed,

me

Thy deeds shall thy memorial be;
Fear not: thou didst it unto me.”

Respectfully submitted,

Elizabeth L. Brackett.

TREASURER’S REPORT.
Total receipts.$3,718 09
Total disbursements. 2,577 63
SUMMARY OF

in the case of a number of applications has
been delayed. Two girls will go out this week.
We are. however, gratified to report no serious iilness.
Several operations for adenoids
have been necessary, and two of cur girls have
required special, almost daily, treatment. We
are deeply indebted
to Dr. Everard Wilson,
who has been exceedingly kind and helpful,
free
and
service
giving
responding to calls at
any and all times. Our thanks are also due Dr.
Charles D. Smith of the Maine General Hospital for a free bed and treatment for one of our
6

placing

Cash

on

hand May 18, ’09.$1,140 46

Colds that hang on weaken the constitution
and develop into consumption.
Foley’s Honey
and Tar cures persistent coughs that refuse to
j
; yield to other treatment.
Do not experiment
untried remedies as delay may result in
jI with
your cold settling on your lungs.
Sold by all

! druggists.

—

1
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There has been no radical change in the
regime of the Home. The girls have as heretofore attended church and public schools.
The majority rank well in their studies, despite the lack of previous instruction in many

“Boze,” who WTites so entertainingly in the
Rockland Courier-Gazette of “Tenants Harbor Days,” is furnishing the Camden Herald
with some reminiscences of Camden twentyfive years, in which George A. Gilchrest, now
of this city, is a prominent figure.
“Boze”

cases.

^Daring the long vacation the family

were

in-

vited to join in a number of picnics and excursions and two delightful buckboard drives were
given them in July by Col. Conklin of New
York, the generous friend who has given them
so many pleasures.
The holiday festivities
lasted the entire week and no effort was spared
matron
the
and
directors
to make it a happy
by
time Jong to be remembered. The many kind
ber.-eiactors at that time received special mention in the columns of our paper.
A pleasant incident during the month of
June was the reception given at the Home to
the friends in attendance upon the Unitarian
Some of them visited us
State Conference.
for the first time and to this visit we are indebted for aid in various ways.
No large contributions have been received,
and but one bequest, that of Mrs. Charlotte E.
Fales of Biddeford, of which account has been

publicly given.

We have received aid from several State
papers in generous notices of our work, and
The Republican Journal of our own city has
given as usual free advertising whenever de-

U1LUHRE5TS “TRADES.”

says:

There

were some

great trades made between

Bean & Gilchrest, and one Fogler of Rockland
during the summer of 1884, and at the end of

j
I

;
1

the season the score stood about even. Those
dickers were always “sight unseen” and many
a queer exchange was made.
One trade was a
stock of clothing, jewelry, etc., from Fogler
for a piece of vessel property of Bean & Gilchrest I drove old Dudley over to Rockland
and brought back the “trade.” I found a pair
of blue trousers that struck my fancy, so I
purchased them. I weighed about 130 pounds
at that time and those trousers were built for a
200 pound man, so they fitted me very loosely.
What fun George Gilchrist used to have with
me about those trousers!
Used to ask me if
they were made for my grandfather.
Another trade—Fogler got a fishing boat and
he came to Camden to see about it.
Said Fogler to B. & G., “thought you said
that Nel Hall wouldn't take two hundred and
seventy-five dollars for that boat?”
“That’s what he did say.”
“Mighty good reason why he wouldn’t take
that for it, no one ever offered him more than
fifty dollars,” said Fogler.
Another trade—Fogler got a pig and he
drove up to Camden with a horse and express
He
wagon and another man to get the porker.
came down to the store and said to Mr. Bean,
“Holly, where’s that pig?”
“Up in the barn,” said Mr. Bean.
“What, that shote up there?”
“Why, he don’t weigh more than fifty pounds,
and here I’ve drove way up here after that

sired.
Contributions of clothing and house supplies have been received from time to time,
but the aggregate has been small. These have
been helpful in meeting the many needs of the
large family, but it must be patent to the i
•average parent, at least, that a heavy expense |
must necessarily be incurred to comfortably j
clothe, feed and care for eighteen or twenty I
healthy, energetic, intense girls between the |
ages of five and fifteen. We are certain that
the financial report today will show that strict
economy has governed the expenditures.
And now we come to that long looked for
advance step for which some of us for several
years have earnestly prayed and faithfully thing.”
George Gilchrest went lame once that sumworked, the day when we can foresee the new
addition to our building, an annex that will mer, sprung his knee going down hill, or had
give more and better conveniences and will gout, or something like that, so he was around
One day Fogler got mad at
greatly relieve the overcrowded rooms. The on crutches.
various efforts leading up to this have all been George, and Mr. Bean said, “Why don’t you hit
recounted in the columns of our paper and will him, Fogler?”
We have through the
“My mother always told me never to hit a
not be repeated here.
generosity of the State a sum to commence the fool or a cripple,” said Fogler.
work, yet not enough to carry it to completion
in a suitable manner, and some plans must be
Into Your 8hoes
made to meet this emergency. It may be some
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures painnoble, generous heart will prompt a gift as a
memorial.
Anyway it must be completed ful, smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails,
through personal effort, if in no other way. and instantly takes the sting out of cornB and
Please give this your consideration—that it is bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery
not only to enlarge a building that has outof the age. Allen’s Foot-Ease makes tight or
new shoes feel easy.
It is a certain cure for
grown its capacity and facilities, but to give
more and better opportunity to unfold and desweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet.
the
lives
of
little
ones
under
our
the
velop
Try it today. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
care, a work too grand in infinite results to be
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps. Don’t
crippled by lack of funds. Can you not view accept ANY substitute. Trial package FREE.
it in the light of the anxiety you would feel if Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
one of these children were your own.
The
argument for the practical side to the Statewide community is equally convincing.
The meetings of the executive board have
been held regularly each month with only one palpitation of the heart Divests wnatyoueat

8hake
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cOAL AT REDUCED PRICES!

|

Your Winter’s Coal Now at

-^Buy

1
iV17E

Reduced Prices of the€

BELFAST FUEL & HAY COMPANY.

taking orders for Winter Coal. Customers favoring us with COAL ORDERS
▼▼
before August 1, 1909, and who are ready to receive Coal at our convenience, we
make the following prices:
are now

I

3

3

#

From

above

the

prices

we

allow

DAYS from date of

a

delivery

£

within THIRTY

0

ALL ORDERS received after August
charged us by the coal companies.

#

3

#

DISCOUNT OF 25

1, 1909,

COALS, shipped by the READING CO.,
ISFACTION in weight, quality and delivery.

Manufactured Wood of all

ton

on

all

Anthracite Coal

bills

subject to the August advance of 25 cents per

are

finely prepared, well screened and

are

we

ton

is

GUARANTEE S/ T

ft

v

Kinds—Cord Wood, Slabs and

J

j

Edgings,

SHAY and STRAWS)

l

|

;

j

Pocahontas Steam Coal.

Charcoal.

J

j

Maryland Co.’s Coal for Smithing
SPECIAL ATTENTION

•

f
X

per

of Coal.

OUR

j

CENTS

GIVEN

TO

DELIVERY OUTSIDE

OFFICE 24 FRONT STREET.

CITY

!•

LIMITS

{
See#—— H* IIIHIIHHMIMIMMMMIMHIUMIHIMMlllHHHMIli
TELEPHONE 220.

BOSTON LIQUOR DEALERS

When the Cows Come Home.
When the cows come home from the meadow
In the tranquil eventide.
Come home through the fragrant shadows,
Slow walking side by side,
Writh little Joe behind them
A-whistling loud and shrill
As the crickets in the valley,
Or the sleepless whippoorwill,
Beyond, on the dusky hillside,
I think of the Long Ago,
And a little girl with hair a-curl,
And soft, round cheeks aglow,
Who used to drive the cows home,
And sing in the twilight’s hush
Sweet songs and dear, with voice as clear
As the robin or the thrush.
Ah me, but the years pass fleetly!
But yestereve it seems
I heard her singing sweetly
As oft I do in dreams,
As she with laggard footsteps
Within the twilight-wane
Drove home the sweet-breathed cattle
Along the quiet lane;
The old house-dog beside her,
Her little arms piled high
With sweet, wild bloom of rare perfume,
And every shape and dye;—
But yestereve, I fancy,
But oh! ’tis years ago
Since in the vale, ’neath lilies pale,
We made her grave so low.
—Edwin B. Lowe.

Maine Sheriffs.
The)
to Enjoin
Bring Suit in the U. S. Court.
Wholesale liquor dealers of Bostor
have filed a bill in equity in the U. S
ciruit court of Maine, asking that the 1(
sheriffs of Maine be enjoined from seiz
ing liquor in transit into Maine, alleging
that the seizures are likely to ruin th(
business of the dealers in this State, am
Judge Hale caused to issue subpenas foi
the appearance of the 16 sheriffs at th(
U. S. circuit court on the first Mondaj
in July to answer to the petition of th<

Seek

SUBSCRIPT'0*4

druggists.
Selected Seed for Potatoes.
The latest idea in potato raising is to use
Some of our Brunswick
farmers have tried the experiment and the results have amply justified the extra trouble and
of using
expense. The old-fashioned plan
small potatoes and inferior stock for seed is
The best
sure to affect the yield adversely.
of the
way to select seed is to first take note
most vigorous and thrifty vines, then at digging time save the tubers from the hills that
Bhow the best tubers and largest yield. One
man who will try for a prize of $200 offered by
a fertilizer company for the best yield of potatoes on a single acre, is using only the most
carefully selected seed. Previous experiments
along this line have produced Bplendid results.
—Brunswick Record.

only selected seed.

Hon. Charles S.Hichborn’s new launch, which
has been in process of construction for some
time past at the Ripley shop on Gage street, is
the
practically completed and will be ready for
water within a short time. She is very similar
in design to the launch which was owned last
season by Mr. Hichborn and is now on the
Messalonskee stream at Waterville, and is a
is 27 feet in length
very handsome craft. She
with a beam of 5 feet, and has a French stem.
The power will be furnished by a 12-horseseen the
power Ferro engine. Those who have
launch say that she will be one of the beauties
of the Cobbosseecontee fleet.—Kennehec Journal.

\

™

complainants.

for whose appearanc<
subpenas have issued are: D. R. Hast
ings, Androscoggin; Fred A. Thurlough
Aroostook; Melville W. Trefethen, Cum
berland; Dana O. Coolidge, Franklin
Forest 0. Silsby, Hancock; Colby Get
chell, Kennebec; Adelbert J. Tolman
Knox; John B. Rafter, Lincoln; Hiran
R. Hubhard, Oxford; T. Herbert White
Penobscot; James M. Knowles, Piscata
quis; John W. Ballou, Sagadahoc; Johr
A. Mooers, Somerset; Amos F. Carleton
i
Waldo; Jefferson M. Sweet, Washington
and Charles O. Emery, York.
The bill sets forth that the dealers an
doing a legitimate and lawful business
that they pay a U. S. license tax and an
READ THIS'
entitled to protection of the federa
and that some of the sheriff:
“It is astonishing,” remarked a well known statues,
to interfere wit!
authority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a named have threatened
are
their business under the Wilson pun
large number of people, especially ladies,
by attractively written advertisements induced food and drug act, and in some instan
to purchase some one of the many so-called ces have done so.
The petitioners asser
Beauty Creams now on the market, not know- that they have no right to touch liquors
or
contain
that
oily
of
course
mostly
they
ing
in transit except to proceed through fedgreasy substances that clog the pores of the
skin and are for that reason the very worst eral officials.
It is prayed that the sheriffs be re
i thing that they could possibly use. My treatment of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all strained from making further seizures,
inand
has
follows
is
as
that they account for the liquors preeruptions of the skin,
variably proved very successful: Wash the viously seized, and that they be oraerec
face carefully every night before retiring with to
pay reasonable damage for the detenwarm water and a little oatmeal tied up in a
tion or destruction of the goods sc
small cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
seized.
following inexpensive and perfectly harmless
lie piainuns state mat tney nave, at
prescription, which can be filled at any Drug7
citizens of the United States residing in
Store. Clearola 4 oz„ Ether 1 oz„ Alcohol
as
Use this mixture on the face as often
the commonwealth of Massachusetts and
ozs.
and
possible during the day, but use night
doing business in Boston, no redress
to remain on the
it
allowing
way,
any
morning
save in the courts of the United States.
face at least ten minutes, then the powdery
The proceeding is one of the most imface
the
wash
not
Do
off.
be
film may
wiped
of the States unfor some little time after using. By following I portant in the history
If the contenthis simple treatment, you will soon have a der the prohibitory law.
tion is sustained the sheriffs of all the
clear and Brilliant Complexion.”
MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANGER.
Men past middle life have found comfort and
relief in Foley’s Kidney Remedy, especially for
enlarged prostrate gland, which is very comL. E. Morris, Dexmon among elderly men.
father
ter, Ky., writes: “Up to a year ago my
trouble and
bladder
suffered from kidney and
several physicians pronounced it enlargement
of the prostrate gland and advised an operation.
On account of his age we were afraid he could
s Kidney
not stand it and I recommended Foley
him, and
Remedy, and the first bottle relieved
no
he
was
bottle
longer
after taking the second
Sold by all
troubled with this complaint.”

YARD FOOT OF SPRING STREET

The sheriffs

wT&wm mmi i
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To avoid serious results take Foley’s Kidney
first sign of kidney or bladder
disorder such as backache, urinary irregularities, exhaustion, and you will soon be well.
Commence taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy today. Sold by all druggists.

Rhyme of

the

English Kings.

First William the Norman,
Then William, his son;
Henry, Stephen and Henry,
Then Richard and John.
Next, Henry the third,
Edwards one, two and three,
And again, after Richard,
Three Henrys we see.
Two Edwards, third Richard,
If rightly I guess,
Two Henrys, sixth Edward,
Queens Mary and Bess.
Then Jamie, the Scotchman,
And Charles, whom they slew,
Yet received after Cromwell,
Another Charles, too.
Next James the second
Ascended the throne.
Then good William and Mary

Together

came on.

And Georges four,
Fourth William, all past,
Then came Queen Victoria,
And Edward VII, the last.
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The Tnbun
Tribune Farmer, One Year,

Year,
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2.00
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counties and their deputies will be restrained not only from making seizures of
liquors in transit, but from attempting
to apply to liquors sent into this State
any of the provisions of the pure food
and drug law, and that that bill will be
enforced only by the officers and agents
of the United States.
It is the most drastic and direct attempt ever made to defeat the execution of the prohibitory law of Maine.

Remedy at the

^l
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Everybody would be benefited by taking
Laxative for constipation, stom-

| Foley’s Orino

ach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the stomach and breath, gently stimulates the liver and
regulates the bowels and is much superior to
Why not try
pills and ordinary laxatives.
Foley’s Orino Laxative today? Sold by all

druggists.
The Ads.
I used to buy a magazine
And quickly strip the cover off,
With all the ads. of soap and starch,
And mixtures sure to cure a cough.
Above the printed pages left,
Entranced, for hours I used to pore,
The stories, essays, ancient jokes,
And poems perusing o’er and o’er.
But when I buy

a

magazine

To-day, at once I throw away
The poetry and fiction, too,

And cover in its colors gay,
But keep the leaves that tell us where
To buy the thingB we may be needing,
For advertisements furnish now
The very best and brightest reading.
—Minna Irving, in “Good Housekeeping.”

Many of our citizens are drifting towards
Bright’s disease by neglecting symptoms of
kidney and bladder trouble which Foley’s Kidney Remedy will quickly cure. Sold by all
druggists.

Go to Work.
When despair’s sharp edge is near,
Go to work.
When your mind is racked with fear,
Go to work.
When you’re brooding o’er the past,
When the sky is overcast,
Troubles coming thick and fast,
Go to work.

■PURIFINA
--

li^.t

'!

-i--

Pimple

When you think you've reached the end,
Go to work.
When you haven’t e’en a friend,
Go to work.
When you can’t see light ahead,
When your utmost hope has fled,
Don’t lie moping in your bed.
Go to work.

ns'-*;

left after

Purifiaa
draw s out
the disi

Or, to speak in current phrase,
Get a move.
If you have no place to graze,
Get busy.
Take this pointer from me, pard,
When you’re feelin’ awful jarred,
Up against it good and hard,

i

tation
leaves tha

!>

Hump yourself.
—Lippincott’s Magazine.
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the Continent

and Portland, Oregon, Tacoma and Seattle, Washington, are all destined to be
great cities in the near future. Seattle
has grown from 32,000 in 1900 to over
300,000 in 1909. Building at the distant
city of San Francisco is going on at a
rapid rate, over 6,000 permits having
been issued this jrear to date.
Los Angeles, with its 360,000 people,
held the record until this year. In 1908
Los Angeles built 28 miles of buildings,
completing 24 buildings every day, or one
every hour, 7,200 the year. Los Angeles is built on practically level land.
There is very little rolling ground there,
while Seattle is very hilly and uneven
ground, necessitating cable street railroads. The tallest buildings in Seattle
The great Yukon
are fifteen stories.
fair there is expected to attracts vast
crowd there ana they are making great
preparations for them. From the business and residential streets of Seattle
snow-capped mountains are always in
sight, and that is one of the features
that I omitted to mention of Los Angeles, where you can pick strawberries any
month of the year at the foot of these
snow-capped mountains and bathe in the
waters of Long Beach every month of
the year. Long Beach is 22 miles from
Los Angeles and is reached by trolley in
45 minutes at a cost of 50 cents the
round trip. One road runs from the
foot of the mountains through Los Angeles 18 miles, to San Pedro as straight as
an arrow, and it will be only a few years
before Los Angeles City extends to the
waters of the Pacific ocean, with a climate unsurpassed on earth, the mercury
running from 48 to 90 in the shade. Most
of the time it is 65 to 70, with cool nights.
When the mercury is high in the thermometer it is not so uncomfortable as in
the east. The dryness of air makes the
heat easier to bear. From Seattle my

via California

Maine to Washington
via Montana.
anJ Return
I
of The Journal:
editor
T THt,
and have had to pinch
m mixed up,
‘,,any times to see if I was really
®!’fe
breaming. No doubt some of
tSiU
what hasbother-e'ers can explain
and of which I will speak

Ft01*1

!"much

i

.(farther along on my journey,
pinching began. March 4th,
will remember, there
a ,iay. you
'iixzard that extended over a very
eastern country, inter,a, t of the
the

*
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!ff

much with President Taft’s
The writer intended to have
11
,Washington, D. C., on that day
delayed, and I did not leave Bos5th. It was still snowti March
f
when my wife and I
cold
,„,j very
1
„;t on a business and pleasure
rv

£:'!aira)

j

i

***''.iv,,the

country.
Los

,n

..

We have a son

Angeles, Calif., who

There, and our route was
ith Station, Boston, over the

1

R. R., through Worwhere we were met at the
by friends with boxes and

Albany
|

eatables

ruit,
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pleasant journey,

good

§,

wholesome bread at every

baking.

Here is a perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which has no superior for nutrition.
The wheat is stored in tanks hermetically
sealed, and it is cleaned six timer, before
grinding. Tested every half hour to
insure uniform quality, this flour is
guaranteed to give absolute
satisfaction.
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WilliamTell

which is

to Springfield,
shed.
mb the grand old Berkshire
ttsfield and Albany, N. Y.,
,still snowing and a plentiful
already on the ground. From
■ussed through Schenectady,
use, Rochester and Buffalo,
Boston. There we crossed
uda, where to our surprise
At
: about all disappeared.
v,
iran. 300 miles from Bufmid was bare and began to
eg look, and from Detroit
Indiana and Illinois, 400
ago. there was very little
U:,- country except that it
We stopped six
warmer.
ago to take a glance of the
of 2,500,000 people, and
Then

\

and

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most

on

1

1.

visited twenty years ago

i

baby

a

of

only 1,000,000

could not tell from

our forthat we were ever there
ad of growing old. as one
dy think in twenty years,
much fresher and
s very
finer and younger looking,
ago in the evening we missteresting sights, and when
te

ANSTED ft BURK COMPANY. Milieu,
Springfield, Ohio

For Sale at Your Grocer’s

we took a Boston lunch of
and coffee.
the tide of travel is
-. vou how
go back for a moment to
V, sen we hoarded the car that

a

.d
r

.•.

Chicago without change

[V

car

our

about six passen-

aled for the west, and there
Our car
cars in the train.
ad up, so that when we ar-

'...
:r;,.

very nearly full.
ity they had to put on two
here were so many middle
going west, and at every
there until we reached the

a-ago it
1

i
-r)

:

was

they had difficulty in findCity we saw a great
.ting sights down through
Kansas, but night overtook
we were through the State,
■lining came again we were
o, having passed through a
iahoma and Texas. All day
through New Mexico. It
sas

and panorama of mountains
The mountains were most

r;

;ity

snow,

for

we

passed through

western tornado that came
us up, and did hold up the
next day. We arrived in El
...
at ti p. m., four days and
out from Boston and 2,500
There I parted with my
w ho had made the journey so
do business and let her go on
f our son in Los Angeles,
an not seen for five years.
days’ stay in the thriving
,t

:

■

iso,

a

place of 50,000 people,

•..-1 to go on.
The weather
: tine and springlike, willows
but
to
show
how freakout,
eather is there sometimes,
lepot to take the 6 P. M.
arson, Arizona, and found it
:
late.
I went back to the
and at 11 P. M. it was still
wishing to miss that train I
the depot and waited unand the train was still late,
: for the first time that it was
he blizzard in New Mexico
..soaped two days before.
train from New Orleans on
Pacific came along, and the
>r
more who had waited
.ntil 9 A. M. embarked tor
■

■

■

Spokane, Wash.,

through
Montana. Wyoming,

South DaAbout this time the sun had come up Idaho,
from behind the mountains and another kata, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, Nevada,
train was due.
People were beginning New Mexico, again to El Paso, and back
to move about and I began to resume my to Los Angeles, all of which I will tell
normal condition, and went back to the 1 you about later on after I have made the
J. Knowlton Brown.
depot to look after my baggage and pre- i trip.
pare for my work, for I had samples of
NEW ENGLAND BOOMING.
shoes with me to take orders from. At
the

depot in every available space Indian squaws were squatting in rows on
the ground or walk, with all kinds of
their handiwork for sale to passengers.
This place was so interesting that I could
not leave for two days and business was
extra good. I inquired the cause of the
rush for shoes and was told that several

gold mines had recently been discovered, and one of the old ones, the North
Star Gold Mine Co., had struck a very
rich streak and was mining ore that asin sayed $338,000 to the ton. Three hundred
Jv^.t ..} peared found ourselves
and thirty-eight thousand dollars, almost
aving passed through a part
ji'and at noon were in Kansas pure gold; that sounded well, and the rejjjw

will be

trip

new

port has been verified since.

Well, after fully recovering from the
shock of that eventful morning in Yuma,
I started towards California to join my
wife and see my son and his wife, thinking the surprises were all over; but I
found they had just begun. Crossing the
Colorado river I was in California, but
quite a long way from Los Angeles, and
between were several cities to visit,
which I hastily went through, for the
nearer I
got to Los Angeles the more
anxious 1 was to arrive there.
But I
visited Cotton, San Bernardino and Redlands, and in going to Redlands passed
through an orange grove of 800 acres,
every tree laden with the golden fruit,
three miles through, and it was a sight I
shall never forget. Redlands is a very
beautiful spot. From there I went to
Riverside, and there I had to pinch myself again, for neither Yuma nor Redlands were in that class.
Palm trees,
roses and flowers of every kind were
everywhere. It was one continual flower
garden. Every street and every lawn
was a paradise, and the balmy weather,
65 degrees in the shade all the time,
every day, made me think what I had
missed by being born in the State of
Maine.
From Cotton to Riverside, 8
miles, there were orange groves all the
way; nothing but oranges on both sides
of the railroad, and I wondered what
next. I was sure the height of grandeur
and beauty had been reached, but I was
mistaken, the more beautiful was still
to come, as I will tell you later on.
My
curiosity was worked up to a high pitch
when I was told to wait until I reached
Los Angeles, and so I waited. Well, to
cut this story short, I will say that the
next night when stepping from the train
a man
tapped me on the shoulder and
asked if my name was not J. Knowlton
Brown, from Malden, Mass., and I had to
acknowledge the coin, for I had pinched
myself until I was pretty sure he was
And beside that gentleman
correct.
stood my good wife, who never looked
so good to me before, and my son’s wife.
It was a happy meeting of four happy
It seemed a life-time since I had
souls.
parted with my wife at El Paso, and
more

changes have passed before

me

than in all my former life.

!
;
I

;
;
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Literary

News and Notes.

The joys of vacation time are vividly
recalled by the
picture of the Old Swimmin Hole which adorns the front cover
page of the June American Boy. The
contents are both varied and interesting.
The opening chapters of a fine serial
dealing with the opening days of the
American Revolution are given.
It is
entitled the Young Continentals at Lexington, and boys will get from it a
the stirring history of those
ateful times.
Winning His Shoulder
Straps is continued four chapters. ;A
number of splendid short stories and the
usual entertaining and instructive departments make up an excellent issue.

?limpseof

Perhaps the most noticeable feature of
the June Woman’s Home
Companion is
the
wealth of fiction.

There

are

ten

writers in this issue

are

Edward Everett

Donnell and Rosa Naomi Scott.
The
stories are illustrated by prominent artists, among whom are F. C. Yohn and
John Cecil Clay. Naturally, much is said
about weddings in this June issue.
ine June

National

iff-making, combined with pictures that

USU^
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^oaI tahen at the

building

rOLEYSnONEY^TAR
for children; safe,

sure•

Wo

oplates
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JAMES SMALL OF 1SLESBORO
He was Concerned in the Murders by
Mrs. Gunness, but Later Retracts. He is

Says

luuuuig

ridiiti&Lu.

cis Miltoun, pseud.)
Castles and chateaux of old Navarre and the Basque Provinces.
Illustrated. 1907.T 44.7 M 3
Matthews, James Brander. (Compiler)
Poems of American patriotism... .808.1 M 43
Schurz, Carl.
The reminiscences of Carl Schurz.
Vol. 3. 1863-1869. With a sketch
of his life from 1869 to 1906. 1908..B-Sch 8-3
Spruce, Richard.
Notes of a botanist on the Amazon
and Andes. 2 vols.. 508.3 Sp 8
W alton, George Lincoln.
Why worry? 1908. 131 W 17
Welch, Catharine.
The little dauphin. 1908..
B4L 923

J'^rm-it

grandest

g®*™*
j"*.,1
ii™:"

1

g
,
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25 cents per ton discount from the above

delivery.
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I, however, concluded
others about me could stand
;ail?e I could, or must; so took a
tttojj “bout
town to see what other sights
’-’"(g for me, and every twentieth
te-,1i!' '"ct
was a white man resembling
tvo'f a
little, and all the rest were Indi% ;
Mexicans. There is an Indian
te ")n
in Yuma, which accounted
Va?
ITeat number of Indians.
!ta(

'jnaPce.

tt|, „‘l,
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Children

Cry

for FLETCHER’S
CASTO R I A

fight for his country, and the place was
called ever after, Grant’s Pass. We
crossed another mountain range before

reaching Portland, Oregon, where 240,people live, mostly from the east.
It iB a most interesting place and destined to be a great city. The sights
worth mentioning after passing Mount
000

Shasta are the immense lumber tracts. For
hundreds of miles it is one vast forest of
the best of lumber, and this, with grain,
is what is making Portland a great city.
Portland’s best residential district runs
up the mountain side 1,200 feet, and has
The Columbia
a trolley line to the top.
river there empties into Puget sound,

HOLD ON!_
To the safe old reliable remedy—the true “L. F.” Atwood’s
Bitten—the kind yourfather and grandfather used for all sickness.
Nothing like this fifty year old medicine for constipation, indigestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. Aatbottle bought
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle your dealers.
Lincoln, Me.
standard remedy

"The 'L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitter, lave been a
la my grandfather’s and father’s family for many

years."

—Miss Elviba B.

GiPSOir.

SB

We

hope

to receive your

orders, which shall have

attention.

I
9

We also have the Maryland
blacksmith use.

WOOD

tf

prices.

fe
S

prices for bills paid in 30 days from date
our

usual prompt and careful

Company’s Georges Creek Cumberland

W

Coal for

ff

FOR SALE AS USUAL.

the SWAN & SIBLEY CO.
^ -«»—7 ^

; iriM/eir/ir/?
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7astest Five-year-old Pacing Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest
Living Son of
World’s Greatest Young Speed Progenitor-Four Great
Producing Dams

Now in Stud, charge of Harrie Jones, Rushville, Ind.
Maine season begins June 1. 1909.

STILETTO C., 41615

2.12 1-4 Race

Record; half-mile track,

2-12 3-4; timed in a race, 1.05 1-4. half
in 1.01 1-4 at three years.
?f £telIa Mack (trial 3) t2-25)- Stiletto c. is by Steinway (3) (2.25?), sire oi Klatawah (3)
,2.05$, Thornway (2.05$) and five others in 2.10, dams of five in 2.10. Son of Strathmore sire of
;wom 2.10, dams of Citation
(2.01?),Bumps (2.03$) and others in 2.10. The dam of Stiletto C.
s Nota (dam of three and one
producing sire), by Nutwood (2.18?), sire of 174 in 2.30, two in
2.10, dams of 330 in 2.30, 17 in 2.10.

EDGEMARK, 4,

2.16

7432

The unbeaten sire of 26, including Miss Whitney (2.07^), Tomboy (2.10.1),
Whitney (2.12*),
Wasco (2.19$). Gurgles Boy (2.15$,) Success (2.15?, etc/ Sired dam of Wig Wag
(3) (2.1^4)
[1905 champion). His daughters will be great brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326, sire of 31*
Dam Edgewater Belle, by Edgewater 12730,
producing sire; second dom Easter, by American
Clay 34; third dam Nannie Marden, by Ericsson; fourth dam Jenny Lind, by Vermont

Morgan.

BILLY

HERR, Morgan Type,

Trial 2.20 (limited handling), by Charley Herr (2.07); dam Hazel D. (2.21$), by Diablo (4>
(2.09$); second dam Hazel Mac, by Director (2.17); third dam tricks, by Baldy, came from
Vermont to California; fourth dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde 2.19$, Empress 2.24 grandam of
Brino Tricks 2.13?).

ROBERT

BRIGHAM,

Draft Stallion,

Ward, $50; Stiletto C., $25; Edgemark, $25; Billy Herr, $20.
rCpC
*
with usual retuan privilege. Bred to approved mares only.
For bookings, additional information or catalogue, address,
John

By

the

season

HORACE CHENERY, or
M. A. NEVINS, Belfast, Maine..

tfi6
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1 Kineo Ranges j

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Charles Baker, of Winterport, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the eleventh day of
November, 1905, and recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 279, page 151, conveyed
to Frank E. Baker, of said Winterport, two
certain lots of land with buildings thereon,
| situated in said W7interport, the first lotboundI ed and describled as follows, viz: Beginning
j on the north side of the road leading westerly
i from Bald Hill Cove to the Hampden line at the
northeast corner of the Paul Delano lot; thence
northerly by the west line of land of James E.
Young ^orty rods to» homestead formerly of
Rufus Baker; thence westerly by said Rufus
Baker homestead nineteen rods to land formerly of Joseph Stubbs; thence southerly by said
Joseph Stubbs lot forty-eight rods to the road
above named; thence easterly by the said road
nineteen rods to place of beginning: Containing
five acres,more or less. Also another lot of land
situated in said Winterport and bounded and described as follows,viz: Beginning on the northerly side of the road leading westerly from Bald
Hill Cove, called the Delano road, on the westerly side of land of Charles Baker; thence westerly by said road twenty-three and one-half
rods; thence northerly forty-nine rods to a
stake and stones; thence easterly and parallel
with the first line twenty-three and one-half
rods to land formerly of Lucy M. Baker; thence
southerly forty-nine rods to place of beginning
containing eight acres, more or less; and
whereas the said Frank E. Baker, on the
twenty-ninth day of January, 1906, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to
Daniel H. Clement, by assignment duly recorded in said Registry, Vol. 287, page 153; and
whereas the said Daniel H. Clement, on the
twenty-seventh day of March, 1909, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to
Frank Robinson, by assignment recorded in said
Registry, Vol. 292, page 206; and whereas the
said Robinson, on the thirtieth day of April,
1909, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to me, the undersigned, by assignment recorded in said Registry, Vol. 292, page 260; and
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
I. A. WHITNEY
By Mayo & Smare, his attorneys.
Bangor, Maine, May 20, 1909.
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tention to get proper
The extreme
results.
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J. B.

STICKNEY,

; NOYES & NUTTER, Mfg. Co., Bangor, Maine.
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HAVE

REAL ESTATE

YOU

FOR

TRIED

I
;

I

SALE

1 otter for sale valuable real estate situated
in the town of Frankfort, Maine, about 1 mile
from North Searsport. One farm known as
the Thayer farm, consisting of buildings, tillage and pasture land, containing forty-five
acres. One farm adjoining the aforementioned,
known as the Thomas Larrabee farm, consisting of fifty acres of good land, including an
orchard. Also a wood lot of fifty acres adjoining. The land above mentioned is especially
adapted to the cultivation of potatoes and other
crops. I will sell this property for a fair price
and on easy terms.
A. E. NICKERSON.
Swanville, May 17, 1909.—20

To ice Consumers

i

Real Estate
IN WALDO COUNTY.

l have stored

an

abundant suppty of the

dearest and best Ice I have

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Swan & Sibley Co.,
Jackson & Hall,
A. A. Howes &

Co.,
Horace Chenery.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE.
OnefGoddard Carriage and
Apply at house.
CAPT. J. G.

One

|

44444444 4*4

1

ever

had and

prepared to supply my regular
tomers and thejpublic generally.
am

Wei buy and sell.

\
J

AGENT, BELFAST.
|

\

causes *

of it.

i

|

quality of ma- J

care

Jr'-

di^l'ioKmg

M

Ash

good satisfaction last season and are
We make the following prices for orders received to
so

50 cents per ton less than above

Upstairs 50 cents per ton.

759.3 D-3

1900
maiiDiiciu,

Philadelphia & Reading Hard White

gave

suPPly*

IWHITEHALL

Tr.d:ail,roai-

^

this year> the celebrated
sta11
Burning Anthracite Coal which
°Ur

'■*

f

National appears on the newsstands
with one of Blumenthal’s covers, redolent of the beauty and passion of
early
summer tide.
The sentiment of the
month is toasted in a tribute to the
The quadruple
“spirit of Bunker Hill.
frontispiece shows Mrs. Taft in her inaugural gown. The opening section of
the magazine contains Joe
Chappie’s
sparkling comment on the process of tar-

j

and Free

g AugustTst*1^
g
| Stove, Egg and Chestnut $7.25 per ton ®5S2., 1
Pea Coal, $5.75 per
ton, Delivered and put in.

Magazine, of Boston, meets the irrepressible desire for
good stirring fiction, to follow up the nfjt
good health that comes after the sulphur
and molasses of the spring time. In all
the winsomness of the graduate girl, the

Three weeks have elapsed and the
writer has had time to see and learn of
the beauties of Southern California, that rickstad on the arrival there of the Loc1 hee, because of an alleged confession to
very few eastern people know about,
had heard and read letters from different S Capt. Stillstun that he had participated
people about this wonderful country, but with Mrs. Belle Gunness in the murders
they all seemed to have an axe of their that were committed on the Gunness
own to grind,
and none of them have farm near Leporte, Ind., last year and
had an examination in Christiana, Norever pictured the country of California
as it is.
As stated in the beginning I way, May 26th before a judge in a court
am on a business and pleasure trip, both
there, is a native of Islesboro, and son of
of which are successful, and have reach- the late James I. Small of that town. A
FICTION.
ed Seattle, Wash., but what lies between sister, Mrs. A. W. Field, now resides
I in Yuma at 4 A. M., just
;
Los Angeles and Seattle is now to be there.
Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
ight, and the depot and sur- told. Of all the sights on the whole
The ring and the man. 1909.
Young Small came to Bangor about a
B 72-4
;
L'-re brilliantly lighted with
route, Pasadena, California, is the grand- year ago and enlisted at the local re- Bryant, Marguerite.
from
the
As
I
ghts.
{
stepped
est and most beautiful spot. My pen is cruiting station and was afterwards sent
Christopher Hibbault, roadmaker.
-t thing I saw was large palm
not equal to the task, and I will say it is to join a company of coast artillery at
1909.
B 843
species, intermingled with worth the cost of the whole trip to see Fort Preble, Portland harbor.
'asuch as I had never seen that
He deserted from the service once and Bullen, Frank Thomas.
alone. At this writing, April
place
i n,
was recaptured, and the second time he
B 87-3
|
right in the depot yard,
Young Nemesis. 1909.
we are
eating native strawBerr e-,
,e;e oraag- trees laden with their golden 1st,
which grow in California every month in was closely pursued but managed to eiude Gale, Zona.
1 the depot and fences and
j
the year, to say nothing of all the other those after him and probably shipped at
Friendship Village. 1908. G 1282-2
adjacent were covered with fruits. And for comfortable homes, Rockland or some other Maine port and
Haggard, Henry Rider.
*:,,is.s, jn full bloom, of a variety of
adorned with beautiful trees and shrub- later joined the crew of the Russian bark.
The brethren. 1904.
-so,,, a.H 12-6
| bought I had been killed
On being arraigned at Christiania, Small
bery, you should visit Los Angeles and its
Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
accident and was in heaven.
Beach, a city of asserted that the story he told the captain
surroundings.
Long
*0!
The black barque. A tale of the
sural thing that I had ever
40,000, is next to Pasadena. I shall not was untrue. He said he had read of the
was the railroad.
In my
pirate slave-ship Gentle Hand.
to tell all I have seen; it would Gunness sensation in the newspapers and
attempt
the train had gone on and fill a volume.
1905
H 125-2
From Los Angeles my invented the details of the story which he
I- it I had planned to stop there,
route was by the shore line to San Fran- confessed to the captain, including the Harker, Lizzie Allen.
what
coking and wondering
country names of alleged victims, with the purcisco, 484 miles of the
Miss Esperance and Mr. Wycherly.
I
came to and look- to be found on this earth.
Beginning at pose of being discharged from duty on
partially
1908.
H 223
/ai ss
which
looked
natural, Santa Barbara and continuing to Paso the bark. He said that when the murihes,
Charles Hanford.
I looked
same hand grip.
t
Hot Springs, Santa Cruz, San ders were committed he was a soldier in Henderson,
Robles,
The lighted lamp. 1908.
H 38-2
depot to see if I could find a Jose and Palo Alto, to Frisco, it is one Portland, Maine.
si there was
The judge who heard the statement of Lynde, Francis.
none, so I was un- grand panorama of natural sights.
Y'J"s whether I was really J. K.
The King of Arcadia. 1909.
L 99-3
San Francisco is fast rising up from Small believes that he is insane. Small
his spirit, and pinched myself
the ashes and boasts of a population of will not be prosecuted but will be sent to Whitaker, Herman.
3R the
feeling that usually re- half a million. Oakland, across the bay the United States.
The planter. 1909.
W 5696
■:
-iieh self abuse came on allright
3 miles, has 250,000, or a quarter of a
Capt. Stillstun says that Small told him
to
feel
as though I was alive
and from there to Sacramento, that he received $500 for his share in the
Iji '/'Cftan
milliop,
JUVENILE BOOKS.
dropped down into a new world— another fine city, of 75,000 to 100,000, is crimes and that he named two men, Campthat I had often read about. a fine
At Chico, 200 miles north bell and Davidson, as having assisted Mrs. Johnston, Annie Fellows.
country.
about I saw ahotel connecj- of San
The little Colonel’s Christmas VaFrancisco, I saw the last orchard Gunness. —Bangor Commercial.
the depot, and in I wept, and in
the golden fruit. From there to
bearing
cation. 1908. J-J 64-9
palms and cacti and century the Oregon line we go over the Siskiyou
“Bright and Right.’’
The little Colonel: Maid of Honor.
birds singing and people taking mountains and
whose
■e
Shasta,
Mount
past
It is the
1906
J-J 64-10
■’
of The Belfast Journal that
I joined the
lunch.
rn°rning
snow-capped peaks reach up 14,385 feet the protestopinion
of the
dealers against the
The little Colonel’s knight comes
oon discovered a life-size mirIt,
into the clouds. The next point of inter- application of the liquor food law
in their
EL'na I,K)k a good look at myself, and est is Grant’s Pass in Oregon, where business "is equivalentpure
riding. 1907. J-J 64-11
to a confession that the
ubrtl I recognized myself, but Gen. Grant
over night in his goods they sent out cannot stand the test.”
Tomlinson, Everett T.
Sotit 3
stopped
surprised look on my young days on his way to old Mexico to Bright and right.—Portland Press.
The winner. 1903. J-T 59-17

grand sights just began

1

excite the interest of the reader. His
Contracts for New Construction exceed unique pen pictures of men and affairs at
W ashington mark an epoch in magazine$54,000,000. Signs of Prosperity in Maine.
making, affording the entire family the
Industrial expansion now in progress “open sesame” to the
mystic workings
or in prospect in New England promises
of life and procedure at the White House
to make the present year notable for and
Capitol.
commercial growth in this section.
In
The June number of the Atlantic Monthfour
States,
Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire and Maine, new ly opens with the first installment of WEDDING INVITATIONS
mills and additions to existing plants al- General Morris Schaff’s new series of war
ready under construction or planned num- memories, “The Battle of the Wilder- and ANNOUNCEMENTS
Those who recall the charm and
ber more than one hundred. About half ness.
the number are in Massachusetts.
Con- interest of General Schaff’s earlier series,
ENGRAVED
tracts awarded thus far this year for new “The Spirit of Old West Point,” will
construction in New England exceed $54,- read these opening pages with especial
IN LATEST STYLES.
This is more than double the pleasure. A melancholy interest attach000,000.
amount for the corresponding period of es to the publication in this number of Also Calling Cards, Monograms, Street
last year and far ahead of the figures for another paper by Anna A. Rogers, as it
Dies and Crests.
was completed only a short time before
many years.
her death. Mrs. Rogers will be rememTHE OUTLOOK IN MAINE.
bered as the author of one of the Atlan- WEDDING PLATES MADE INTO ARTISWith the heaviest ice harvest in years, tic’s most successful papers’ “Why
TIC TRAYS.
a normal lumber cut of 700,000,000 feet
American Marriages Fail.”
In this
and several new mills springing up, the paper she has discriminating and pungent
sent
on request.
Samples
industrial conditions in Maine present a things to say under the title “Some
S.
M.
FARNUM
& CO.,
prosperous aspect. The lumber mills are Faults of American Men.” Two other
just entering upon their busy season, contributions naturally link themselves
and Printers,
Engravers
with the thousands of logs being driven in the reader’s attention,—Richard Bur110 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
down the rivers to their booms, and the ton’s virile and suggestive verses, ’’Vis3ml9p
transportation of ice to the larger cities tas of Labor,” and Jonathan Thayer
of the country is in full swing.
The Lincoln’s paper on factory development
paper mills of the Great Northern Paper under the suggestive title “The Time
Co. are starting in to chew up and con- Clock.” There is abundant material in
vert into paper the millions of logs cut this number to stimulate the interest of
by the company in the Maine forests dur- those concerned with the problems of
ing the winter, and which are now com- education, and to make good the claim
ing down to their booms. The mills at of the Atlantic as a magazine which
Madison have before them 34,000,000 opens its pages to the fearless discussion
feet of lumber to be consumed, and those of such problems.
at Millinock?t and East Millinocket have
about 13,250,000 feet.
Belfast Free Library.
Plans are being advanced for the establishment of a new cotton mill at Old
CAMDEN. MAINE
Town, to contain 50,000 spindles and emNEW BOOKS. MAY, 1909.
about
600 operatives, and work has
ploy
Alexander.
been begun on the construction of a new Bruckner,
Open for Season of 1909
A literary history of Russia. 1908. 897 B 83
cotton mill by the Hill corporation in
Lewiston, which is expected to be finish- Ferrero, Guglielmo.
Transients and Traveling Men
The greatness and decline of Rome.
ed by October 1st.
This mill will be six
served on American plan from
stories in height and equipped with 20,Vol. 5. The Republic of Augustus.
a carefully prepared menu.
000 spindles. Another new plant to em1909. 937 F 41-5
Special service at short notice
ploy about 3000 persons ik under consid- Greener, William Oliver. (Wirt Gerto
eration by the Androscoggin, Bates and
Family Dinner Parties,
rare pseud.)
Clubs and Societies.
other cotton corporations, which recently
The story of Moscow. Mediaeval
acquired control of the Lewiston BleachA few hours notice insures
Towns Series. 1900. 947.3 G 32
ery & Dye Works in Lewiston.
careful attention to every little
At Biddeford the Pepperell Manufac- Knackfuss, H. (Editor)
detail of comfort and satisfacMonographs on artists.
turing Co. contemplates the erection of a
tion.
Telephone 4-12.
new weave shed to accomodate about 350
Botticelli. Text by Ernst Stein-»
_
broad looms.
The York cotton mills of
man. 1901.
759.5 B 6
2m 18
Saco are also considering extensions.
Durer. Text by H. Knackfuss.

Thought to be Insane.
James Small, seaman on the Russian
bark Lochee, who was arrested at Fred-

All day long it was one conof scenery, snow-capped
;, i treeless prairies, and desand canyons. The journey
t. r on account of the many
ti changes in the landscape,
to Yuma, Arizona, my ride
light, and there is where 1
the worst and had to pinch
if 1 was really awake and

I First Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal. I

stories in this issue—not heavy,
psychological diagnoses of world-word minds, B
but breezy stories of love and fun that
are suitable to the season.
Among the

Hale, Maude Radford Warren, Cyrus
Townsend Brady, Marion Hamilton Carter, Mary Hastings, Ernestine Winchell,
Georgia Wood Pangborn, Frederick M.
Smith, Marion Hill, Annie Hamilton

§j

N0W IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

g

Open Wagon

MERKYMA1I.

Sears port, May 25, 1909.—3w21p

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corner, one-half mile from Northport Campground, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

“for saleOne of the be9t bay farms in the county, con*
taining about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons bay, whicn will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located 1} miles from postoffice. Inquire of

THOMAS GANNON,
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.

35tf

^oo
Farm^saie
Farms in
States.

A_

ing

New

14
Strout’s
Bulletin of Real

Monthly

Bargains, profusely illustrated, mailed free; we pay
R. R. fare.
fc. A. STROUT CO.. Book C 1.
your
Wld's
Luiot Fam Daalsn,

feet’s Hill, feiaa

tf6

cus-

T. P. LOGAN.

CAMDEN
WOOLENS.
Ladies’ and Gents’

sold direct from the mills’ output.
tailers

profits

saved.

Write for

Suitings,
All re-

samples.

Agents wanted in every town to sell these
F. A. PACKARD.
goods.
Manager Retail Dept. Box B, Camden, Mei
21

3m

REMEMBER THE

Belfast Fair
September 7,

8 and 8

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Saorttary.
21tf

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
BELFAST, THURSDAY. JUNE 3, 1909.
PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY

BY

The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

\ Bu“Manager

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year: $1 00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
For one square, one
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Will the airship succeed the automobile?
The sugar trust and the express trust
under the search

are now

Prosperity
hand
as

on

soon

seems

to be

light.
waiting with its

the door-knob eager to rush in

Congress adjourns.

as

section of the shore would seem to be
protected by the steamboat wharf from
easterly and southeasterly storms, this
condition must be due, in part at
least, to the wash from the incoming
and outgoing Boston boats. South of the
steamboat wharf for some distance the
shore is protected by ledges of slate
rock, but even these show signs of the
power of the incoming surges.

“If the journey results in
a better understanding of this State as a
field for investment purposes it will have

more or

less worn out.

cleaned out, the
mud taken from them should be cast to
resulted in great good to the people of the back side of the ditch or loaded into
Boston and Massachusetts.
They will wagons and carried away. It is a detribenefit much

more

in the upindustries than by

by aiding

One of the happiest girls in Brooks is Mias
Edna Godding, who has a.new piano.
It is
farmers

“When ditches are

onefcoQ

—_+-

nnH if

nut

potato planting time and the
hustling for all they are worth.

now
are

E. A. Carpenter has bought a nice yearling
colt, which he is planning to raise for a roadster for his personal use.

:

Mrs. C. F. Files and son William started
last Saturday for Greenville, where they will
! visit friends and relatives.

|

almost a
an

unanimous vote

favoring

amendment to the Constitution.

such
The

probably be the last ThursApril, and such a date would in-

date would

Memorial Sunday was appropriately observed at the Methodist church. The pulpit, altar
and organ were draped with flags, and the
flowers were beautiful. Warren Post attended in a body and a very fine sermon was delivered by the pastor. Memorial Day was observed with the usual ceremonies. The procession formed at 1.30 as follows; Warren
Post, G. A. R., escorted by the Searsport band,
school children, citizens in carriages. They
marched to the cemetery, decorated the
ritual
graves and performed the beautiful

FOR STOUT WOMEN

I

More than a million stout women know that the Nemo Self-Reducing Corset
is the only corset that will reduce the abdomen with perfect comfort and

I

hygienic safety.

and exclusive

Rev. David Brackett is a very busy man,
having many calls outside of his regular charges. He spoke at Freedom Memorial Day.

in

special

features.

312—For Tall Stout

Mr. and Mrs; Ephraim Johnson, of this village had the misfortune to be both sick dnd in
the care of a physician recently, but are now

Figure; 320,

314—For Short Stout Figure;

in usual health.

404— For Short Stout

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moulton and some friends
drove to China last Monday to attend the
Friends general meeting there and will be ab-

405— For Tall Stout

from home several days.

The Nemo

Rev. Samuel Wilson announced last Sunday
that he expected two evangelists, one from
New York and one from Quebec, to assist in

318,

Figure;

health and

giving

same

Nemo Relief Bands

new

Corset reduces

special services in the church here during the summer.

to women who are

Flatning-Back

a

/ (b

«>

qq

^

with Flatning-Back 1

Figure; long skirt,

Self-Reducing
strength

with

same

skirts have to be “taken in" from 3 to 4 inches.

)

A

qq

Relief Bands 1

new

stout woman’s figure so effectively that her
It “moulds in” and supports the
abdomen,

physicallv weak.

some

j

JAMES H. HOWES,

Rev. Samuel Wilson has for the past two
held open air services on the corner at
6 o’clock P. M. The attendance and interest
has been good and these meetings will be CQntinued during the summer.

Sundays

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Dr. N. R. Cook, our superintendent of
schools, with the present corps of teachers,
went to Islesboro Tuesday to attend the
county
teachers’ convention. Dr. Cook is taking an
active

ing

to

interest in our schools and is endeavordo his very best with them.

The Memorial services were badly interfered
with by the rain.
Nothing in the way of outdoor exercises was attempted.
The audience
at Union Hall was not large, but those
present
were favored with a
very interesting and eloquent address by Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Belfast. Last Sunday the veterans were present
in a body at Union Church. There was a
good
attendance and Rev. Samuel W’ilson gave a fine
address.
The choir furnished some special
selections for the occasion.

National Bank Safety for Your Havings

growing
The

and grew up here.
They have been in the
government service four years and recently
passed the examinations at Boston. Wallace

We were all pleased last week to receive a
j
call irom our friend Capt. J. W. Bennett, who :
still calls Brooks his home, although he is in i
command of one the finest furnished boats on

Mrs. Bennett returned to Portland last Monday taking with them Mrs. Azuba Webster,
who will spend the summer in Portland.

j
'j>
i|;

Flower
Garden |
Seeds:
Everything needed for
table and flower garden

•'

,U;K

j

,r

11’ package.

Sweet Peas
..

|

..AN!'...

ijNasturtiums
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CLOUD HAND LAUNDRY

Messrs. Waterman & Monaghan, proprietors of the White Cloud Hand Laundry, wisn to announce that
they will do all Collars and. Cuffs FREE OF CHARGE accompanied with bundles of 25c. or over until
further notice. All work not satisfactory will be done over free of charge. We are here to please
We invite you to call and get our rates on Family Washings.
you. Give us a call.
NO. 67 CHURCH STREET.

g

j

A. A. Howes & Co.,
Groceries, Drugs

and

jff

^__

if

Chades R. Coals

§1
I

UNDERTAKER.
A. A. Howes & Co. Sell the Great Remedy
that Cured Mrs. Karberg.

_

Wedding Bells.
Foust-Wade. In Belfast, at the home of
the bride’s parents, on Sunday afternoon, May
30th, Mr. Harvey N. Foust was joined in marriage to Miss Martha B., only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Wade. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. G. G. Winslow and was witnessed by many relatives and neighbors of the

bride, who extended to the young couple their
successful life.
n'i# best wishes for a happy and

Licensed

SHIP NEWS.

NASAL CATARRH.

Cures indigestion

....-...v.»j,.

j

City National Bank of Belfast.

MI-ONA

hauled up there in times past. First the
bed-logs of the old railway began to
emerge from their covering of gravel,
and then they became obstructions and
were removed.
A bulkhead just north
gradually disappeared, as did one farther
north in the Carter yard, and now the
tide comes well up to a little building,
outside of which yachts were once laid
up, high and dry,far the winter. As this BBfl

sRowg
I

The Brooks people will all be interested to
know of the success of the O’Brien
twins,
Wallace and W’alter, who were born in Brooks

passed as engineer and Walter as mate, and
either of them is competent to take those
positions on any boat in the service. W’alter
has been in the service four years and has not
lost a day’s pay. W’e fee! sure all of our peo- 1
pie will feel proud of these two bright twins, !
who still call Brooks their home.

j

Honey

DEPOSITS OVER $900,000

It was a very nice entertainment which they
Here is a very simple yet wholly sincere
had at the Good Templar Lodge last Saturday statement of a Michigan woman, who was
no cure no pay
sure tnat there would be in the future no
evening. The program was as follows: instru- cured byforusing Hyomei—the
catarrh, asthma, hay fever, croup,
mental music; flag march and drill; song and remedy and colds.
repetition of the conditions of the 4th
coughs
of March last.
“A bad case of catarrh was cured for me by
chorus; solo by Everett Cilley; instrumental
music. The program was in charge of Mrs. A. the use of Hyomei. The trouble affected my
nose and eyes, and was very annoying
As an incident of the fool legislation
E. Chase and Mrs. T. I. Huxford, with Mae head,
and disagreeable, and the cure, from the use^of
Huxford
as
and
was
carknown as the referendum, appropriations
organist,
very nicely
Hyomei, was very gratifying. Hyomei has
ried out. The stage was draped with the na- from me a strong recommend and endorseunless made special are not available
E. Karberg, 213 Kingsley Street,
tional colors, and we thought that Rev. Wm# ment.”—Mrs.
until ninety days after the adjournment
November 16, 1908.
service, then to the wharf to perform the ser- Vaughan, who spoke at Union hall and com- Ann Arbor, Mich.,
of
Thousands
just such letters are in existof the legislature, which necessarily in- vice for the sailors. At 2.30 the people asfor the
I plained of the
meagre display of the colors ence, and thousands more would be but
conveniences some and is a hardship to sembled at Union Hall, which was beautifully
there in the afternoon, would have been more desire to avoid publicity.
others.
Then the people of the whole decorated for the occasion. The hall was well than
If you have catarrh, better yourself, and
pleased at the G. A. R. hall in the evening drive it out of your system. Kill the germs.
filled, a very fine musical program was given,
State are called upon to decide such and
the oration by Rev. A. J. Lockhart was
An exciting runaway happened in the street You can do that easily‘if you use Hyomei (proof Mrs.
nounced High-o-me).
purely local questions as the division of highly appreciated-The friends
Walter Rowell were pleased to see her last Monday which made the travellers hustle for
It is a dry, antiseptic and very pleasant air,
the town of York and the admission of
week. She was in town having some work cover. A valuable mare owned by C. O. Var- that when inhaled, quickly relieves all forms of
automobiles to Mt. Desert. The absurd- done on her lot in the cemetery-Miss Har- ney was being used
inflammation, stop snuffles, hawking
deliver
catarrhal
Hale
Rose
to
by
is home from Caribou for her sumriet
milk. In the dooryard of W. O. Estes the and blowing. The price for a complete outfit,
ity of such propositions ought to be self- mer Moody
vacation... .Miss Laura Thompson is at |
inhaler, is only $1 00 at A. A. Howes
evident. The best way to put the seal of home from Cambridge on a visit to her par- J horse, which had been left a moment with its including
& Co.
of
was
head down feeding on the grass, in some way
Bangor
condemnation on this plan for nullifying ents_Mrs. Lydia Chapman
the guest of Mrs. Mary Haley a few days last
the work of the chosen representatives week, remaining over Memorial Day-Mr. overturned the carriage, and then there was
music in the air. With the overturned carriof the people is to refuse to sign any ref- Sewell Shaw of Foxcroft is the guest of Mrs.
WTm. Shawr_Miss E. M. Hall and^ Mrs. I. H.
age dragging behind her the mare started
erendum petition whatever.
Wharff went to Northport on a business trip down the busy street for the Rose stable at a
exercises
of
the
The
last week...
graduating
breakneck speed.
The wagon was badly
A writer in the Boston Globe says of W'interport Grammar school were held at Union smashed and the mare
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomquite badly cut and
i Hall Saturday evening, and as usual reflected
ach, belching, and cures all stomach disMedfield, Mass., a town 258 years old:
great credit on all concerned. The program bruised. A double team hitched to a jigger
ease or money back.
Large box of tabMedfield’s streets are models for other was as follows;
took the alarm and started in a hurry for
lets 50 cents. Druggists in all towns.
Louise Eveleth, Pianist
towns to copy. They are macadamized March,
Knox, but was caught and pulled up. It was
Rev. A. J. Lockhart
and the sides of them are lined with Prayer,
Grace Evelyn Coggins the busiest time of day and the street was fillwtws ur mu
shade trees. Civic pride appears here to Salutatory,
of the Maine Coast,
ed with teams and people, and it was lucky
have reached a high stage of develop- Essay, Summer Resorts
Maurice Edwin Farnsworth that no one was
On the 19th of June Patten Grange will hold
injured.
ment, for everybody in the village seems Music,
to vie with his neighbor in keeping his
a special meeting to initiate a class of 100 new
Miss
Louise
Charles
N.
Eaton,
Hall,
Percy
Eveleth
members. This beats the record of the State.
property tidied up, and the lawn in front
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Sara Alice McCormack
■of every house, and even in front of the History,
All the State officers are to be present and it is
Elizabeth
Hall
Abraham
Lincoln,
Mary
is
few factories,
kept in a condition of Essay,
to be made a red letter day for the town. State
Aurora Rebekah Lodge has received an inviperfect trim, the grass cropped and the Music. The American Flag, Ernest Spurdens
will be there to confer the
Essay,
to Master Stetson
from
of
tation
trained
in
the
Knyvetta
Lodge
Searsport
it
should
shrubbery
way
Carleton Young
Valedictory,
and make an address.
degrees
is
deA
Whether
it
is
a
June
10th.
full
attendance
lawn
of
visit
them
20
grow.
square Conferring Diplomas,
Ellery Bowden, Esq.
State Master Stetson paid an official visit to
feet in front of a modest cottage,or acres Benediction,
Rev. A. L. Lockhart sired at their next regular meeting to act on
Meguntieook Grange Wednesday evening, May
surrounding an imposing residence, it
Following is the graduating class of 1909: the invitation.
saw the third and fourth degrees workCamden Commandery, K. T., will entertain 26,and
may be depended upon that the sur- | Grace Evelyn Coggins, Maurice Edwin Farnsed on seven candidates by the degree team of
roundings will not only be kept in a sani- worth, Mary Elizabeth Hall, Sara Alice McCor- Aldema Commandery St. Johns’ day. The this Grange. The work was finely done and
mack, Ernest Spurdens, Carleton Young. Class commandery will leave Houlton June 23rd, in was complimented by the State Master in his
tary but in an attractive condition.
Officers: President, Maurice Edwin Farns- private cars and at Searsport will be met by a
W?ith this condition existing it is not
speech. He also complimented the Grange as
worth; Vice President, Enest Spurdens; Treas- ! chartered steamer and enjoy a sail in the beau- a whole and in an interesting speech gave good
surprising to learn that the cleanliness urer, Mary Elizabeth Hall. Class Motto:“Ever ] tiful waters of the Penobscot bay. They will advice to old and young. A harvest supper
I arrive at Camden about 5 p. m. and together
165 in attendance inand wholesomeness of the town has at- Upward.”
!
and the Cam- was enjoyed. There were
The hall was prettily decorated with the with the Camden Commandery
from Vinalhaven and other
1 racted to it numerous
i
families
den concert band give a short parade. A ban- cluding visitors
wealthy
was
a most enjoyoble
It
class colors and motto and the girls looked very
neighboring Granges.
from Boston, and it is to be inferred that
j quet will then be enjoyed, followed by a ball in
Grange is in excellent
sweet in their becoming graduating dresses. the Opera House. On June 24th they will take evening. Meguntieook
Herwork.—Camden
condition and doing fine
the new comers were welcomed and not The
steamer trip down the bay, including a
boys also made a fine appearance.
j ashore
ald.
some of the
islands.
June
dinner
at
turned away by prohibitory prices on
j 25th they will return by special steamer to
0. Gardner Grange hall, West Winterport,
I CENTER MONTVIU.E.
real estate.
i
Camden at 7. a. m. The HoulMr. and Mrs. Spear of Somerville, Mass., are Bangor, leaving
w*as the scene of a very pretty May party on
ton band of twenty pieces will accompany
"New England’s varied and irregular at Mr. Pentecost_Mark Bartlett and Richard them.
Wednesday evening, May 26th. The affair
Berry visited friends in Montville from Saturwas gotten up by the young ladies of the local
coast line is receding slowly but surely day until Tuesday-Mrs. J. A. Sprowl and
her sister, Mrs. Tasker, and Mr. and Mrs. Mil- PROSPKCT.
Grange, under the direction of Misses Charthrough the erosion and encroachment ton
Wentworth took a carriage drive to East
The funeral of Gooding Grant, who died lotte Patterson and Mary Marden. The hall,
by the ocean in some places and by the Jefferson last week and spent a few days with Sunday, May 23d, took
place at his late resi- especially the banquet hall, was tastely decorMrs. Bowler dence
ravages of storms in others,” says a re- Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Sylvester—
Wednesday< May 26th. A large number ated with white cherry blossoms and blue and
from Palermo spent last week with her daugh- of relatives and friends were
present. Rev.
cent article in a Boston newspaper. This
ter, Mrs. Oscar E. Cushman... .Mrs. A. T. Gay A. J. Lockhart of Winterport officiated and F. purple violets. The refreshments consisted of
is not news. Similar statements have and son returned to Belfast last Thursday af- H. Haley had charge of the arrangements. The ice cream and assorted cakes, all of which rewith Mr. and Mrs. Elijah i bearers were Josiah Colson, Fred
been appearing for a long time, and they ter a few days visit has
Haley, G. C. flected much credit on the young ladies in
finished his work at Ward and W. S. Killman. The
Levi Smith
Gay...
family have the
are no doubt well founded.
Locally this Volney Thompson’s carriage shop and left Sat- j sympathy of their many friends in their charge. The general color scheme was green
and white, and the gentlemen each received a
erosion has been particularly noticeable urday for his home in Farmington.
e reavement.
their
in a small section of the shore above the
green and white ribbon on surrending
dance ticket as a souvenir of the occasion.
steamboat wharf, including the site of
Cobb's orchestra of Newburg furnished excelDyer’s marine railway and the Carter
lent dance music and the evening was one of
The change is very evishipyard.
enjoyment.
dent to those who have had boats

day

$ jfl1

Thousands of stout women who have imagined that they must have
their corsets made to order are now saving half their money and enjoying
greater comfort by wearing the famous Nemo Self-Reducing Corset.

Mrs. L. A. Bachelder, who makes a specialty
of thoroughbred ducks, had the misfortune to
lose a batch of twenty little beauties recently.

sent

t I

Every woman who has worn it knows that the Nemo Self-Reducing
Corset is superior to all others in comfort, style and durability—that it is an
extraordinary value simply as a corset, saying nothing about its invaluable

The Maine Central has had a crew at work
about the depot, putting in new platforms and
|
otherwise improving the buildings.
I

limn

WINTER PORT.

j

!

it will only wash back into the ditch.
building of Maine
“When rocks are raked out of the road
lending financial encouragement to the
undertakings of western States and for- they should be gathered up and hauled
|
away. Too often they are left beside the New England coast. It is the quartereign countries.”
the rut where passing travel works them master’s government boat, the Gen. A. M.
The Governors of all the States and back into the road or into the ditch only Randall, with headquarters at Portland, where
and wife have a fine temporary
territories have now made a favorable to be handled over again. They should Capt. Bennett
residence. Capt. Bennett, who is one of the
statement regarding a later date for in- be deposited in piles outside the traveled
most accurate and best informed pilots on this !
auguration, and there seems to be no way, but upon the road location, and coast, has been in the government service at
further doubt that if Congress will sub- later used in drainage work.”
this station for the past six years. He and
mit the matter to the States there will be

LlUKoMo

now.

I

COMFORT and CORRECT STYLE

ririDCCTC

The sills were laid for the C. E. Lane su>re
last Monday and the frame is being put up

We hope that every one interested in
good roads read the summary of a bulletin from the State highway department
in last week’s Journal on country roads,
and for the benefit of those who did not,
and to further impress the salient points
on those who did read the article, we
shall recall some of them. By country
roads is meant all roads that are not
paved, which includes the roads of this
city as well as of the towns. The bulletin says: “Sods and vegetable matter
should not be used upon the surface of
What folany road, unless it be sand.”
lows is so important that it is well worth

If the present tariff debate in Congress
ends by August 1st, it will have consum- repeating:
ed less time than the average.
“In repairing roads by use of the road
all sods brought to the center of
machine
Mr. Taft thinks the tariff bill may be
road from the shoulders and sides
finished by June 20th; others says July the
should be raked out and carried away.
20th. This makes July 4th a good guess.
The old worn out material, too, that has
More than half of the Democratic Sena- been washed from the center or surface
tors and Representatives are protection- of the road upon the shoulders and into
ists as far as concerns their own State or the ditches is not fit to surface or grade
district.
a good road with; properly it should be
and hauled away and put on
It seems tc us that the veterans of scraped up
the slope of some embankment. There
in
to
chose
deciding
wisely
Searsport
manure in the road washobserve Sunday as Memorial Day. It is more or less
and it will be good fertilizer to use
ings
obbe
more
could
fittingly
certainly
to encourage the
served on that day than on a week day. whenever it is desired
growth of sods to prevent washing of
Both wit and wisdom characterize the
slopes.
poems of David Barker, and the follow“Bringing this worn out dust and dirt
ing lines from his poem on “The Lion upon the center of a road and leaving it
and the Skunk” embody true philosophy: seems to us to be about on a parallel with
As years begin to cool my blood
the housewife sweeping all dust and dirt
I bad rather all would doubt my spunk
from the corners and edges of a room inThan for a moment undertake
To fight a human skunk.
to the center of the floor and leaving it
to be scattered and tracked over the
“The Dramatic editor of The Journal,”
There is not a householder
room again.
whoever he or she may be—there is no
of
Maine who would countein
State
the
such person on the pay roll—received last
We
nance that kind of house cleaning.
York
week a copy of the New
Evening
will at no very
sentiment
hope
public
World, which may well be classed as a
distant day denounce this system of road
typographical nightmare. The old-fashwhich we believe is too prevaioned crazy quilt is not in it for a minute repairing,
lent.
with this modern yellow journal, and we
“More new material drawn upon the
should think that if it fell into the hands
in wagons is what is needed and
roads
of a nervous person there would be danless dependence on road machine work.
dead
in
of
his
the
ger
dropping
attempt
The latter is all right to grade and shape
to read it.
roads with, and keep them shaped, but
Of the visit of the Boston Merchants as ordinarily used it simply puts upon
Association to Maine the Boston Ad- the road year after year material that is
vertiser says:

The News of Brooks.

AMERICAN

New York, Me

PORTS.

Ar, sch. Edward H.
Blake, Brunswick; sld, ship Aryan, Philadelphia; schs. R. L. Tay, Bangor; N. E. Ayer,
Perth Amboy for Searsport; Susan N. Pickering, Jacksonville for Portland; 27, ar, schs.
Lucia Porter, St. John, N. B.; Brigadier, Stonington, Me.; 28, passed City Island, sch. Mary
26.

Ann McCann, South Amboy for Kittery; 29, ar,
schs. Sallie I’On, Charleston; Ella Ainslie, Stonington; cld, bark Mannie Swan, San Juan and
Fajardo; sld, sch. Maud Palmer, Norfolk; 31, ar,

Employment
For Girls

%A#E

CAN

Embaimer--

Coroner,
Everything modern in
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS
Metal Shipping-Cases and
bins!
Vaults always in -t<
Calls answered promptly. c:f,

GIVE EMPLOYHome telephone 4S :i
ment to a few good, steady
I also have a stock ol
schooners J. S. Lamprey, Stonington; Fanny C. girls on work, when experienced,
Bowen, Bangor.
they can earn from $7.50 to $9.00 Card Tables am
Boston, May 27. Ar, sch. Melissa Trask, New
York for Bangor; 30, ar, schs. A. F. Kindberg, per week.
VVe pay beginners
7' O L E
Bangor; Pocassett, do.; Smith Tuttle, do.; 31,
S3.00
to
June
ar
sch.
Mabel
E.
Goss,
1,
$4.00
Stonington;
ar,
per week while for Card
Crowley, Baltimore; Sarah A.
Blaisdell, Bangor; Omaha, do.; Robert Pettes,
Penobscot; Woodbury M. Snow, Stonington.
Philadelphia, May 26. Ar, sch. John Maxwell, Stoningion; 27, arrived, ship Aryan, New
York; 28, ar, bark John S. Emery, Turks Island;
sch. Abbie G. Cole, Sullivan; 29, cld, sch. Humarock, Charleston, S. C.; 31, ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Chehaw.
Baltimore, May 30. Ar, sch. Gov. Powers,
Portland.
Jacksonville, May 25. Ar, sch. Mary A. Hall,
Bridgeport; 26, sld, sch. Henry B. Fiske, Boston; 30, sailed, sch. Pendleton Sisters, Philadel-

schs. Mertie B.

BELFAST,

,1/™

Thnmocfnn

San Francisco, May 28. Sld, stmr. Virginian,
Colcord, Honolulu.
Bangor, May 26. Sld, sch. George E. Walcott, Newport News; 27, ar, tug H. Chapel,
towing dredge Falmouth from Searsport; 28,
ar, schs. John Cadwallader, Boston; Reuben
Eastman, do.; Nat Ayer, Beverly; sailed, schs.
Mary Louisa, Boston; Omaha, do.; Eagle, Salem;
29, ar, schs. Mary E. Palmer, Philadelphia;
James W. Paul, Jr., Portland; sld, schs. Annie
P. Chase, New York; Abel W. Parker, Greenport, L. I.; 31, arrived, sch. Carrie A. Bucknam,
Perth Amboy; June 1, ar, sch. Clarence H. Ven-

Newport News.
Bath, Me., May 26. Sld, sch. Young Brothers, Philadelphia.
Stockton, May 27. Ar, sch. Northland, New
York; 28, ar, sch. Susie P. Oliver, New York;
sld, sch. Ella A. Crowell, New York; 29, sailed,
tug Lenape, Fort Point, thence with barges to
Philadelphia; sch. Willis & Guy, New York.
Searsport. May 28. Sld, sch. Harwood Palmer, Newport News; 31, ar, sch. Baker Palmer,
ner,

Norfolk.

FOREIGN PORTS.

St. John, N. B., May 27. Ar, sch. Norombega,
Rockport; 29, cld, sch. Jessie Lena, Vineyard

MAINE.

SHERIFF S

phia.

Providence, R. I., May 26. Ar, sch. Auburn,
Brunswick; June 1, ar, sch. Kit Carson, Bangor.
Brunswick, May 26. Sld, sch. Theoline, Boston; 27, sld, sch. Alice Holbrook, Portland.
Mobile, May 25. Ar, sch. James B. Jordan,
Key West.
Newport News, May 27. Sld, sch. Wm. B.
Palmer, Bangor; 28, sailed, sch. Alice E. Clark,
Bangor; 29, sld, sch. Mary E. G. Dow, Bangor.
Guayanilla, P. R., May 26. Ar, sch. Winfield
S. Schuster, Baltimore.
Pensacola, Fla., May 27. Ar, sch. Wellfleet,
New York.
Fall River, May 28. Ar, sch. Lizzie B. Willey,
Savannah.
Port Reading, May 28. Cld, sch. Flora Con-

Augusta, Sicily, May 19. Sld, bark Oromaso
(Ital.), Rockland, Me.

TO

MARINE MISCELLANY.

Two
ise

rooms

of bath.

LET
easily connected with

Apply

to

h. E. MCDONALD,

How's This?

Card of Tnanks.
We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
‘or kindness and favors during our bereavenent and for the many beautiful flowers sent.
Capt. R. W. Warren,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Southworth,
Miss Edith M. Southworth.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our sincere thanks to our
friends and neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy in our late bereavement, also for the
jeautiful flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Shute,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute.

Belfast, May $1, 1909.—p

20 cents pc

I

:

No Water!
We have just received

Confectionery, Cii*a t
and Base Ball

t-

Ice Cream Soda and
speci.a:

Orangeade and SoU Drink

j

D. F. STEPHEN
o’.d

Next Door to Wind,

FORECLOSURE NOT
Whereas, Percy L. Nick*
in the County of Waldo am

j

his mortgage deed dated tk.
A, D. 1907, and recorded ii
Deeds, Book 287, Page 10:’,
undersigned, Alice T. Shu:
the County of Waldo and
certain lot or parcel of
thereon, situated in Seal

j
j

S

■

\

County of Waldo, bound*
follows, to wit: Beginning
Mosman street at the im*
ard street; thence wester!
of said Howard street or*
feet to Lot No. 9; thence
line of said Lot No. 9 and il
William G. Nichols.’ lot et
ty feet to the southwest
thence easterly by the .-out
ninety-eight feet to said M
southerly by

street

one

j

the west side

hundred and

place of beginning, and kmand 22, according to Davi.i
his lower field, and being t!
conveyed by

me

to said P<

j

r*

deed dated June 3, 1907; ami
dition of said mortgage has
therefore, by reason of the km
dition thereof, I claim a foremortgage.
Dated this twenty-seventk
A
1909.

14 Church or 70 Main Street.
22tf

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Tables 111

Chairs

No Fire!

2ml3

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
Taken this 27th day of May, A. D. 1909, on
execution dated the 12th day of May, A. D. 1909,
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court, within and for the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, at the term thereof
begun and held at Belfast, in said County, on
the third Tuesday of April, A. D. 1909, to wit:
3n the 30th
day of April, A. D. 1909, in favor of
Frederick Pulos of Pittsfield, in the County of
Somerset and State of Maine, against A. P.
Lord of Searsport, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, for two hundred and forty-nine
dollars and eleven cents, debt or damage, and
fourteen dollars and sixty-five cents, cost of
juit, and will be sold at public auction at thje
office of W. T. C. Runnells, in his residence in
Searsport, in said County of Waldo, to the
highest bidder, on the first day of July, A. D.
1909, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title
md interest which the said A. P. Lord has in
md to the same and had in and to the same on
die 12th day of August, A. D. 1908, at eleven
>’clock in the forenoon, the time when the
same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit: A certain lot of land situated in
Searsport, described viz: Beginning at an iron
rod in southerly side of Main street, 75 feet
from N. W. corner of Pray lot; thence southery twenty and one-half degrees east 100 feet
:o iron bolt; thence south 55 degrees west 00
feet to an iron bolt; thence north 26 degrees
vest 160 feet to an iron bolt in the south side
if the road; thence north 55 degrees east 75
feet to place of beginning, and being the same
real estate conveyed to the said A. P. Lord by
Etoscoe N. Porter by his deed dated March 19,
L908, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 291, Page 69.
Dated this 27th day of May, A. D. 1909.
22
AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff.

ments.

72 MAIN STREET,

SALE.

Haven.

Rockland, May 29. The schooner Herman F.
Kimball, which was lying at anchor in Portsmouth, N. H., harbor for several weeks with
her cargo of lime afire, was towed here today
and discharged the cargo. The schooner’s foremast was burned away during the fire.

Parties, Sociabl,

learning. None but those wanting steady employment need apply to

...The...
Estabrooks Shin Mfg. Co.,

airs

?

Notice of First Meeting <*t
In the District Court of the In
District of Maine, Waldo Con:
In the matter cf William
in
W Mitten. Bankrupt,
To the creditors of William \N
in the County of Waldo and 1»

!

j

I
JS

k“‘Kr’i:

Bankrupt:
hereby given that
D. 1909. the said V'
was duly adjudicated bankrupt
first meeting of his creditors wm
office of Dunton & Morse,'
Belfast, Maine, on the 11th da>
1909, at ten o’clock in the f >i
a

of

Notice is
Mav, A.

m

;

time the said creditors may at
nr
claims, appoint a trustee, expmm*
11
and transact such other Immu■
erly come before said meeting,N
JOHN H MA'' .,.a “
Referee m Bank
v

Bangor, Maine, May 29,1909.
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OF BELFAST.

**

will open in Waterville

show

ltr

linn

waterproof

j,

f
ri

tents.

in Peavey’s hall, Juna
by Townsend’s orchestra.
rson has succeeded H. E. Pat..management of the Elite picture
dance

a

V*

e food sale at the Universalist
Sale begins at
jay afternoon.

,:

►jhcur.
,.L

Northport will be held
August 9th—two weeks

::g at
>

ng

-;;:v

Park was opened
by Joseph Sancy and
was given in the pavil-

at Verona
;-t-ason

lance

sold his interest in the firm
rndike, grocers, Main street,
now conducted by I. L*

|

b VV

H. McIntosh in
1.

[

--ries

O.
of

O.

F..

charge.
held

assemblies

in

Trinity Reformed

church

g of

hurry here—time is getting shorter—values are getting bigger. Unlike all other
sale events this one can only have one
ending—

"

Not

Waldo avenue. All C. L. S.
nested to be present at this
closed Friday and did not
until Wednesday mornpublic holiday and Tues-

ns

long

before I close up shop for
good and leave Belfast. Before then I must sell
every dollar’s worth of goods in my store at
some

price.

now

I

am

going

’r

1

j

going.

mz

Nothing

Councilman Asa Sholes caught a 14-pound
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
salmon in Georges’ lake, Liberty, last Monday, post office for the week ending May 31st: Mrs.
Carrie L. Ball, Mrs. John Hall, Mrs. John Kelthe largest ever taken there.

wrong with the goods—you know
I have sold only good quality merchandise,

that.

Class rides were the order of the day dur- log, Mrs. Martha J. Orr, Miss Nellie May Rose,
ing the two days’ vacation enjoyed by the H. A. Jones, Mr. J. W. Prescott, |Mr. Bert
schools this week. On Monday the B. H. S. Youngclaus.
Freshmen enjoyed a trip to Quantabacook,
A petition will be
presented to the cityjgovwhich was also the destination of the eighth ernment next
Monday evening for an approand ninth grades on Tuesday. The class of priation of $50 in aid of the
construction’Jand
maintenance of a public boat landing on^the
'10, B. H. S. went to Swan Lake Tuesday.
Local
Under a special act of the last Maine Legis- north side of the steamboat wharf.
Electric Co., will launch and boat owners are contributing.
lature, the Penobscot

|

j

here.

ness

Down, Down, Down Go the Prices.

Bay

met in

petition

The Lowest

Figures Ever Named

on

Flaw

or

ED A. Johnson jr"T."

'(%Z

ij

j

Included are my Spring and Summer stocks—received before I knew I was to close out my busi-

New Goods Without Fault

j

business

The State law in regard to the shipping of
for pole locations in Searsport and
Belfast and will extend its power lines from clams went into effect June 1st. It forbids the i
Orland to Belfast as soon as the right to enter shipping of clams, whether in the shell or not,
G. A. R. desire a full at- lows: Belfast Savings bank. $4,323.03; Sears- these two
municipalities becomes operative, out of the State, from now until the begingular meeting next Tues- port Savings bank, $607.40; Stockton Springs which is July 1st. Construction will begin as I ning of Fall. The law, however, does not
apgcments for the State con- Trust Co.. $44.04; Waldo Trust Co., $1,052.80; soon as the weather is suitable and the ground ply to clams which have been salted and
barbe held in Portland June Belfast Loan and Building Association, $1.03.
dry enough so that the pole holes will not fill relled, to be used for bait, andjwhich were put
onirriwu hums,
me mree-inasatru scnuuuer
with water. The company has a fine plant on up previous to June 1st. The penalty for vioMarion N. Cobb, owned and built by Cobb, But- Toddy pond and will bring its wires, already lation of the law is three dollars fine for each
ler & Co. of Rockland, has been sold to the extended across the Penobscot at Bucksport, bushel seized
•i many of the employees
during the close time,
>n at camps on the shore or
American lumber company. The price is said through Prospect to Stockton and through
j .At a meeting of the Belfast Board of Trade,
Swan lake was the objec- to have been $21,000. The vessel is now bound Searsport to Belfast.
held last Tuesday evening, the
report of the
from Carteret, N. J., to Bowdoinham with fernumber.
New Advertisements. The Belfast Fuel & committee on rooms was received and accepted,
tilizer.
Her present commander is Captain
THE ADVEIETISER/ OF FACTS
it 10 cement piers under his
Hay Co. is taking orders now for winter coal. and it was voted to offer $100 for one year's
Charles H. Saunders of Orland, who was a
See their advt. for terms and prices. They rental of the rooms on Phoenix Row recently
Shore, Northport, which
quarter owner. The schooner was built in 1902 also have charcoal, Pocahontas steam coal and occupied by the Boot & Shoe Workers Union
;nt where Jack Frost gets
No Goods Laid
No
No
Orders. No Goods Delivered
and registers 459 gross_The Gilbert Transexpects to have no further
Maryland Co’s, coal for smithinj. Manufactur- with the privilege of renewal, and the commitportation Company has chartered schooners ed wood of all kinds—cord wood, slabs and tee was authorized to
itage heaving.
buy the necessary furFortuna, Annie R. Lewis, and Rodney Parker edging. Hay and straw....The place to buy niture and employ a
The regular
janitor.
attendance at the supper
to load stone at Stonington for the new break—
carriages is at E. R. Conners, Front street, meetings of the board will be held on the third
rs of the Pythian Sisters !
I
water of the Cape Cod canal.Recent chartHe has everything needed in that Monday of each month at 7p. m.
Belfast.
Pythian hall. The enter- ers: sch. Samuel B.
Hubbard. Rockport to Sag
line, as well as harnesses, whips, etc....At
Miss Alice Whitten has returned from Frankto have been given was
Harbor, L. I., ice; sch. Herbert May, Bucks Mason &
^
Hall’s, Belfast, you will find agricul- lin, Me., where she was assistant in the High
1 be presented later,
Harbor to New York, cut granite; sch. Annie
tural machinery and implements of all kinds. school. The commencement exercises occumg of Seaside Chautauqua Lord, Stockton to New York, lumber: sch. Della
A
They carry a big stock of all the best makes pied three days, and Miss Whitten took an
Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4 T. Carleton,
Rockport to Shelter Island, New and as they buy direct from the manufacturers active
in the
part
The
Ells7th.
The
proceedings.
June
afternoon,
York, ice; sch. Carrie E. Look, Norfolk to San can sell at bottom
prices.... For summer worth American says:
from the Mdy Chautauquan
Domingo City, coal; and Hayti to north of underwear, and for men's furnishing goods of
Friday evening the drama, “A Girl in a Thouail, select quotations. A full Hatteras, logwood, p. t.
all kinds, go to D. P. Palmers, Masonic Temple. sand, was played to a full house and demonFor your Fresh
red.
and Fruit
strated
considerable histrionic talent. Miss
A Word op Warning. One of the acts of
The Swan & Sibley Co. suggest that now is
Whitten coached the
Both Mr. Clark
ts by the State highway com- the last legislature was to amend
SATURDAY
Chapter 1S9 the time to buy your winter coal. They will and Miss Whitten players.
NIGHT
to
go
have proved themselves
supervise the construction of the laws of 1907 prohibiting publications re- sell this year the celebrated Philadelphia & competent school instructors,
and it is to be rex have been approved by the
that
their
gretted
to
or
other
medicines
in
valued
lanservices
are
annot
lating
patent
Reading hard white ash and free burning
for next term, as they plan to contincouncil.
They include F. H. guage of immoral tendency or of ambiguous thracite coal, which gave such good satisfac- available
ue their studies.
r
ien, A. T. Randlett of Pitts- character and protecting the public against the tion last season.
3w22
Maryland Companies Georges
Petition
for
Pardon
Refused.
of
At
the
Waldo.
'horey
regdangers from the indiscriminate distribution Creek Cumberland coal for blacksmith use, and
ular monthly meeting of the Governor and
nhouse was a busy place last of samples of medicine. This legislation was wood for sale as usual.Fred A. Johnson’s
Council
in
Augusta May 27th two petitions for
idition to the orders for Me- called to mind by a recent incident in this city. closing out sale is drawing to a close, and you
were heard, those of Charles C. Crocker
flowers were wanted for Samples of pills left, at a house fell into the should not miss the opportunity to get new pardon
Whether you want a Surrey, Top Buggy,
of Old Town and Andrew Berry of Searsmont
Hamilton remarked that hands of children, who took them for confec- and good quality spring and summer goods at
Jordan
of
the
Concord, Grocery, Express Wagon, or almost any other
Secretary
Men’s
Christian
Young
-five years they had been in tionery and
ate them and were made very bargain prices.Mink neck piece lost, May
| association of Bangor appeared for the pardon
! never had so
type of vehicle, we have it; and can furnish it in the best
many funeral sick. Section 2, Chapter 192, laws of 1909, 27th. Return to Journal office-Carle & Jones
of Andrew B. Berry, who is
serving a sentence
week of May.
reads:
announce their June glassware sale for one
of Prison or New York work, or in the cheaper Western
of 16 months in the Penobscot
county jail a}
Any person, firm or corporation who, by week, June 3d to 10th. See prices quoted. Two
Lucilius A. Emery of the
light buckboard for
Bangor for breaking and entering a summer
grades. See our
himself, his servant or agent, or as the servant thousand souvenir
al Court has announced the
post cards, regular 3c to 5c, |
or agent of any other person or firm, shall
in Searsmont, Waldo
cottage
Mr.
county.
small horses; scarcely heavier than a single carriage.
•'asters in Chancery in their leave,
throw, or deposit, or have in his poses- now lc_For Thursday, Friday and Saturday Jordan stated that he acted as
chaplain at the
x for the term of five
years, sion with intent to leave, throw or deposit up- they offer at the City Fish Market, E. F. BramBangor jail and had made a thorough investived by the court. The ap- on the doorstep, hall, porch, doorway, vesti- hall, proprietor, nice fresh halibut at 11 cents a
I
gation of the case, with the result that he
bule, or premises owned or occupied by anothA aldo
county are as follows; er, any patent or proprietary medicine, or any pound_Capt. R. W. Warren, Mr. and Mrs. R.
ROBES,
believed
to
be
innocent of
thoroughly
Berry
m, Belfast; Ellery Bowden,
preparation, pill, tablet, or drug, shall be D. South worth and Miss Edith M. South worth the crime. A. C. Buzzell of
Searsport, county
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be publish a card of thanks-Swift & Paul, MaBLANKETS.
HALTERS,
punished by a fine of not less than twenty nor sonic Temple, make a specialty of fine confec- j attorney of W aldo county, opposed the grantIs still in your midst and can
more than one thousand dollars, or by impris! ing of the pardon, saying that the
;ng people of the Methodist
was
prisoner
WHIPS,
For fruit and confectionery Saturday
BITS,
onment for not less than thirty days nor more tionery.
the head of a band of thieves who had commitin an enjoyable event on
be consulted daily from 9
null nn
Tn
r»n PKurnh cl i*ppt
than one year.
ted many burglaries in Searsmont and
|
May 26th. A handsome
COLLARS.
HORSE
GOODS
vicinity.
A. M. to 9 P. M.,
The School Committee. At the regular a very desirable rent with stable and garden.
with daintily arranged can| County Attorney Buzzell also presented a re17 Church street.
rent.
at
Moderate
Apply
last
of
the
School
Committee
Monday
eir pastor, Rev. A. E. Luce, meeting
monstrance, signed by Sheriff Amos F. CarleSTREET. 1
AT 18
Steamer Notes. F. W. Pote. the Belfast
evening the corps of teachers was re-elected.
ton of Waldo county, and others,
surprise party, which was The
against the
of Miss J. A. Wiggin was read agent ot the Eastern Steamship Co., had a
resignation
of
the
I granting
pardon. Questioned by Goverighly enjoyed by all the parand accepted, and Miss Alberta Wadsworth, narrow escape from drowning last Thursday nor
i
Fernald, Secretary Jordan testified that so Read
honest
who has had Grade III, was elected to fill the afternoon. The steamer City of Bangor was far as he knew no
one in Searsmont had signed
I heartily agree and guarantee to make no
'he Girls’ Home have decidleaving the dock for Boston and Mr. Pote was the petition for Berry’s
vacancy, and Mrs. Annie Black, who has been
pardon and that Berry charge if I fail to tell you what you wish to
as the date for Tag Day.
A
assistant at the Head of the Tide, was elected casting off the stern line, to which the heaving had no
criminal record. In executive know in regard to health, love, marriage, busiprevious
n ladies will have charge of
to Grade III. Miss Blanche E. Foster of Burn- line, contrary to the usual custom, was still session the
law suits, or in fact any or
petitioners for the pardon of Ber- ness, speculation,
and thirty young ladies will ham was elected to the Brick primary.
Mr. attached, and becoming entangled in the small
everything that you might be in doubt about.
ry were given leave to withdraw.
1 will tell you the culmination of every hope,
It is hoped that the citizens Clarence W.
Proctor, Principal of the High line he was dragged overboard. There was a
fear or ambition, that you might be the possescrously as this is the first time School, was voted $100 increase in pay. and heavy swell on and the tide was running
The Business Outlook.
sor of and advise you correctly as to the best
u dve
years that the public has
course to pursue in order to gain contentment
Principal A. D. Hayes of the Grammar school, strong, but Mr. Pote on coming to the surface
id in this worthy cause.
Progress, slow but constant, is again the re- and happiness. As a demonstration of my
$50 increase; Miss Grace A. Lord, Grade VIII, after his plunge struck out for the corner of cord
of the week. The growth of business wonderful methods I will call you by name and
ubscribers are receiving the $30 increase. The matter of sanitary drinking the wharf, where he grasped a spike in a spile confidence is, indeed, more notable than the in- tell you the exact object of your visit, or read
fountains for the common was discussed, and and held on for dear life. Reports of the oc- crease in the volume of trade, but the revival
me Farmer through our clubyou free of charge.
in ron and steel is of such remarkable dimenenthusiastic in their praise Supt. Knowlton was instructed to ascertain curence in out-of-town papers say he cannot sions as
to justify the most hopeful outlook for
and farm paper. One man the cost of them and report at the next meet- swim, but an expert swimmer could not have the entire industrial and merchantile
situation
50c. and
ry department alone is worth ing. It was voted to increase the school year done better. The accident was seen from the as s oon as the tariff agitation is out of the way1
ORGANIZED 1868.
and her way was stopped and orders The period of crop uncertainty.is, however, becommittee
steamer
The
an the
to
36
weeks.
from
35
weeks
of
both
and
price
papers,
fore
but
it is significant that, notwithstandus,
ROBERT E.
WIIMER J.
Treasurer.
■>f the many departments con- voted to introduce some of Dodge’s Geogra- given to lower away a lifeboat, but before the
HALLET & DAVIS
ing the lateness of the spring, which has interIt was voted that the boat reached the spot parties on the wharf had fered not a little with certain lines of merchan» is.
See the advertisement of phies into the schools.
HERBERT T.
Assistant Treasurer.
Fer.
Superintendent call the attention of the City made the rescue, by means of a rope. Mr. Pote dise, and particularly with real distribution,the
weather conditions for the crops are reported
Government to the State Law regarding two was in the cold water fully ten minutes and
favorable
and
are steadily improving.—Dun’s
message from Rockland an- exits for
-ATtwo-story school buildings, the pen- was taken home in a state of collapse from the Review, May 29th.
M est there,
December
Thursday night, of a alty for the transgression of which is the loss cold and shock. He is now fully recovered....
neolnville robbery case, called
of State Aid. The schools affected are the When the turbine steamers Belfast and Camden
....
; G. Hurd to Rockland
Children
Cry
Friday, High, Grammar, South Primary and Head of come on the route about the middle of June a
-"iner of Lincolnville Beach,
I series of excursions will be given each ThursHigh Street, Belfast
the Tide.
FOR FLETCHER’S
robbed, accompanied him to
day during the summer, personally conducted
CASH OK INSTALMENTS.
M. A. went to BucksThe
Y.
Base
Ball.
No.
December
She immediately said that
by Orrin J. Dickey, from Rockland, Camden,
local team, the
not the one who entered her port, May 26th, and played the
North port and Belfast, to Bangor and return
at the rate of
No.
Dec.
A.
Dividend
Y.
M
by with dinner at the
game resulting in a victory for the
man had been to sea, and was
Bangor House and Penobthe left-handa score of 9 to 2.
Josh
Robinson,
he
was released,
scot Exchange. There will be electric rides
iibi,
to
to
ed pitcher, a former Bucksport boy, was in the
Total Dividends
about Bangor and the Queen City will be shown
iistine will make the first exbox for Belfast. Frank Witham, who pitched visitors under
Cn Church street, a very desirable
Ben
On May 27th, probably on Northport
sunny
personal
escort_Captain
ison to Crescent Beach next
for the Bucksports, did good work-The Bel- Arey has had hard luck since he started on his tenement with stable and garden. Moderate
its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
This Bank
Lewis’ wharf at 9.30, Camden,
avenue, a mink neck piece. Return to
rent. Inquire at
fast High school schedule for June includes the new route from
to
West
Brooksville
< rescent Beach at 12.30.
Bangor
of
OFFICE.
22tf
ReTHE JOURNAL
17 CHURCH STREET.
°lo per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
lw22
following games: June 5, Belfast at Camden; with the steamer Anna Belle. He had a new
Crescent Beach at 2.30, CamAll dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
future.
Belfast
the
June 12, Belfast at Bucksport; June 19,
engine installed here, but last week had trouble
'ody has heard,and thousands ! at
June 26, Vinalhaven at Belfast. with his
Bucksport;
of
the
and
the
Stockton took the route
depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
boiler,
Landlord Smith’s shore dinThe game to have been played at Thomaston : while the Anna Belle was
receiving a new boilsame as the principal sum.
the
'bsters, clams and hot biscuit |
last Saturday was cancelled owing to the storm.
er at Bangor-It is said that the steamer Silplace. It is his claim that
The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious over_Belfast Y. M. A. won from Bucksport, 6 to ver Star of the Belfast, Castine and Islesboro
his table hungry, and he will
ask a continuation of the
3,in an interesting game on the Congress street route will make but one round trip a day this
of its Trustees, who
•ke good.
i grounds Monday afternoon. Bucksport had summer, instead of two as formerly, but may
and will be
to open new
of its present
patronage
One
3d
to
incident seen at the Cemetery ! two U. of M. men in its team, and Josh Robin- make landings at
June
10th.
Searsport and Northport, and
within
or
without
the State.
A...
M.
accounts
with
as that of a dear
Y.
the
depositors
any
ljttle light- ! son did good work as usual for
possibly may make connection with the B. & A.
Sale.
h a bunch of
Reg.
purple violets and | The double-header at Rockland Monday after- trains from this city.The steamer Golden < > 1000 Glass
and
on
interest the first of each
received
Tumblers.
2c. each
quaker ladies which she had noon was witnessed by nearly 1000 persons. Rod of the Belfast, Castine and Islesboro route
2c.
[ 1000 Tin Top Jellies,.
ice on a soldier’s grave that did
month.
Rockland lodge, B. P. O. E., proved no match did not make her last Thursday trip owing to a i, Tumblers, Engraved, per dozen.
$ .85 $ .59
|
al tributes.
We watched her for Limerock council, K. of C., in a game which
and banded, per dozen
.85
.59
j slight trouble with her boiler, and her passen- ''
from taxation.
in this Bank are
rest as each grave was marked had a strong comedy side as well as some ex- ! gers came over in a launch. She
and
Gold
White.:
1.50
.99
resumed her ]! Berry Sets,
«
V
1 OK
QQ
i the G. A. R. remembrance. At cellent playing.
TRUSTEES:
The pitching of Moulaison route Friday.The wharf at
Ryder’s Cove, " Water
1^50
.99
Sets,
jund where all the family were at and the fielding of Mclnnis, Bird and Knowltor which has been in a
ROBERT V. DUNTON, JAMES H. HOWES. FREO O. WHITE,
dilapidated and unsafe eon- '' Tea Sets, 4 Pieces
..
1.50
.99
beaten
was
hild tenderly placed her tribute were the features. Rockland High
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEN D. FIELD.
..
dition, is to be repaired and a new waiting room !,
“.
1.25
.89
on
th€
ious of the admiration she had 6 to 0, by Belfast High, sharp playing
h
h
«
«
built. The auxiliary Mallard, Captain
.50
34
Leroy
part of the visitors preventing Rockland frorr i Coombs, towed the Babbidge pile driver ov§j ♦ Blown Glass Water Pitchers,
..’....
.59
1.00
in the ninth inning, when the bases to Ryder’s Cove last
.25
.19
^tion.
In appreciation of the scoring
Saturday ...The Eastern I 10-inch Glass Vases,
;
Rockland made bul Steamship Co. has issued a
X
were full and none out.
.05
.10
Measuring Cups,.
handsome folder,
urtesy of the central operator
The score:
1.25
.79
iss Bertha Woodbury, the sub- one hit, a scratch, off Richards.
profusely and beautifully illustrated—“Along ♦ Handled Punch Glasses.
.35
.20
X Cracker Jars,.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R HE the Coast: Maine and the Maritime
Innings....
e Belfast and
Provinces.'1
Liberty telephone Belfast.0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 2-610!
4 Punch Bowls.
1.99
NOTICE. The subscrib3,00
,
It contains a
1 her, June
0-0
1<
0
a
0
group
with
a
picture
few
0
o!
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
showing
1st,
«
beautiful Rockland.0 0 0 0 0
..
1.50
.99
the
with the Vrill annexed,
administrator,
3 chain. The
and
views
of
company’s
and
the
appointed
ships,
points X 50 4-Quart Pitchers.
gift was a complete
.23
Batteries, Richards and Piece; Campbell
ot the estate of
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
reached by the different divisions. Fdr the 4 100 12-inch Colored Glass Vases.
iss Woodbury was greatly pleased Barter.
.09
JANE W. WHITE, late of Searsport,
I have purchased the harness business for.19
teful. One of the subscribers
.The Y. M. A. will play the strong Taeonic Bangor division we have the Samoset at Rock- 4 100 8-inch Colored Glass Nappies,
conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and shall
.10
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giveu merly
land; Camden, and a'number of attractive » 100 Odd Class Dishes, regular 10c. to 25c. pieces, for this sale 2 for
>nd ways and beautiful charactei club of Waterville on the Congress stree
All persons having continue the busineas at the old.stand until my
bonds as the law directs.
ittle ‘central’ girl have endeared grounds next Saturday at 1 o’clock. It will b< views on the Penobscot riyer. The illustraYours truly,
demands against the estate of said deceased new shop on High Street is completed. I will
are desired to present the same for settlement,
She is the daughter of Mr. and an interesting game as this club defeated th« ; tions are accompanied by descriptive matter
give you the best grade of harnesses. Goods at
and all indebted thereto are requested to make rock bottom prices.
2m20
2000 Souvenir Post Cards, regular 3c. to 5c., now lc.
Woodbury and the presentation Y. M. A. twice last summer, and under Captaii j and the folder contains a list of the officiate
payment immediately.
time.
and
PRANK
I.
this
PENDLETON.
*er 2Gth birthday.’’
win
to
of
the
CHAS.
E.
agents
STEVENS, BtHaat, Malnt.
Murphy our boys expect
company.
Searsport, May 11,1909.—3w22
nnty convention

j

out of this

completely and cannot take any of my stock away
with me. I will have no use for it where I am

The semi-annual taxes on
the savings banks,
and banking companies and the loan and buildings associations
have been committed by the members of the
State board of assessors. The total tax on the
savings banks is $287,795.41, against $236,015,89 at the last commitment, an increase of $1,779.02. The total tax on the trust and banking
companies is $47,367.11, against $44,390.87 at the
last commitment, an increase of $2,976.25. The
total amount of the tax assessed against the
loan and building associations is $122.92,against
$228.02 at the last commitment, a decrease of
$98.10. The tax on local institutions is as fol-

the C. L. S. C. Gradu-

j

The Poods Must Be Sold Out

the trust

Thursday, afternoon with

a

It pays to

The Bank Tax.

the church towhich the public is cordialmade candy will be for sale.
supper at

j
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editorial and business offices on the second and
plant on the third floor. Mr. Wilson was for
several years the editor of the Belfast Age,
and still regards his old home in Waldo county
as “God’s own country.”

the
Odd

Thursday evening, with
good music and a good time.

j

People are
Hurrying to My Closing Up Sale

From Frank I. Wilson, editor of the Enterprise and Journal of Orange, Mass., we have
received two souvenir post cards, one shoving
the New Home Sewing Machine Works on
Miller’s river, where about 800 men are employed in making thirteen kinds of machines, the
New Home the principal one, and the other the
Mann and Masonic buildings, in one of which
the Enterprise and Journal is located, with

favored with a letter received
S Wm. Olsen, who recently
ike his home in California,
tracts from it next week,

v

From Far and Near

The Maine Farmer published last week a
plan showing the platting of a farm made by
William Vaughan, Jr., of Belfast, a student of
agriculture at the University of Maine, and
says that several other plans prepared by Mr.
Vaughan will be given in later numbers of the
Farmer. The plan given is that of a farm of
120 acres, and is apparently the home place of
the draughtsman, who is the son of Rev. William Vaughan, pastor of Trinity Reformed
church, East Belfast.

Society, will meet with
next Monday afternoon at

re

-—--

Auburn is to have a new bank building and
the Lewiston Sun says that the banking rooms
“will be the best east of Boston.** We don’t
know about that. We fail to see from the description given where the interior excels in
any way the interior of the new bank building
now in course of construction in Belfast for
The City National Bank. The exterior of the
Auburn building, of which the Sun gives a cut,
somewhat resembles the new bank building in
this city.

Vs_

_/

Goods Charged.

Away.

Telephone

—

DENWOOD, Confectionery
Just Received,

|
sa:

1

|

New Invoice.

Confectionery

...

f

a

Fruit

SWIFT & PAUL’S, riasonic

r.

j
|

j
\
j!

|

Temple

Runabout,

four-passenger

j
j

CLAIRVOYANT

\
1

f

|
I

HARNESSES,

PALMIST,

and

SPRING

J

\

Proposition.

Wisely-=An

E. R.

CONNER,

Belfast, Maine,

4%

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

$1.00

Readings

DUNTON, President,

FIELD,

PIANOS

I

LORD’S

DORMAN,

1, 1908,

Deposits

$1,527,659.28
100,000.00
153,734.18

Reserve,

Surplus,

Dividend

CASTORIA

TO LET

1, 1868,

1,

81,

LOST.

$867.75

1, 1908,

paid

Q>io, $28,811.06

date,

depositors

$1,324,888.89

paid

4

|~JUHE GLASSWARE SALE"

respectfully
depositors,
prospective

sight

Week,

Deposits

j

Deposits

j

pleased

placed

exempt

...

4%

ADMINISTRATOR’S

....

...

|

X

CARLE & JONES.

I ......I
i:i

4%

HARNESSES

Maine Railroads.
Interesting Facts and Figures from the Report of the State Railroad Commissioners.
The annual report of the members of
the State board of railroad commissioners, Joseph B. Peaks of Dover, Parker
Spofford of Bucksport and Frank Keizer
of Rockland, shows that the gross earnings in Maine of the steam railroads
for the past year were $15,490,147.24
against $16,601,145.83 for the preceding
year, a reduction in gross earnings of
$1,110,998.59. The number of passengers
carried for the year was 8,415,962 against
8,234,730 for the preceding year, an increase of passengers carried of 181,232.
The number of tons of freight during
the

past

year was

10,866,154, against 12,-

321,006 for the preceding year, a decrease
of 1,454,852. The number of passengers
carried one mile for the year was 237,567,633 against 234,909,905 for the preceding year, a gain of 2,657,728.
The number of tons of freight hauled

OPERATION
HER ONLY
CHANCE
Adrian, 6a.— “I suffered untold
misery from a female weakness and
disease, and I could not stand more

than a minute at a
time. My doctor
said an operation
was
the only
chance I had, and
I dreaded it almost
as much as death
One day I was
reading how othei
women had been
cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vege.
table Compound,
and decided to try
taken one bottle I

mile for the past year was 962,165,428
against 1,093,921,734 for the preceding

a decrease in the number of tons of
freight hauled one mile of 131,756,306.
The total passenger train mileage for the
year was 4,290,143 against 4,390,713 for
the preceding year, a decrease in
passenger train mileage of 100,570 miles.
The total freight train mileage for the
year was 3,686,813 against 4,320,073 for
the preceding year, a decrease in freight
train mileage of 71,345 miles. The total
mixed train mileage for the year was
567,125 against 495,780 for the preceding
year, an increase of mixed train mileage
of 71,345 miles.
The total revenue train mileage w'as
8,544,081 against 9,206,566 for the preceding year, a decrease in revenue train
mileage of 662,485 miles.
There were, as returned by the companies, operating railroads by steam,
1,426 crossings at grade, eight more than
in the preceding year.

year,

THE CASUALTY LIST.

Sixteen trainmen were killed and 84
injured on the steam roads during
the past year.
Five were killed and ten
injured from “coupling and uncoupling”;
two were killed and 14 injured in collisions; four injured from “parting of
trains”; two killed and two injured from
“derailments”; one injured from locomotives or cars breaking down; three
killed and 12 injured from “falling from
trains, locomotives or cars”; one killed
and nine injured from "jumping on or off
trains, locomotives or cars”; three killed
and five injured by being struck by trains,
locomotives or cars; three injured by
‘overhead obstructions’ ’; 24 injured from
There was one train“other capses.
man killed to 131 and one injured to 25

were

V.l.p.VJVU.

The total number of persons killed and
injured from the “movement of trains,
locomotives and cars,” was 46 killed and
There were six less killed
201 injured.
and 103 less injured than in che preceding
There were two less trainmen
year.
killed and 29 less injured than during the

Hon. L. C. Moree, in his capacity as Patriotic
Instructor, visited the Primary school recently
and gave a very interesting talk to the boys
arid girls. ..We believe that it is not generally
known that out-of-town people may draw
books from the Belfast Free Library upon the
payment of fifty cents for three months. This
entitles the subscriber to two books, one Action, the other non-fiction. The Library is
open to out-of-town people from 11 to 12 A.
M. The regular hour for opening to others is
from 2 P. M.
Books may be kept out one
month by renewing at the end of two weeks.
It is needless to say that the books are of the
best quality, and the librarian, Miss Annie L.
Barr, most obliging. Several people here are
subscribers and it is hoped that more may
become so.

ham’sVegetable Compound

it.

Before I

was

better, and

I am

now

completely

an

operation

or

drag

out

a

sickly,

half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and

of women who
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration •
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass., for advice. Your letter
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice free.
has cured thousands

persons killed and
the preceding year
122 injured.
there were five passengers killed and 49
injured, six employes injured, three other
persons killed and ten injured, a total of
eight killed and 65 injured. This shows
that the same number of persons were
killed and 57 more injured than during the

eight
During

total of

a

preceding
TOTAL

year.
EMPLOYES

AND

WAGES.

The total number of employes employed in Maine, by railroads operated by
steam for the past year was. including
general officers, 9,883, being 651 less than
during the preceding year. The total

number, excluding general officers,
9,842, a decrease in the number of

was
em-

of 615.
The total number of

ployes

days worked, excluding general officers, was 2,946,194
against 2,950,100 during the preceding
year, a decrease in the number of days

worked of 3,906.

The total amount

paid

for wages,

ex-

cluding general officers, was $6,056,933.including general officers, $6,219,-

53 and

increase in the amount of
The average
wages paid of $157,847.
daily wages paid, excluding general officers, was $2.05 against $1.99 for the

130.79,

an

preceding

year.
The number of officers and men emon
the
street railways for the past
ployed
year was 1,577 against 1,549 for the preceding year, an increase in the number
The total
of men employed of 28.
amount of wages paid was $1,014,822.87
against $908,489.48, an increase in the
amount of wages paid of $270,703.55.
Inasmuch as the hours and not the
days worked are returned, varying in
number on different roads, the increase
in wages per day cannot be definitely
stated, but it appears that there must
have been an increase of about 15 cents
per day.
The total compensation paid for wages
upon the steam and street railroads was
$7,233,952.86 against $6,963,24 31 for
the preceding year, an increas “in the
amount of wages paid of $270,703.55.
The transportation earnings of the
street railways during the year were $2,122,158.60; other earnings, $54,224.66;
miscellaneous income, $168,503.45; gross

$2,344,886.71; operating expenses, $1,492,773.93; taxes; interest and
other charges, $579,872.38; total charges,
$2,012,646.31; net income, $332,240.s0;
number of passengers carried during the
year, 39,292,936, an increase of 2,702,849
over the preceding year.
income,

*

Sch. Etna Damaged by Fire.

To feel strong, have good appetite and digestion, sleep soundly and enjoy life, use Burdock
Blood Bitters, the great system tonic and
builder.
BURGLARY IN PENOBSCOT.

Believed A Bad Gang of.Yeggmen Are at
Work in Waldo and Hancock Counties.

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
SW
SZJ
Signature of (JZa&ZTtUCAdA:

''"aEI

local markets for from
the
any

at any time which he does not care to
sell he feeds them to his cows and swine
and finds that they like them and that
they make an excellent change in their
food and are beneficial to them. The
following is his method of growing them:
The land is p\owed in the fall. In the
spring he spreads on stable dressing at
the rate of thirty double horse loads to
the acre and has it thoroughly harrowed
in, using first a spring-tooth and then a
spike-tooth harrow.
After thoroughly pulverizing the soil,
he digs holes six feet apart each way,
fourteen inches deep, and broad enough
to hold about one-half bushel of stable
dressing. This amount of dressing is put
into the hollowed out places, and then
commercial fertilizer at the rate of
about fifty pounds to the acre is spread
on the dressing, and then soil, to within
two inches of the surface of the ground,
is spread on the fertilizer. In selecting
the seed, care is taken to use only those
which are plump and full. From five to
eight seeds are dropped on the soil in the
hill and then covered till even with the

>2^
fJ^xjCJvrT$'fr£mAf

also for much of our cold wet
That there were “Northern Lights”

spring?
that night

I

personally testify, for I called
attention to them, both in the northern and
eastern sky, and such a reflection by ice has
occurred before. Your correspondent is, however, mistaken in saying the reflection was too
far south for an ordinary display, as in many of
the finer exhibitions of its glory the flashes and
glows show as far south as they did the other
night. The difference in the present case was
that the light in the south remained practically
stationary until after midnight (as a reflection
would). Lights on the horizon well south of
east flashed and changed that night as is usual
with the “Northern Lights.”
Yours truly,
can

Robert G. Harbutt.

Searsport, Me.,
May 29, 1909.
The Boston Transcript of recent date had

complete description

of this

phenomenon,

a

said

BROTHER M.

E.

BUSHER.

Dear friend and brother, bound by the ties
Where all Grange hearts in sympathy beat,
May God, our Father, who is ever wise,
Restore your strength with health complete.
No doubt to-day you are looking back
To the victories and battles won
O’er some hard worn, well beaten track,
’Neath the hot rays of a scorching sun,
Where you
To

so

save our

And

bravely fought for Right
country and its flag.

stars for you shine more bright
its floating stripes never sag

May its

float out on the breeze
For every new Memorial day
With the music of birds and the trees.
May it live forever and aye
But

ever

With its memory today fresh and new,
With its silken stripes, white and red,
While the stars ever shine in the sky of blue
We will bow to this flag as sacred.
Sacred through the loss of comrades and friends
Who left their homes this flag to save.
We’ll honor their names till time shall end
By placing bright flowers upon their graves.

rare

in

There are three split-log drags in this part
of the town and the adjoining district in Orland, and it is hoped the roads will be put in a
smooth condition. The correspondent had occasion to ride to Bluehill Saturday, and from
Bluehill town line to the village, we never saw
that road in better condition. It was the work
of a split-log drag. There was hardly a stone
the size of a hen’s egg, or a hollow that would
hold a quart of water.—North Penobscot Cor.
Ellsworth American.

Aroostook Potato Shipments.
During the month of April 960,066 bushels of
po to toes were shipped over the B. & A.,making

the total from the crop of 1908 up to and including April 30, 11,068,893 bushles, or an increase of 5,574,319 bushels over the same period
in 1907-8.—Fort Fairfield Review.

the outside is the wish of your friend,
Mrs. H. M. Ayer.

Weston, Ocean-to-Ocean Walker,
Said recently: "When you feel down and out,
feel there is no use living, just take your bad
thoughts with you and walk them off. Before
you have walked a mile things will look rosier.
Just try it.” Have you noticed the increase in
walking of late in every community? Many at-

titute it to the comfort which Allen’s FootEase, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into
the shoes, gives to the millions now using it.
As Weston has said, “It has real merit.” It
cures tired, aching feet while you walk. 30,000
testimonials. Order a 26c. package to-day of
any druggist and be ready to forget you have
feet. A trial package of Allen’s Foot-Ease
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
sent FREE.
Roy, N. Y.

"
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At a Probate Court held at Belfa.it, within and
tor the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
May, A. D. 1909.
F. THOMPSON of Dorchester. Massachusetts, having presented a petition praying that Ellery Bowden of Winterport, in said
County, may be appointed trustee under the will
of Corelia W. Arey, late of said v\ interport, in
place ot Fred Atwood, former trustee under said

MARY

will, but now deceased
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day of June, A. D.
1909, at ten of the clock before uoon, and show
cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltike, Register.

At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
fi r the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. D. 1909.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Walter B. Clark, late
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate, together with
a petition praying that Andrew a. Drury may be
appointed administrator ot the estate ot said deceased, with the will annexed.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively ;n The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday oi June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed and the prayer ot said petitioner granted.
♦JEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

A

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apthe estate of
ot
administrator
pointed

ADMINISTRATOR’8

TUFTON 8. FOSS late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonas as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
VESTA E. FOSS.
___

Freedom, April 13,1909.-3wl8
Ibe suhDMINISTRATRIX’8 NOTICE
scrlber hereby gives notice that she has
of
administratrix
the esbeen duly appointed
tate of

MARTIN B. HUNT, late of Belmont,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
EMMA BUNT BILLS.
Belmont, May 11,1909.
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The Kind You Have Alwap Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
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CENTAUR COMPANY, TY MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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I AM SELLING THE FAMOUS
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At a Probate Court, he,.
for the County of Warn
May. A. I) 1VK)9.
m. mason, son
J. Mason, late «.f o

Waldo, deceased, navi
praying that Josepl P

j

60 CHURCH STREET.

At a Probate Court, held at
lor the County of Waldo,
May, a. D. 1909.

At a Probate Court he'd at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, a. 1). 1909.

DICKEY, nephew of Sarah E. JenkBelfast, in saui County of Waldo, deceased, hav.ng presented a petition praying that
he may be appointed administrator of the estate
of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Kepublican Journal, a newsp per published at Belfast, that they inav appear at a Probate Court. to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8th day of June, A. 1).
19U9, at tea of the clock beture noon, and show
cause, if any the> have, wily the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

certain instrument,
purporting to be the last
will and testament of James P.
Wight, late
ot Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased
having been piesenied lor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of tins order to be
published three weeks successively in The He
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that They
niay appear at a Probate Court, to be held a!
Bellast, within and tor said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show
cause, if’any they
nave, why the same should not be proved, ap1
proved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazkltine, Register.

KIN J.

OR ins of

A true copy,

Attest:
Chas. P.

m. BOWDEN,

praying that Mabel C. Morgan may be appointed
administratrix of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court; to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day of June, A. D. 1909,
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ty, that all persons interested may attend

A true copy.

ten of the clock befere noon, and show cause,
ii any they have, whv the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Kegister.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Ordered, That the m
to all persons int**r« *.
this order to lie publis:
sively in The hep ib
published

Hazkltine, Register.

WALDO

Belfast, within and
the 11th day of

:

deceased.
Ordeied, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
The Kepublican Journal, a Lewspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 8th day ot June, A. D. 1909,

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of June next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
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Probate Court, to be li.
day of June next, ami
have, why the said ;uvv
GEO. 1
A true copy, Attest.
Chas. P. :

a

on

Beltast.

1X7 A LI >0 SS.—Ill Cot:11
VT
last, on tile 111 ii
Morgan, admiuistratoi
Morgan, late of Wmb y
ceased, having present'
count of administration

WALDO

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowGEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

f

\

■

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the llth day of May, 1909. Susan
A. Hall, guardian of Jessie L. Hall of Brooks, in
said County, having presented her first and final
account of guardianship for allowance.

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, w by the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEoKGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

at

Probate Court, to m- ;
for said Countv.
n
I). 1909, at ten*of tinshow cause, if any th,-\
said petitionei shouh
Gin
A true copy.
Attest
Chas p

SS —In Court oi Probate, held at Belfast, on the llth day of May, 1909. Mehitable A. Townsend, administratrix on the estate
of Gilbert S. Townsend, late of Monroe, in said
County, deceased, having presented her tiist ami
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

on

\

administrator of times-

at a

Probate Court. t<» be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.

j at

SS —In Court of Probate, held at Belthe lltli day of May, 1909. Levi
fast,
Clark, guardian of Allie M. Clark of Prospect, in
said County, having presented his first and final
account of said guardianship tor allowance, together with bis resignation of said trust for ac-

At a Probate Court held
for the Countv of \\ abi
May, a. D. 1909.
EUGENE JENNYs. ,i
•
pointed in the will <>t
ol Monroe, in said « omit.
having presented a p-uin
poiutment of J. Eugene J
and Mary Helen (.tun::
said will may be confirm-

DO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel*
fast, on the 11th day ol May, 19t 9. JonaBerry, guardian of Samuel W. Phinney ol
At a Probate Court mi-;
Morrill, in said County, having presented his i for the Count) ->t w
first and final account of guardianship for allowMay, A. D. 1909.
ance.
TSABELLE BROWN
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three 1 orown, late ot Stun
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Waldo, deceased, h
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counpraying tliat A Idea L ;

a

T TEST A E. FOSS, widow of Tufton S. Foss, late
ot Freedom, in said County of W aldo, deT
ceased, having presented a petition praying for
an allowance out of the personal estate of said

j

■_

V»

daughter of Aimed P

j

,~7J

than

MYKa
Page, late of Winterport, in said County of
petit im
Waldo, deceased, having presented

At a Probate Court held at
for the Comity of W aldo,
May, A. D. 1909.

j

1ITA1

Belfast, within and
on the 11th day of

I

^..g,

;

J

A

Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
.for said County ot Waldo,
May, A. D. 1909.

;

evenings.

Belfast, within and
the 11th day of

on

.»

administrator of the esi <tOrdered, That the said \
all persons interested
!
>
Older to be published tb.J
in The Republican Jon
lished at Belfast, that
bate court, to be held at
i
said County, on the stb
{
1909, at ten of the cli»-k
cause, if any they have, ub
petitioner should not i»«
GEoKt-K 1
A true copy.
Attest:
CHAS. P li
j

,J.B. STICKNEY j
Store open

>t

Ezra

PLUMBING AND SHEET
METAL WORK

:

■

pie.,MliJ(llr

4

;

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer
William and Ann Streets, New York.

I

deceased, having been
Ordered, That notice be
I inteiested by causing a cop\*, 7;
published three weeks siu.;,,NV
publican .Journal, published
ma> appear at a Probate <
Belfast, within and tor said c
ond Tuesday of June n At

At a Probate Court In
for the County of w
day of May, a. 1>. 18(

fulness of his friends in this as well as in so
77. Grippe, Hay fever and Summer Colds. ...25
other kind acts shown him since he has
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
I
been sick. With the cards came the following ; pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.
lines from one of the gifted sisters of the
TO

sjM
,E
,-..H

testam;.!.

wi.wimr

many

Grange:

A

A true copy.

35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches .2ft

may account

bu

certain instrument, purm.it.
will and
'.‘. '■"■kk.iw
late of 8eai sport, in sain
^

The Children’s Panacea—The Alothcr’s Friend.

CASTORIA

'r'Jt<ni nlaS^E

j,"r

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops aud Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food,
regulates the
Stomach aud Bowels, giving healthy aud natural
sleep.

GENUINE

..

*ij

Jl"l-vSt)S1

^Attest:

Ala I rebate lourt held
for the County of .. aido,
day of May, A. D. m>».

~~

What is CASTORIA

DR. HUMPHREYS’ SPECIFICS.

Many were puzzled by it. May I venture a
purely amateur explanation? Was it not
merely the reflection of auroral lights by the
immense ice fields and icebergs which for so
long have been off our coasts,and which,indeed,

A true copy.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has horae the
signature of
&od has been made under his persona^ supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-gooil” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against
Experiment.

RHIYSKIDNEYCORE

today

For Infants and. Children.

our

to two cents per

certain instrument, imnb„,
will and testament o,
oi lslesboro, in sain

may appear at a Probate
Belfast, within and lui sa„.
ond Tuesday of June next
before noon, and si.ow e,,,,'''
why the same should
f
and allowed

Mrs. Henry Stickney of Portland was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Charles Brown, last
week... .The remains of Mrs. Annie Cunningham Glidden were brought from Franklin,
Mass., May 27th, and deposited in the family
lot in Oak Grove cemetery.... Mrs. C. H. Bryant was called to China on account of the ill- l
ness of her sister, May 29th— Memorial Sunday was appropriately observed at the M. E.
church May 30th... The Ladies’ Aid has furnished the lumber for a very handsome hardwood floor for the parsonage kitchen.,.. A. K.
Paul of Boston was the guest of his brother,
W. L. Paul, last week....Mrs. Emma Berry surface,
pressed down and made smooth
has returned from Warren, where she was and level.
When the seed leaves appear above the
called by the critical illness of her mother_
Mrs. Ariel Knight and daughter of Camden, surface, the ground is cultivated with a j
the hills hoed I
common cultivator and
were guests of Mrs. Alden Robbins last week.
with a hand hoe. The cultivation is con....The many friends of William Bryant were
until
the
vines begin
; tinued once a week
pleased to see him at church last Sunday after to spread and then no more
cultivating
j his long and serious illness... Victor Grange and hoeing is done, but some one goes
I conferred the degrees upon one candidate at among the vines and pulls out (he weeds
done without injur| its last regular meeting... M. O. Wilson had as long as this can be
ing the vines by trampling on them. The
his new auto out last Sunday.
I
more they are cultivated, the greater is
LINCOLN VILLK.
the yield. After the vines begin to
1
Miss Sadie Patterson of Rockland is visiting blossom, the ends of the runners are cut
her sister, Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater.
Harold off, so that all of the nourishment will go
to feed the fruit rather than the vines,
Duncan of Camden called on his friend, R. P.
The seeds are planted about the last of
Ames Sunday....Capt. George Pendleton and
The plants are sprinkled with a
May.
A. P. Gilkey of Dark Harbor were in town on little
Bug Death occasionally to prevent
business
Wednesday... Frank Morrow of insects from destroying them.
Camden spent Sunday with his friend, J. H.
When the crop is harvested in the fall
Gilberte... Capt. Oscar Olsen of Castine care is taken to leave the stems on the
better if this is
called here Wednesday in his motor boat.
He squashes, as they keep
done. They are piled up in a dry, sunny
was on his way to Camden_Painters from
as long as it
and
left
place out of doors,
Sprague & Pendleton, Dark Harbor are doing is
safe to leave them there. When put
a nice job of
creasote staining on Melody under
cover they are placed in a dry,
Manse, the summer home of Prof. J. H. Gil- cool room, and cared for to prevent
berte of New York.... Mrs. Morrill Law, who freezing.
has been with Capt. Law on his barge MorriThere are few crops which will yield a
better return for the amount of time
son Chappelle the past few weeks, returned

these latitudes and known as an Today you will be showered with post cards,
Jamestown, R. I., May 26. With her
May their reading give you much pleasure;
after part ablaze, the three-masted sch. auroral arch. The auroral northern lights May no worry or illness retard
The joy in your heart while you treasure
Etna, bound from Georgetown, S. C., for come in a number of forms, but of the recent
Boston, with a cargo of lumber, was tow- display the Transcript says: “The aurora of These tokens of respect and love
Sent by kind sisters and brothers,
ed up to the docks here early today by Saturday evening appears to have been a rare
Be as rich blessings sent from above
the local steamer West Side, assisted by
of the auroral arch, one in which the
variety
To you while trying to help others.
a naphtha launch owned by Max Schade.
arch extended from horizon to horizon through
The world is made better and brighter
The J amestown fire department and the
All life is made sweeter today
the zenith, and which during most of the evencrew of the tug Solicitor, which was sumBy the thought that some burden is lighter
moned from Newport, got the fire under ing was visible only in parts, being broken up
With the bright sun shining the way.
control before it communicated to the into a number of so-called auroral clouds.”.... We’ll leave you in God’s safe keeping,
For we feel that “He knoweth best,”
cargo, but the schooner was badly dam- “Similar arches have been observed in Boston
He’ll watch o’er you, waking or sleeping,
aged and will have to make repairs be- perhaps tw'ice in twenty years, but this is And
when your years are numbered here
fore proceeding. The Etna anchored in peculiar in that it ran diagonally across the
You need not be troubled or fear—
the west passage of Narragansett bay
will
be given a seat among the blest,
You
neither
from
the
north
nor
point,
flew sky, being
about midnight, and early
You will hear the glad welcome at last
Those who looked for
distress signals, which were quickly an- from east to west.
When all sorrow and trouble is past,
swered by the West Side and the launch. colder weather following an auroral display Enter thou who wert faithful and true
Into sweet rest through the sky of blue.
It was learned that the fire had started were not disappointed.”
in the cabin from some unknown cause
That these hastily penned lines may be of
in
for
the
before the men had turned
The Split-Log Drag.
some comfort to you while ill and shut-in from

CASTOR IA

sold in

pound during
winter and early spring. If he has
one

home Tuesday-Kenneth Rankin is visiting spent on them than squashes raised as
"of Troy in
his grandmother, Mrs, P. K. Frohock_Capt. above.—Bertha F. Hillman
the American Cultivator.
O. E. Ames carried two gasoline boats in
which he had been installing the machinery,
The Camden Trotting Park.
to Dark Harbor Monday.
One is for the
Tarratine Club and the other for A. P. Gilkey.
H. M. Bean has sold the grandstand
....N. M. Harmon has bought a fine farm in building at the Trotting Park to the Knox
Woolen Co. and a crew of men under F.
Union and moved his family there Friday.
He had been in the meat business here a num- L. Gilkey is taking down the building.
The lumber will be used to erect a wool
ber of years and will be very much missed
storage house for the Knox mill. We
about town-The opening ball of the season
all regret to see the grandstand building
under the management of Misses Lucy Free- torn down because it means the giving
up
! man and
Ella Pendleton will be held in Free- eventually of our trotting park, one of the
It has not been a pay! man’s Hall Saturday evening, June 5th, with best in the State.
music by Farnham’s Orchestra of Rockland. ing proposition, however, and of course
into a while ago.
The knob had been Judging from the past these will be excellent we cannot hope to see it kept up as a park
when it is all the time a losing proposibroken from the door, and the “soup”
j dances. We are sorry to hear that Ferdipoured in in the usual way. The safe nand S. Richards, who has made Lincolnville tion financially.—Camden Herald.
was
covered with wet burlap bags to
deaden the sound, and the fuse was ; his home for the past year, has returned to his
touched off with the result that the safe former home in Searsmont. We shall miss
was entirely demolished.
Some of the him very much.... Mr. Ray Duncan of CamMakes Kidneys and Bladder Right
residents in the neighborhood say that den called on friends in town Sunday_Mi.
heard
a
dull
sound early in the'morn- T. E. Gushee, the local representative of the
they
ing about 1 o’clock, but paid little atten- Shraft Chocolate Co., was at Islesboro Montion to it. The grain mill belonging to
day on business... Mr. and Mrs. Alton French
Charles O. Hutchins, which is two miles
Directions with each Vial In Fire Language*
from the village, was entered and the of Camden called on friends in town Sunday.
English, German, Spanish, Portuguese and French.
....Mrs.
P.
P.
Freeman
and
Miss
Julia
Freeburglars obtained the bags there. Henry Perkins’ shoD was also entered and a man called on Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Freeman last No.
FOR
Price
hammer and cold chisel for the prelimi- Saturday. Mr. Freeman has been quite poorly
I. Fevers. Congestions. Inflammations.25
2. Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease 25
nary work on the safe were obtained.
of late-Quite a number of our young peo3e Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
Sheriff Silsby of Hancock county who
ple attended the dance at Tranquility Grange
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults
25
was in Penobscot to
investigate, express- hall Wednesday evening, May 26th, and report
ft. Dysentery, Griplngs, Bilious Colic...2ft
ed the belief that a bad gang of yeggmen
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis.2ft
a fine time... H. P. Farrow, civil engineer of
are at work in Waldo and Hancock coun8. Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia.25
ties. He has detailed one of his deputies Belmont, was in town Sunday en route for
9. Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo .2ft
to investigate thoroughly.
| Dark Harbor, where he has some surveying to 10. Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Weak Momach.2ft
25
13.
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryugitis
do. Capt. Ames carried him over in the Wah14. Sait Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
neta.
or Rheumatic Pains.25
lft.
Rheumatism,
The more you scratch the worse the itch. Try
16. Fever and Ague. Malaria.25
Doan’s Ointment. It cures piles, eczema, any SMITH!ON
(Freedom.)
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internal.2ft
j
skin itching. All druggists sell it.
Memorial day, M. E. Busher, who has been ill 18. Ophthalmia. Weak or Inflamed Eyes.2ft
19. Catarrh. Influenza. Cold in Head.2ft
for several months, received a post card shower
It Was An Auroral Arch.
; 20. W'hooping Cough. Spasmodic Cough.25
from members of the Grange and other friends. 21. Asthma Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.2ft
To the Editor of The Journal.
25
Your There were nearly fifty lovely cards, each 27. Kidney Disease. Gravel. Calculi
Thorndike correspondent enquires in your last bearing a message of sympathy and good will. 28. Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
29. Sore Mouth. Fever Sores or Canker.25
issue regarding the unusual illumination in the It was a beautiful thought, gracefully express30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
and Diphtheria.25
southern sky which occurred a fortnight ago. ed. Mr. Busher deeply appreciates the
thought- 34. Sore Throat. Quinsy

to be

night. They fought the flames for a
time, but finally saw they could not control them unaided and decided to summon
assistance. There were six men aboard,
and none of them were injured. [The
Etna was built in Brewer in 1891 and
hails from Bangor.]
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ceased, having been .."
Ordered, That notice i.,...
"'NalT'^Bl
terested by causiujj nr,!,,
BW
published three weeks .-,J±'h
puhlican Journal, pubii-i.,,,
late
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The general store and postoffice at
South Penobscot, owned and occupied by
Benjamin R. Cushman, was entered early
Wednesday morning. May 26th. The
burglars escaped, but without any booty
as Postmaster Cushman, suspecting that
an attempt
might be made on the safe,
had removed everything of value from
preceding year.
During the past year 23 trespassers the safe the night before. The county
were killed and 28 injured; not trespassofficials of Hancock county have reason
ing, three killed and 11 injured. This is to believe that the burglars are the same
two more trespassers killed and 11 more who have blown two other safes in towns
injured than during the preceding year. on the river and bay in the past month.
On the street railroads during the past
An investigation at the store showed
year one passenger was killed and 96 in- that the burglars had followed exactly
seven
four
the
same method used when the McKinemployes injured,
jured,
other persons killed and 22 injured, mak- ney grain mill at Winterport was broken

ing

A

at the rate of nine tons to the acre. These

SKAK8MONT.

cured.”—Lena V. Henry, Route No.
8, Adrian, 6a.
Why will women take chances with

~

At* Probate Court held a,
for the County m Wald.,
day ot May, a. D. 1 mm

My father thinks that the Hubbard
squashes are an excellent crop to raise,
as they can be grown at small cost in
time and money and give good returns. He
usually plants a small patch, either a
fourth or third of an acre, which yields

C.I UK ICTY.

WasCured by LydiaE.Pink-

one

BUMPER SQUASH CROPS.

County Correspondence.
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4 DMINIS1 KATOK's ,\

A er hereby gives noli
appointed administrate!

j1

WILLIAM H. NAs
in the County of Wabb
bonds as the law direm
mauds against the estat
sired to present the sam
indebted thereto an

ceptance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three !
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami ment immediately.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
for the County of Waldo, ou the second TuesAPI I
a newspaper published in Beltast, in said Counday of May, A D. 1909.
Belfast, May 11,1909
ty. that ail persons interested may atteud at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the j
certain instrument, purporting to he the last I
8th day of June next, and show cause, if any !
will and testament of Georgie S. Clark, late
4 DMIN1SJ K Vl OK
they have, why the said account should not be | of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
er hereby gives nallowed and resignation accepted.
having been presented for probate.
appointed adminisuat"
GEO. E. J011N80N, Judge.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
GARDNER HI I’Ll \
A true copy. Attest:
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
published three weeks successively in The Re- In* the County ot w a <
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they bonds as the law direct*Court
of
SS.—In
held
Belmay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 1 mauds against the «• t.
at
LDO
Probate,
fast, on the lltli day of May, 1909. Seth Belfast, within ami for said County, on the second desired to present thTuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before an indebted thereto aiH. Morgan and Lewis Atwood, executois of the
□oou, and show cause, if any they have, why the me nt immediately to Jlast will of Fieo Atwood, who was trustee under
same should not be proved,approved and allowed,
Maine, my authorized >
the last will offCorelia W. Arey, late of WinterGEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
port, in said County, deceased, having presented allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
| Boston, Mass., May 11.
the final account of said trustee for allowance.
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
4 DMINIBTKATRIX’S V
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
j\. er hereby gives noth-- *
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Corn ty,
that all persons interested may attend at a Prolor the County of Waldo, on the llth day of appointed administratrix
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
May, A. D. 1A09.
ENOCH M.BAKKH
of June next, and show cause, if any they have,
HOLT, nephew of Henry D. Patter- in the County of Wald-1.
why the said account should not be allowed.
son, late of Belfast, in said County of Wal- bonds as the law directs
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
do, deceased, having presented a petition pray- mands against the estatA true copy. Attest:
ing that the Judge of Probate may determine desired to present the samChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
who are entitled to the balance of the

A

j
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j
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WILLIAM

88 -In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 11th day of May, 1909. William
P- Thompson and Robert F. Duaton, administrators on the estate of Henry D. Patterson, late of
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented their second ana final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tbe 8th
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

WALDO

A true copy.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register,

estate of
said deceased, now in the possession of the administrators thereof for distribution, their respective shares therein, and order the same to be
distributed accordingly.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
i»rder to be published tnree weeks successively
In The Bepublican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within aud for
said County, on the 8th day of June, A. 1).
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

all indebted thereto
ment immediately.

|

are rn,

JKNMI

Troy, April 13. 1909.
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NOTH K.

EXECUTOK’8
by give notice tliat
executor of the las!
ABBIE E.
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BEA1-, ,»-•

in ;the County of ;Walilo.
bonds as the law directs
demauds against the estat!
desired to present the sam*
all indebted thereto are reqii—‘
ment immediately.
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Frankfort, May 11,1909.
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sed his dancing school
exhibition ball. Fifty
The
.-Til 2. a. m., Friday.
.i,,i of Prof. Brown, violin;
iarinet; and Mr. Adams of
old
"list_The
sawmill,
a ruinous condition for
;ilj,sed recently and now is a
ili

an

’ihers, boards, shafting, etc.
The
.wns the property.
ietl for a long time... .Miss
f Thomaston is visiting her
‘-nse-A large delegation
.i
Rod Rebekah lodge atmeeting in Union Monday
age has returned from a
rr.aston, Warren and Bath.
lor is teaching school in
!
ion.... J. Asbury Putman
ently visited his parents,
am Putman-Mrs. Emma
;
her home in Searsmont
son, Frank Berry, and
Mr. and Mrs. John
ito their new houseand family have moved to
of Rockland called on
J. O. Johnson of LibMemorial address before
A. R.

1

B

1

r.

i,

Howard Whelden of
sister, Mrs. C. C. Moody,
Abbie Coffren, who has
sn town, is soon to leave
visit of indefinite length.
accompanied by little
Mrs.

i

her

kindergarten

teach-

•rd, Mass., last Thursday
r
Mrs. Kilburn will go
id the others to Albert
J. Dunham returned to
boat_Mrs. Mary Arey
■/Mer, Mrs. Frank Simpson.
::ds of Mr. and Mrs. Linived the announcement

|
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1

daughter Florence, at
Clair Lewis of Bing-

Muy 17th... .Work is prothe wharf and the large

j

(•regular landings-A
passed away last Friday
Mrs. Hannah Belches, wife
Mrs. Belches was an
was greatly beloved by a
Her age was 8*1 years.

lies.

W illiam

B. Belches, to
relatives and friends
on Sunday afternoon to

|

y

j
f

respect to

one

funeral service

who

was

w*as con-

Lockhart_Winterport
unwelcome visitors last
Capt. Thomas Morgan’s
I .ate in the evening Mrs.
■no, heard a noise, and on
bat a man had put up a
f t he house and was
trying
n. She
gave the alarm and
uii-kly responded, but the
leaving the ladder,which
n taken from Dr. Baker’s

■

TRUE’S ELIXIR

|

veral days with relatives
now visiting in Arooshis return trip intends
n before returning to his
0. Woodard of Auburn
pend the summer with his
bickmore. He is in poor
receive much benefit from
the farm-Mrs. Lizzie
us illness
has given her

|

|
S

h

anxiety, wre are glad to
mproving. Miss Washburn,

her home
in Morrill for a week’s vacation from her duties women and children from a
burning
at F. A. Cushman’s.... Mr. and Mrs. W. P. building.
Another missionary, Rev. VV.
Jones were at S. K. Thompson’s Sunday....
N. Chambers, rushed into the midst of
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Ban ton of Knox were at W. the infuriated
mob and threw his arms
D. Tasker’s Sunday.W. S. Davis be- around an Armenian
preacher whom they
gins to lay the foundation for G. E. Terry’s had seized.
new barn Thursday. John
Penney of Knox is
jvir.
narauers saia:
ine rumans were
to have charge of the barn which will be begun
him one way and I was pulling
in about two weeks.L. H. Merrithew of pulling
They hit him on the head.
Morrill visited Mrs. P. W. Jaquit.h last Sunday. him another.
....Alden Meservey and family moved from He called on me to save him and suddentheir home at the Kingdom to Belfast last
ly screamed in pain. I looked down in
Saturday... .Ezra Larry, one of our aged citi- time to see a Turk withdraw a long,
zens, died May 21st.
He leaves a widow, crooked
dagger from Hogavim’s side.
Electa Douglass-L. D. Wright was holding Just then a rifle was
discharged at us
a pair of colts by the bridles for
Ralph Cain and he dropped from my arms to the
last week, and one of them became frightened
ground.” Instead of collapsing at the
and knocked Mr. Wright down, laming him
sight this plucky soldier of Christ manconsiderably-Miss Jennie Walker of Knox
visited at Clifton Morse’s last Friday and Sat- aged to get a detachment of soldiers
urday.... Dr. A. D. Ramsay’s horse took fright from the government and marched with
them through the town, placing guards
at an automobile last
and ran
gone to

Cook’s Corner has been
new cases of scarlet
Mrs. A. C. Myrick attended
n
Dixmont Sunday, and
al exercises at the same
flay... Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
nt of

an

day

in

was in Troy last
ther, aged 85 years, who
Hy all w'inter, was able to
'"■me to Pittsfield-Mrs. M.
',>ends her winters with her

F.

Harding,

in

Billerica,

the early spring, we regret
t of poor health will
delay
•Mil July_Clifford Lamb
ame last week to visit his
•Mrs. J. C. Lamb.... Miss Iva
a* been enjoying a brief
"f her father, Harry Rol•'W. V. S., of Pittsfield was
Dr. and Mrs. Whitney of
•wn Sunday with their new
Dr. is a daily visitor in
Mer's horses will, we trust,
ol
Miss Millie Stevens
Monday en route to WinterW. C. T. U. convention. On
visit her brothers in Stock-

5

|

..

t

|L

,,r an

,,

*

vol“ey Thompson

ity...

had sold all his
Mr. Charles Swaseyof
^ass., who is to take possession
Mr.
Thompson has resided here all
f‘as
(-arried on a successful carriage
alj°ut forty years. He has filled
,jfhces faithfully and acceptably,
r,:8er't President of the
Liberty &
^omPany- Both Mr. and
np8on have
always taken an active
1'

l>lace

1

;

k

in

adjust damages on Mrs.
house, which was considerably
Khtning May 14th.Everyone
: >
y the announcement last week,

C

fa ig

was

Wee^
,fMr

kv

insurance company,

|

l Jvi°r
^Tl

Thoeephone

May 26, 1909.
Taken this twenty-fifth day of
May, on execution dated May 19,1909, issued on a
judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Court,
thereof begun and held on the
m4®"?
third Tuesday of April, 1909, to
wit, on the
thirtieth day of April, 1909, in favor of Frank
L. Young of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo,
against Frank L. Hatch of Morrill, in the County of Waldo aforesaid, for three hundred and
sixty-eight dollars and thirty-three cents, debt
or damage, and
thirty-one dollars and eightyseven cents, costs of suit, and will
be sold at
auction at the office of Arthur Ritchie.
public
j in Belfast
aforesaid, to the highest bidder, on
the 28th day of June, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate and all the right in equity,
title and interest which the said Frank
L.
Hatch has and had in and to the same on the
fifteenth day of Decemter, 1908, at eleven
j o’clock in the forenoon, th« time when the same
was attached on the writ in the
same suit, to

Representatives

from 149 chapters ol
the order in Maine, consisting of
nearlj
15,000 members, attended the annua
meeting of the Grand Chapter of Maine,
Order of the Eastern Star, which openec
May 25th in Masonic hall, .Lewiston.
They were welcomed by Mrs. Mary A.
“®ars> worthy matron of Mount Olivet
Chapter. Mrs. E. Estelle Crawshaw of
Auburn, grand matron of Maine, presided. The forenoon was occupied with the
reading of reports of officers and committees. The present membership was
given as 15,242, a gain of 1078 for the
year. Mrs. Ella Simmonds Washburn of

■

wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land
said Morrill, bounded and described
to wit. My homestead farm
ing

Friday

away.

in different

doctor

was thrown out but not injured.
The carriage was somewhat damaged... Mrs.
Mary Bowler of Palermo is visiting for a week
with her daughter, Mrs. O. C. Cushman.

The

r—

="

—

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTO R I A
TO

CURB COCAINE CURSE.

—-_

their heads to scatter them.
sheltered from 1500 to 2000

his

are

ready

to

been chosen chairman of the international relief committee.
It is men of this caliber who are doing
to bring order out of chaos in Turand to establish that distracted coun-

more

key,

try on a constitutional basis, than all the
navies of Europe and America put together. Yankee heroism, plus Christian
devotion to a great ideal, has been nobly
illustrated in the land of the sultan in
these last few weeks.

And

Washington,
working down

in
of fun;
Rut when it comes to

Panama, they

say, is

lots

gov’ment jobs a country
chap can nail,
rather be the carrier who serves the rural
mail.
it’s 10 o’clock each morning, or somewhere
thereabout.
When Jason W’hite, the carrier, comes jogging
down his route;
His yellow sulky creaking loud behind his
I d

spreading unsupply of cocaine
is

speckled nag,
And Jason busy sorting mailoutof each leather
bag;
A letter here, a paper there—his mem’ry must

legitimate uses, experts
to show congress, while tht
other half of the total sales of this drug
was covertly supplied to the dens of tht
devoted to

prepared

fail,

not

I

tell you

what, it takes

a

head to

serve

the

rural Ynail.

fun to watch the folks come out when
Jason’s whistle blows,
And see him dealing out the mail as down the
road he goes,
The catalogs and sample seeds and Down East
It’s

caine distributors, and can
countable by State and local authorities
for their sales, absolutely no hold can be
taken on the undergrounds upply of the
drug from abroad, it is shown. C-ocs
leaves, from which the drug victims maj
extract a form of cocaine with which tt

And

meet next year

Color and

magazines,

postal cards from Eastport, Maine, clean
to the Philippines,
Love letters for the love-sick gals, with town
beaus on the trail—
By gosh! there’s lots of happiness hid in the
rural mail.
And once when we were near next the school,
heard young Jason shout,
And then we saw him halt his nag and call the
teacher out;
And when she asked him what he had, in such
a pretty way,
He leaned way out and kissed her—gosh! her
face was red all day.
By hen! of all the gov’ment jobs a country chap
can nail,
I’d rather be the carrier who serves the rural

WI TH

1

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”

Treatment in

a

There is absolutely

We carry [everything in the way
of painters’ supplies.
FULL LINES OF

Kitchen

Furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges.

Plumbing

a

Specialty.

Case at

tinguish

nerves

Mitchell k Trussell,

person’s

7
-7
7
7
8
8

22
34
40
48
10
28
8 38
11 35

H. O. Gurdy, Treasurer.

Eastern Steamship Co

which the said Oliver

BROOKS, MAINE.
lias in

LIBBY,

Burnbam, Maine,

a

new

Ini of

Spring and

Summer merchandise.
of

His stock

Ladies’ White

Goods,

Underwear, Etc.
will be kept up to the usual standard quality and at reasonable prices.
Suesine Silk is

our specialty.
We
carry the Sawyer Oiled Clothing
for men, and a large stock of gen-

eral

merchandise.

If

you

want

anything, ask for it.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Ottlc** hour* ev»*ry afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* 1 shall l»e at my residence, 23

3w2n

Mliisl. Dan

S. W. Johnson. M.D.

Commission Herein.

It will pay you to call and

see

us.

[

I--

Street, to answer calls.
Office telephone call, 256, ring 11.

■

Court

House

telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

Shore

Trucking.

6tf

Farm

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable Price Paid.

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald's furniture store, 70
Main street, and they will receive prompt atI

am

tention.

Telephone connection.

Also

w. w. BLAZO,

Small House for Sale

3ml3

Centrally located.

126

New

ASK MR. DICKEY.

Waldo Avenue.

Rugs

-FKO.H-

FARM FOR SALE
IN

Old

NOKTHPOKT, MAINE,

Containing 180 acres of land, good for crops
of all kinds and especially com and potatoes;
40 acres of mowing land, 50 acres of pasture,
high land suitable for sheep raising and other
stock, well watered from springs, remainder in
wood land, 50 apple trees in good condition.
One story house, ell, wood house, and barn 70x
42, in good repair. Well of good water. Five
miles from Belfast, 2^ miles from the Camp
Ground. This farm is in every way suitable
for a stock farm. For particulars inquire of
DAVID L. HERRICK,

on

the Premises.

8tf

HOUSE FOR SALE
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13

ELMER E BROWN,

COUCH SYRUP

|

Whereas, Helen J. Wilbur of Islesboro, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by
her

no way of reachwitli medicine except
the blood. The nerves receive
all of their nourishment aud support
HIGH STREET, BELFAST.
from the blood which, under healthful
conditions, carries the elements needed
to rebuild wasted nerve tissue.
Sheriff’s Sale.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston
Let the blood become derauged aud
$3.25 One Way: $6.00 Round Trip.
deficient in these elements and the
STATE OF MAINE.
nerves
will be badly nourished aud County of Waldo, ss.
Steamers City of Rockland .and City of
headaches, neuralgia, sciatica, functional
Taken this 26th day of May A. D. 1909, or.
Bangor
paralysis aud a host of other nervous execution dated the twenty-fifth day of May j Leave Belfast about 5
p. m. week days for
troubles may result. This is illustrated A. D. 1909, issued on a judgment rendered by ! Camden, Rockland and Boston.
the Supreme Judicicial Court within and for
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
by the case of Mrs. Lincoln Overlock, of the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, at
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamWashington, Me., who says:
the term thereof begun and held at Belfast in
er from Boston,
“A few years ago I began to suffer said County on the first
daily except Monday.
Tuesday of January A.
with nervousness although Iliad always D. 1909. to wit, on the sixteenth day of JanuKKTCKXINO
I).
A.
in
favor of Wilson G. Staples of
tieen healthy. The trouble came ou me ary
1909,
Steamers leave Boston week days at 5.00 p.m.
Springs in the county of Waldo
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at about
suddeuly. It took me like ail attack of of Stockton
fever aud ague. I became short of and State of Maine, against Oliver R. Bowden 5.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
of Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
breatli aud it seemed as though every- and
State of Maine, for fifty-two dollars and
Belfast, Maine.
thing in the room was shaking. I sent sixty-five cents costs of suit, and will be sold at
for the doctor who gave me something public auction at the office of bunton & Morse
formyheart. I failed rapidly in health. in Belfast in said County of W aldo to the highMy eyes were affected. Everything est bidder, on the thirtieth day of June A. D.
seemed to be black and I couldn’t dis- 1909 at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the followa
features from across ing described real estate, and all the right, title

ing the
through

CASTORI A

—

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

P.m.
3 20
+ 325
*3 35
3 47
3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35
6 07
6 16
6 10

E;

rough and chapped hands, and all skin disKeeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.

Remarkable Result of the Tonic

acres.

1

Hay's Harilna Soap cures Pimples,

A FOOD FOR
THE NERVES

ten

mortgage deed dated June 17, 1901. and
recorded in the Registry of Deeds for Waldo
Book 202, Pages 130 and 131, conveyed
County,
Thorndike.
to the Rockland Loan &
Building Association,
Unity
a corporation
duly established under the laws
Burnham, arrive.
of the State of Maine, and
having its place of
Clinton.
business at^ Rockland, in the County of Knox
Benton-.
and State of Maine, a certain lot or
parcel of
Bangor
3 20
real estate situated in said Islesboro and boundA.M.
ed and described as follows, to wit:
Waterville. 8 44
2 12
6 22
Beginning at a stone bound on the easterly
A.M.
P.M.
P,M.
side of the road leading from Union Hall to
Portland. 11 50
4 50
9 30
Dark Harbor, said bound being 118.9 feet
K. D. 330
7 55
5 30
Boston
Boston, w
southerly of a stone bound marking the southD. 3 20
9 05
b25
corner of land sold by Loranus F.
westerly
TO BELFAST
Pendleton to Jessie H. Babbidge; thence north
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
85 deg. east, one hundred and
sixty-five feet
D-. 7 00
9 00
to a stone bound; thence south 5
Boston, IW.D.
deg. east, one
g 45
hundred and thirty-two feet at a right angle to
P.M. said last named line to a stone bound; thence
Portland. 10 35
00
1 05 south 85 deg. west,
parallel to the first named
A.M.
line, one hundred and sixty-five feet to a stone
Waterville. 6 55
9 50
4 15 bound at the road
aforesaid; thence north 5
Bangor. 6 45
12 25 deg. west, parallel to said second named
line,
P.M. one hundred and thirty-two feet to bound first
Benton. 7 02
<9 56
4 22 mentioned.
21,780 square feet, toContaining
Clinton. 7 13
io 05
4 33 gether with the
privileges and appurtenances
Burnham, depart. 8 25
10 20
4 50 thereunto
belonging. Being lot No. 7 on plan
8
44
10 45
Unity.
5 09 of H. P. Farrow, Civil
Engineer, April, A. D.
Thorndike. 8 52
11 00
5 17
1900, courses by magnetic meridan of that date.
Knox. t9 00
til 10
t5 25 Also being same property conveyed to Helen J
Brooks. 9 15
n 30
5 40 Wilbur bv Loranus F. Pendleton
by his deed
Waldo. 19 25
11 40
to 50
dated April 27. 1900, and recorded in the Waldo
Citypoint. i9 35
til 50
16 00 Registry of Deeds. Book 261,
Page 3s9: and
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
6 05
11 55
whereas, the conditions of said mortgage havbeen
tFlag station.
the
said
broken,
Rockland lx>an &
ing
Limited tickets for Boston are now soid at Building Association, by its President and
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Treasurer duly authorized, claims a foreclosure
Through tickets to all points West and North- of said mortgage.
Dated at said Rockland this 27th dav of April,
west, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
1909.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
ROCKLAND LOAN &
Vice President and General Manager.
BUILDING A SSt >C1 ATION.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
By A W. Butler, President,

Brooks..

Kn°x

eases.

R. H. MOODY

P. M.

12 15
tl2 20
+12 30
12 42
+12 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

Waldo .+7 10

Beauty.

beginning, containing

I'.KLFAsT.

"A,M.
Belfast, depart. 6 55
Citypoint. +7 00

Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

red,

of

Said real estate is subject to a mortgage given
by said Frank L. Hatch to Ida M. Cross of Belmont, in said County of Waldo, recorded in the
WaMo County Registry of Deeds, Book 2S5.
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectPage 33<, on which is said to be due about one
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through hundred
and fifteen dollars.
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, PortDated at Morrill. May 25, 1909.
land and Boston will run as
follows:]
3t21
AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff.
I
FItO.M

and interest
K. Bowden
the room. I could eat but a little food
has in and to the same and had in and to the
for when I ate too much I would get so same on the seventeen
day of December A.
short of breath that I would have to go D. 1906 at ten o’clock and ten minutes in the
to the door for air. My feet burned I forenoon, the time when the same attached on
awfully at night aud I would have to ; the writ in the same suit, to wit:- A certain
get up and walk the floor. I was up lot or parcel of land situated in said Stockton
and down. I should have been hi bed : Springs and bounded and described as follows,
in the east line of the town
meet their craving,are now free of dutj
I wasn’t to wit:- Beginning
but had to care for my child.
! road leading from Stockton Springs to Bangor
and easily available, it is also pointed
able to do any other work.
and at the southwest corner
Prospect,
through
“The doctors said my trouble was ner- of land of Charles VV. Ames; thence southeast- i
out.
vousness aud weakness of the heart aud
erly by said Ames land to land of said Charles
Backed by philanthropic organization)
after a few months treatment with them | W. Ames; thence southeasterly by said Charles
and individuals throughout the country,
I began taking Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills ; W. Ames land to land conveyed to Orilla Bowthe leaders of this movement have al
instead. They helped me iu ashort time den by William Hichborn in 1887; thence westby said land conveyed by said Hichborn to
and I continued uutil I felt well. For ! erly
mail.
ready presented to the finance committet
! said Orilla Bowden, to said town road; thence
the last three or four years I haven’t
—Judge.
of the senate at Washington the people’s
northerly by the east line of said road to place
had any return of my trouble and have of beginning and being the same real estate conclaims for protection against the inroad:
housework.”
Children
all
of
done
.own
: veyed to the said Oliver R. Bowden by Almeda
my
Cry
of the cocaine curse. A prohibitory tariff
Every nervous sufferer should have a H. Rendell and others by their deed dated SepFOR FLETCHER’S
copy of our booklet “Nervous Disorders, tember 17, 1902, and recorded in Waldo Regisof $1.50 an ounce on the foreign supply o]
j try of Deeds, Book 264, Page 225.
| t, Method of Home Treatment.”
the drug is being urged, as well as a dutj
Dated this 26th day of May, A. D. 1909.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
AMOS F. CARLF.TON, Sheriff.
of five cents a pound on the leaves, which
all druggists, or sent, postpaid, ou reClubbing Offers. The following clubbing
of price, 50 cents per box; six boxes
will give Uncle Sam a hold upon then
ceipt
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- for
$3.50, by the Dr. Williams Medicine
distribution. It is also proposed to plao< vance
; and when payment is made it should be
Company, Schenectady, N Y. They are
an internal revenue tax upon this drug
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
guaranteed to be free from opiates or
also necessary to say that none of these publiand to require its manufacturers to bt
any harmful drug and cannot injure
the government cations are mailed with The Journal or from the most delicate system.
j bonded and licensed by
this office. We have to
pay for these publicaThe placing of a special revenue stamp oi
with the recort tions one year in advance, and they are then
NOTICE OF FUKtULUSUHE
every package of cocaine,
sent from their respective offices to our subrequired to be kept of its quantity ant scribers. Our
Whereas Frank M. Bowdoin, of Prospect, F. L.
as
are
follows
offers
clubbing
county of Waldo, State of Maine, by his mortpurchaser, the authorities declare wil for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
deed dated the twentieth day of Decem—andresult in the speedy restriction of tht The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00 gageA. D. 1894, and recorded in Waldo
Countj
ber,
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25 Registry of Deeds, in Book 241, page 202, conthe
in
drug.
traffic
AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
illegal
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.1C veyed to me, the undersigned, a parcel of lane
That the senate leaders have up to thi:
The Journal and New Idea Magazine-- 2.1C located in said Prospect near the Marsh river
Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday momtime refused to consider their claims, 01 1 The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.2.5C being part of the Rufus Bowdoin homesteae Market.
and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
lug
farm. Beginning at a poplar stump on the croft every Saturday morning. I .solicit your
the ground that they were “not concern
near
road
the
Foley’s Honey and Tar is especially recom- south side of the main town road to a river consignment, promising you prompt and sattsed with the nation’s morals,’’was assert mended
stone
factory* returns with the party’s name and adfor chronic throat and lung troubles thence easterly 57 rods by
56 rods to a hem
dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
ed today by leaders of crusade agains and many sufferers from bronchitis, asthms post; thence south by east
and my weekly market letter, free,
directions
thence
the
westerly by
When the people o and consumption have found comfort and re- lock tree near a brook;
the cocaine evil.
near the Marsh 53 rods
tree
brook
to
a
cedar
and Tar. Sold b\
hef,
by
alive
to
using
are
Foley’s
Honey
thi
the
country
thence by the Marsh stream to first boundi
every part of
Second-hand
druggists.
chance to check the spreading dru|
goods of every decontaining about twenty acres more or less—
of said mortgage ha
is believed that ever;
script ion. Furniit
the
condition
and
whereas
however,
THE
CHILDREN LIKE IT
plague,
now
ture, bedding, cartherefore b]
at Washing
been and is now broken,,
one of their representatives
pets, stoves, etc.
condition
the
thereofof
of
the
breach
reason
ton will be urged to its immediate con
Antique furniture
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and giv< !
a specialty. If you
sideration.
this notice for that purpose.
have anything to
sell drop me a
STEPHEN BENNETT
cuts an 1
A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia anc
Cures baby’s croup, Willie's daily
card and you will receive a prompt call.
postal
attorney.
H.
his
T.
lame
Smith,
by
constipation weakens the whole system
bruises, mamma’s sore throat, grandma’s
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Bucksport, Me., May 24, 1909^
nesB—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectnc Oil—the grea t j Doan’s Regulets (25 cents per box) correct th<
21 tf
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
liver, tone the stomach, cure constipation.
household remedy.

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE

land of John Pearson twenty-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence north
59$ deg. east on
land of said Hatch fifty-eight rods t<> a stake
and stones; thence north 301,
deg. west on land
of R. L. Daggett
twenty-eight rods to the place

Maine Central li R

No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandruff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2)4 times as much
in Si.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 30c. bottles, at dragglsts

Washington, Me.

There's lots of jobs a chap can have beneath
old Uncle Sam,
From serving in the army down to testing beef
and ham;
Or being a department clerk down thar in

30$ deg.

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural

THE RURAL MAIL.

Uniy mty per cent ol an tne cocaint
consumed in the United States last yeai
was

vice-consul, Major

Doughty-Wylie, in relief measures. Still
American, Rev. W. W. Peef, has

demand of their reprethis relief from

checked with the free
from abroad.

on

and rendered valuable

another

Washington

the vice and crime that

premises,

service to the British

have been received showing that the peo-

ple

own

He also

refugees

of beginning, containing
forty acres, more or
less. The third parcel bounded in 1866 as follows: Beginning at a stake at the northeast
corner of said lot; thence south
59$ deg. west
on land of Enoch Rowe
fifty-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence south
east on

Health

exhort-

ing the crowd to desist from further
slaughter and destruction, forcing them
back with fixed bayonets, and firing over

the leaders of the movement declare.
From every section of the land reports

sentatives in

places.
exciting business,

Chapter will

parcels of land

or

j

HaysHair
f |f ff

He said that “it was

serious and

a

The Grand
in Portland.

lotp

Waldo Rejristry of Deeds. Book
120, Page 307. The third parcel by Eleazer and
Submttance Whitcomb by their deed of warranty dated November, A. D. 1866, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book
136, Page 403.
Said parcels being particularly described in said
deeds referred to as follows: The first
parcel
bounded in 1843, as follows, to wit:
Beginning
at a birch stump at the c irner of land of
the
I heirs of Benjamin Joys; thence northerly on
! Waldo Plantation; thence
westerly on land of
Ordway and others; thence southerly
j Samuel
on
numbered 24, to land now occupied by
I George Bailey and others, thence
easterly on
! land now in possession of Thomas Storer and
! others to the bounds first mentioned.
The
second parcel bounded in 1862 as follows, Beginning at a stake and stones at the southwest
; corner of land of Submittance Whitcomb;
thence northeast sixty rods to land of Barak
Hatch; thence southeast by land of said Hatch
one hundred rods to stake and
stones; thence
southwest sixty rods to stake and stones to
land of John Pearson; thence northwest
by
land of said Pearson one hundred rods to
place

bourn, Portland.

j

of three certain

situated in

as follows,
originally consist-

conveyed to Barak Hatch, as follows: The first
parcel by William Cross by his deed of warranty dated November 8, A. D. 1843, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 47,
Page 436. The second parcel by J. W. Cross
by his warranty deed dated December 24, 1862.
and recorded in

LIVE STOCK

IX ll.l.i.

:;ne Miller’s Daughter,” in four
‘Md at the Grange Hall last FriThe characters were all well
ila; was much enjoyed by a full
'ream and cake were served in the
L
Hf‘d a dance followed with music
"n
an<*
Mr. Barlow_Mrs.
fe,.
fy. ; Gipson is at the Waldo County
An operation for appendirformed this week... .Mr. Cas4
«g<T,

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

der, Northeast Harbor, warden, Ethera
Cody, Millinoeket; sentinel, Elinor Kil-

j

“dope fiend,’’ which are rapidly increasing. While the American manufacturers
arid wholesalers are refusing to pander tc
the increasing demands of the illicit coPlymouth-Miss
be held ac-

Pittsfield

STATE OF MAINE.

f.

Flora B. Summerbell, Houlton; Adah,
Lillian Cary, Fort Fairfield; Ruth, Alice
L. Raymouth, Westbrook; Esther, Addie
McCloud, Old Town; Electa, Rose Ped-

j

are

at

_1

-—■

...

Congress Urged to Protect American Homes.
High Tariff on Deadly Drag Demanded.
New York,May 31.
Calling upon conainting. Wednesday night I
ure
w’as
entered and a gress for a form of tariff protection that
taken, and C. A. McKen- will guard all American homes from the
wharf was entered, the ravages of the cocaine habit, thousands
about $80 secured. No of medical men,
philanthropic workers,
tained.
and the principal drug houses in this city,
are
supporting the recommendation of
the American Health League for federal
h rmerly of this town, and
hail been an invalid, died
control of the deadly drug.
Only by‘in, at the age of 75 years.
placing a prohibitory duty upon the forrought to Troy and funeral eign cocaine witlf which the illegal disi riday at the home of her
tributors are now supplied in defiance of
attended by Rev. J. C.
all State laws can the growth of drug
•it was in Fairview Cemedives throughout the country be checked,
y of Montesano, Wash-

!

am

the hero. When Lieut. Shackleton come 3
to the South pole than any othe r
explorer, when Dr. Grenfell fights deatl 1
Run Down ?
in three forms on the ice floes of Labrador
when a railroad engineer saves the live: 1
Lost Your Appetite ?
of .his passengers at the risk of his own
Bad Stomach ?
or a fireman plunges into a burning build
Bilious or Constipated ?
ing regardless of consequences to himself
all the world applauds, and justly. P
No, it’s nothing serious—a
modern writer says that Paul’s heroismi
good tonic-laxative will fix
have done more to popularize him thai
you up.
his theology.
Perhaps the stories o:
I splendid courage that are coming to us
Racine, Wis., most worthy grand matron,
just now from Paul’s old home in Tarsus, and Mrs. Abbie Krebs of San Francisco,
and the neighboring regions, may popu- past grand matron, were present.
Officers for the ensuing year were electhas cured cases of your kind
larize the work of foreign missions.
ed as follows: Grand matron, Mrs. Cora
for 57 years. If it doesn't | Letters from representatives of the M. Putnam,
Houlton; grand patron, AlI American Board in Turkey, giving details bert Atkins, Dexter; associate
cure yours, the druggist will
grand
of the recent massacres in Adana and matron, Miss Edith Lenfest, Thomaston;
refund the money.
associate grand patron, Albert Carl! elsewhere are full of thrilling incidents
grand secretary, Annette H. Hooper, BidALWAYS THE BEST.
! of personal bravery. Dr. T. D. Christie, deford; grand treasurer, Mrs.
Emma V.
who is at the head of St. Paul’s Institute Bodge, Augusta; grand conductress, Mrs.
35c.
50c.
Bertha
$1.00 | in Tarsus, served in our Civil War and
Crane, Machias: associate grand
Mrs. Mary A. Sears, Lewiswas hit three times in battle.
He was conductress,
ton.
with Sherman on his march to the sea,
A reception was tendered Tuesday evenpart in everything that was for the benefit oi and we should expect that sort of man to ing to tjie grand officers in the new Kora
the community.
the degree was exemplified
Their departure will be muck be first and foremost in
risking his life to Temple'and
by Mt. Olivet Chapter of Lewiston.
regretted by neighbors and friends.Johr
stop the horrible slaughter of Armenians. About 1000 were in attendance.
Boynton and Miss Lillian Cook were married He
wrote on a postal card, April 18th:
A large amount of business caused the
last week by Rev. E. A. Dinslow and have
“Four thousand homeless people in house continuation of the annual session of the
moved to the Xavier Sprowl farm, which his
Grand
Chapter of Maine, Order of the
father, Charles Boynton, recently bought.... and yard; I have hardly time to eat.” Eastern Star, through Wednesday afterWest P. Jones and Wesley Wentworth hauled And again: “As the train on which I was noon, although final
adjournment at noon
Addresses were
phosphate from Belfast last week
Burleigh riding moved through the vineyards and had been expected.
Nash is spending a few weeks with his grand- gardens this side of Adana, they remind- given by Mrs. Ella A. W'ashburn of Ramother, Mrs. William Nash of Morrill... .Cora ed me of Shiloh, of Corinth, of Vicks- cine, Wis., most worth grand matron of
the world, and Mrs. Lorraine J. Pitkin of
Jones visited her mother, Mrs. Sarah Thompburg, of Atlanta. In the long street Chicago, right worthy grand secretary of
son, in North Montville last Sunday_The releading up from the station I counted in the world. Officers were installed and
mains of Miss Rosetta A. French were
officers named by Grand Mabrought a quarter of a mile over
thirty bodies appointive
here from Belfast last week and interred in the
tron, Cora M. Putnam of Houlton and
that had not yet been removed.” His installed with the elective
near
her
officers preold home ...Mr. and Mrs.
cemetery
son-in-law, Rev. D. Miner Rogers, was ! vious to the final adjournment: Chaplain,
J. H. Terry of Allston, Mass., are in town....
Mrs. Lizzie Wentworth has
treacherously shot while trying to rescue Mildred E. Brown, Gardiner; marshal,

<

fcik,,

t5

nearer

1

j

1

EASTERN STAR.

26th.
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Annual Meeting In Lewiston May 25th

Humanity instinctively pays tribute

acres

¥

4

Bag.

Yankee Herbes In Turkey.

of potatoes
eight acres of corn. E. M. Hunt
begun to plant their potatoes,
A. L. Ward & Sons
es.
4 a(.res of potatoes and 11 acres
\sh ford and son have sowed 11
will plant six or eight acres

piitoted

ha.

Jlr

The Mission Mail

ORDER

M! D,

183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and
the fitting of Glasses.

including

Monday.

tf9

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
SKOWI1 KG AN,

MAINE.

Factory rebuilt, brick, modern improvements
——

p

Painting and Paper
Hanging.
I wish to notify my customers and the public
generally that I am prepared to do inside and
o utside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc..

WALTER J. ROBERTS.
Telephone

75-22

3m8

Miss Grace E. Burgess,
Successor to George W. Burgess,

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. BELFAST.

Throat,

83TIU Belfast, Odd Fellows’ Block, Room 2
every

Carpets.

Send for circulars to

JOB PRINTING.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING

A SPECIALTY

SEARSPORT.

Memorial Day in Searsport.
For

previously announced Memorial Day was
observed in Searsport Sunday, May 30th. A
Boston.
Miss Esther Beach arrived Friday from Med- memorial service was held in the Congregational church at 11 a. m. Freeman McGilvery
field, Mass.
G. A. R., marched to the church under
Miss Prudence Griffin arrived Sunday from Post,
escort of the Searsport band, Penobscot Comtraverhill, Mass.
pany, No. 40, U. R. K. P., and Penobscot Lodge*
George M. Field of Bangor called on friends No. 156, K. of P. The church was filled to its
in town Saturday.
full capacity and the large audience listened
Mrs. Grace Nickerson of Bangor was in town with marked attention to an able and eloquent
Saturday calling on relatives.
As

Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis left Friday for

Fresh

Wellington Ingraham has moved into Mrs. A.
Steamboat

Telephone 2I4-.I

avenue.

A. Cook has a souvenir stamp book of
local views on sale at his store on Main street.
M.

Miss Mary E. Park, who has been in Medway. Mass., for the winter.retumed home Sun-

day.
Miss Rowena A. Colcord returned home last
week after spending the winter in Medway,
Mass.
Mrs. Evelyn Page of Bucksport
Sunday, the guest of Mr. and
Havener.

was

in town

Mrs.

I. H.

HENRY W. BURRELL,
Schools were closed Tuesday, the teachers
attending the County Teachers’ Convention at address by Henry W. Burrell of Hartford, Conn.
Islesboro.
Mr. Burrell was born in Searsport, enlisted
Ship Aryan, Capt. Albert T. Whittier, has there in the 26th Maine Regiment, and was in
been chartered to load coal at Philadelphia for Gen. Banks Red river, La., expedition, in which
San

Francisco.

Principal John A. Scott of the Searsport High
school spent Sunday and Monday with his family in Ellsworth.
Ripley, who has

Albert

been

ill with typhoid

fever, was taken to the Waldo County Hospital
in Belfast Thursday.

Henry W. Burrill visited relatives in Belfast
Monday, and left on the afternoon boat for
his home in Hartford, Conn.
Sch. Julia Frances, Capt. Dodge, arrived
Thursday from South Amboy with 285 tons of
coal to the Searsport Coal Co.
Mrs. Clara L. Eyre and family arrived Tuesday from Flushing, N. Y., and are at their cottage on Union street for the summer.
Mrs. Wingate Cram and children of
Bangor arrived Saturday and have taken Mrs.
Albert V. Nickels’ house for the summer.
Mr. and

Scott Blanchard, first officer of the steamer

Arizonian, who has been spending a few days
at home, returned to New York last week.
Henry McLean, the Boston architect, was in
Friday and Saturday on business connected with the George A. Carver public library.
town

Sch. Harwood Palmer, Capt. Creighton, finished discharging Thursday at the Penobscot
coal dock and sailed Friday for Newport News,
Va.
Mrs. George A. Carver and daughter, Elizabeth E. Carver, arrived Saturday from Brook-

lyn,

Y.,

N.

and

are

stopping

at the

Searsport

House.
D. Carver of New York was in town
business connected with the George
A. Carver library building, to be erected this
Amos

Friday

on

summer.

Prudie Putnam, who spent the winter
Detroit, Mich., returned home last week and
is the guest of Miss Georgia L. Ford on Bay
View Place.
Mrs.

he saw hard service. He is an active member
of the G. A. R. and past commander of R. 0.
Tyler Post in Hartford. His theme was “A
Patriot, Patriotism and The Flag,” and his address was as follows:
Year by year the survivors of the War for
the Union draw nearer to that border line upon
which the last battle is to be fought and the
last enemy overcome, and while the scenes
and incidents of the past conflicts are happily
receding into the realm of the golden past, the
thoughts for the comrades beyond the line be! come more tender and hallowed. Once more
we are summoned by patriotic requirements to
observe Memorial Day, and again we are bidden to consecrate ourselves anew to the cause
of Constitutional Union by extending manifest
honor to the memory of those who spent their
lives in maintaining its noblest principles.
Therefore, let each comrade, quickening his
interest or dispelling apathy, do his utmost to
make Memorial Day more notable in the annals
of the Grand Army of the Republic, challenging the thoughtful attention of the youth of
our city and the interest of the strangers from
other lands dwelling within our limits.
Did you ever seriously reflect what it means
to be a fighting patriot?
Many insincere people preach and profess patriotism, but the true
patriot practices it. What is true patriotism?
It is a complete consecration to country.
It is an abandonment of home, family and
business.
It is turning away from cherished plans which
have been fondly formed for a life career.
It is the surrendering of bright prospects
and the giving up of all ambition in a chosen
work.
It is the sundering of the ties of blood and
family, and almost the snapping of the heart
strings which bind us to those we love.
It is the absolute consecration of ourselves
to the demand of country.
It may mean disease contracted by exposure !
or wounds in battle.
It may mean imprisonment, insanity or death.
It may mean hunger, thirst and starvation.
In our Civil War it meant all of these; and
the friends and families of those so near and
dear to us, I am sure, carry with them some
experience or memory of the fearful exaction
of the war, and realize what it meant to be

fighting patriots.
History is full of examples of the highest
patriotism on the part of the Union veterans.
Their devotion to country was sublime; it was

in

almost Christlike.
Go with me to Andersonville; view its horrors and then tell me that the American soldier
was not a true patriot and hero. See that
palisade! It encloses twenty-five acres of ground;
within its borders are thirty-thousand Union

Sch. Baker Palmer, Capt. Smeed, arrived
Monday from Newport News with 4,231 tons oi
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. and was docked

Tuesday morning.

soldiers.

couver, Wash., for the past year, returned
home last week.

The

Fred C. Kane and friend, E. E. Bond, who
have been spending a week at E. C. Marden’s
at Swan Lake, fishing, returned to Boston Friday having taken 18 nice trout and salmon during their stay.
Mrs. George D. Pettee and daughter Frances,
Mr. Lombard and Mrs. Chaffin and child of
Great Barrington, Mass., arrived last week and
are at their cottages on the Belfast road and
the Waterhouse grove for the summer.

Peabody house on Mt. Ephraim avenue,
being taken down by H. C. Buzzell, Esq.

The

of the oldest houses in town.
It was
built nearly 100 years ago by the late Theophilus Colson on the Mortland road near the site
of the buildings where Henry McCaslin now
was one

occasions.

burning July

fight against

resides.

several

1

are

Southern

sun

pours down

on

their unprotected heads. They are suffering
for food and water. Men are dying by the
hundreds every day.
In this sad condition comes message from the
Confederate officials,saying that if they will
renounce allegiance to the Union cause and
enter the insurgent army they shall be set free
and released from their palisade of death.
A private soldier sick unto death, only able
to catch the glad word, “freedom,” 'which
brought dear recollections of home and family, raised himself on his enfeebled arm that he
might better hear the message. The terms
were repeated to him, whereupon he said in a
voice scarcely audible: “Comrade, lift me up a
little and take what you find from my left
breast pocket.”
The comrade quickly complied, and drew
forth a little American flag from a worn and
stained pocket Testament.
The dying man
seized it, and pressing it to his lips he murmured: “I can die for this flag, but I can never

W. M. Parse, Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Mrs.
John Frame and Dr. Frederick K. Sawyer were
delegates to the Grand Chapter of the O.
E. S. at Lewiston May 25th and 26th.
Mrs.

Some person or persons unknown, partially
destroyed the steps on R. G. Harbutt’s shore
front Wednesday or Thursday of last week.
Mr. Harbutt has also been annoyed very much
by having the window in his bath house broken
and the building in other ways disfigured on

They

without shelter; they are
hungry and without food; they are sick ai d
dying, and without comforts or even the slightest attempt at medical treatment or attention.

Miss Harriet M. Porter, who has been vis,
iting her brother, Henry M. Porter, in Van-

now

1

it.”

So must it ever be,
Flag of the free,
On land and sea.

In a hospital at Nashville lay a wounded
volunteer whose shattered arm made amputation necessary. When it was accomplished he
was laid gently on his couch.
After awhile he
awakened from his sleep and missed his arm.
With his left hand he removed the covering,
and there was nothing but the stump. “Where
is my arm?” he asked. “Give me my arm. I
want to see it once more,—my strong right
arm.” They brought it to him. Looking steadfastly at the poor dead member, with tearful
earnestness he said, “Good by, old arm. We

One of the oldest Greek letter societies ni
the United States is the Calliopean of the
Maine W’esleyan seminary, from which many have been a
long time together, but we must
prominent people have gone out into the world. part now. Good by, old arm. You will never
The members are more familiarly known as fire another carbine nor swing another sal re
“Cals.”
The society, which was organized for the government.” And as the tears rolled
March 24, 1829, has for its object, “The En- down his cheeks, he said to those about him:
couragement of Science and Morality in this “Understand, I am not complaining. I don’t
Institution.” It numbers among its members regret my loss. This arm has been torn from
many men of note. Harold R. Smart of Sears- my body that not one State might be torn from
port is the president of the society. He is 17 the Glorious Union.”
John Frost, a private of a Maine Regiment,
years old, a senior at the seminary and will graduate with honors at the coming commencement. was captured on June 10, 1864, and was taken
He is held in high esteem by his fellow students. to Andersonville. His particular friend and
The present active membership includes Rupert
prison chum was a private of an Indiana RegiColcord, Raleigh Whittier and Story Trundy of | ment. This comrade had been in the prison
Searsport. Harold R. Smart is the son of Mr. I for a long time and was fast wasting away
and Mrs. William D. Smart of this town and one from disease and exposure. It was known that
of the most finished scholars that ever ggdu- on a certain morning a list of names would be
ated from the Searsport High school. He is a read off for exchange. John with his chum
great grandson of Rev.E.K.Smart,a well-known went forward; they were eager listeners for
Methodist clergyman, who was accidental- their own names, as the list was proceeded
ly killed in his carding mill on Half-Way Creek with. Early in the reading came the name j
in Prospect, now Searsport, in 1831. His great “John Frost,” but John made no answer. When
grandmother was Mary Cass, who was born in the reading was completed, it was found that
Ossipee, N. H., and a relative of Gen. Lewis his dying comrade was not among the fortuCass, the well-known soldier and statesman, nate ones. Turning to him John said, “Jim,
who was born in Exeter, N. H., and died in De- you go up and answer to my name, if you stay
here a week longer you will die. I am young- ;
troit, Mich., June 17, 1866.
er and stronger than you; I will stay and hold
out and believe I can pull through.”
| His chum answered to John’s name and
went forth a free man and in time recovered
John remained for seven long
his health.
months and his exchange came none too soon, \
He could not have stood it much longer.
IF YOU ONLY KNEW HOW
Weighing one hundred and fifty pounds or |
more when he went in, when he came out he
was reduced
to ninety, a mere skeleton or
shadow of his former self. Was there ever
greater self-sacrifice displayed?
Such were the modem heroes of the Republic. Tell me that men who were willing to
give up their lives for their country, would
now bankrupt or discredit the government for
which they stood ready and willing to give
even their life blood to save!
This is patriotism which is above price. It
is not merchandise for barter; it cannot be
bought, for it is not in the market. There are
some things that money cannot
buy, thank
God, and true patriotism is one of them!
“So nigh to grandeur is our dust,
So near to God is man,
When duty whispers low, ‘Thou must,’
The youth replies, ‘I can.’
In this land of freedom in the Civil War
there were nearly three million men who so
loved liberty and country that they were willing at any cost or sacrifice to follow our flag.
The blood of a half million men was shed in
that fearful conflict to preserve the Union.
Aye, more. There are men to-day by ten
thousands who are suffering from diseases contracted in the service of their country and as

|
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Caught

beLFAST

pound.

BRAMHALL, Proprietor.

Agricultural j

disbanded._
PRICE” current

WE ARE AGENTS

For the

following companies

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
14.00al5.00
Hay,
Hides,
7Ja8
18
Lamb, Spring,
Lamb Skins,
70
9al0
Mutton,
^a*s» 32 lb.,
90
^Potatoes,
fore
quarters,
Beef,
8
60.Round Hog,
Bariev bu
10.00
14Straw,
Cheese’

1.00
per bu,
7
dried, per lb.,
2.75a3.00
Reans Dca
Beans' Y E. 3.70a3.90
25a28
Butter
0®*!?
Beef, sides,

Apples,

!

}S'Iu,^key’

Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,
|

I
i

Including
Cream

Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.

I

RETAIL

Farming Implements, Farm

W
& \\,.r

Separators, Manure Spreaders, Deering

Including Sulky Plows, Steel Beam Plows, Swivel w
[ Cultivators, Spring and Wheel Harrows, Steel
Scrapers

MARKET.

19
Beef, Corned,
4$
j Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20 Oat Meal,
5
91 Onions,
Corn,
Along the sea and shore"1
nany thousands more carry with them wounds j
13al4
86
Oil,
kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
The same our grandsires
from which they suffer every hour in the day
6
lifted up
86
Pollock,
Corn
H
Meal,
the same our fathers
ind some of these, alas, are in most distressing
bore.
13
18 Pork,
Cheese,
Our asylums contain many of the
In many a battle
poverty.
1.13
D80 Plaster,
tempest
Cotton Seed,
has
dethroned
service
hard
whose
fellows
It
shed the crimson rain,
poor
8a9
3h
Meal,
Rye
Codfish, dry,
The dereason or unbalanced mind forever.
What God has woven in his
1.60
09 Shorts,
loom
I Cranberries,
nands of patriotism meant for many wives,
Get no man rend in
6
15 Sugar,
twain.”
Clover Seed,
for
children,
orphanage.
widowhood;
many
T. I.,
38
What more beautiful
Salt,
7.25a8.00
Flour,
conception than tb-.t
They took from many a mother her sole sup- which promoted Abra Kohn
05
2.25 Sweet Potatoes,
H G. Seed
of Chicago in F„h
port. The love of the son upon whose strong arm ruary, 1861, to send Mr.
4
14 W'heat Meal,
Dard,
Lincoln on the eve
and heart she had counted to lean in the deto Washington to
‘artmE
assume the office
clining years. And how bravely those wives h's,
and duties of President, a small
BORN
and mothers accepted the sacrifice ! When the
flag of our
country bearing upon its silken folds
husband said to the wife, with a half doubting words
these
from
the
Somerville,
In
May 20, to Mr. and
ninth
Burkett.
and
fifth verses of U
the
purpose and with a voice quivering with emofirst chapter of the book of JoshuaMrs. B. C. G. Burkett (formerly of Alice Dougtion, “I feel almost as if I ought not to go and
son.
“Have
I not commanded
a
thee, be strong and lass of Rockland),
leave you and the children,” the pale wife, filled of
Barbour. In Stonington, May 29, to Mr. and
good courage; be not afraid, neither
be thou
with conflicting emotions, hesitated; then
for the Lord thy God is
C. Barbour, a son.
dismayed;
and
in
a
voice
with thee Mrs. William
steady
[prickly nerving herself,
withersoever
In North Brooklin, May 21, to
Candace.
thou goest. There shall not
anv
strong, replied, “Go, go;” keeping up all the man be able to stand
Fred Candage, a son, Percy
James
Mr.
and
Mrs.
before
thee all the davs if
courage until he had gone, because her courage
hy life; as 1 was with Moses so I
be with l^awrence.
and sacrifices, as well as his, were needed at
In
Freeman.
Rockland,
May 19, to Mr. and
fai the® nor forsake thee
that supreme moment to enable him to respond th®,e- 1 ,W1 "P4
Charles Bicknell.
a
Cou.d anything have given Mr.
Lincoln more Mrs. F. W. Freeman, son,
to his country’s call and part with wife and
Gray. In Penobscot, May 16, to Mr. and
cheer, or been better calculated to sustain his
children, perhaps forever.
son.
a
or
Mrs.
A.
G.
Johnson,
strengthen his faith in the mightv
There was nothing personally attractive courage
work before him! Thus
Morey. In Castine, May 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
commanded,
as
about any of the features of enlistment in the
Mr. Lincoln journeyed to the
A. Morey, a daughter.
sured,
Joseph
of
the
business
It
was
War of the Rebellion.
capital
where he took the oath of
Waltz. In Warren, May 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
office, which was
most serious sort. Every soldier took a dreadin Heaven, to save
the Union,and the Wesley Waltz, a son.
ful chance; his offering was nothing short of gistered
Lord our God was with
him, and did not fail
his own life blood, if required. This, however,
f°rsake h"ti; until every
MARRIED
seemed insignificant in that overmastering love and
obligation of oath
n“f,
w-as kept and
duty
honored not a man was
for country, in that fervent patriotism which
able to stand before him.
Foust W ade. In Belfast, May 30, by Rev.
The Union was
filled the souls of the boys in blue; in that high
Whlch h<? l<>Ved float®d in ! G. G. Winslow, Harvey N. Foust and Miss
and noble resolve which they all possessed. trhimnh
d g °ry fr°m
of Belfast.
6VCry flaestaff of the Martha B. Wade, both
That they were to save to themselves, to their
Mason Fogg. In Bangor, June 1, Walter L.
Republic
families, and to their fellow* countrymen, the
Miss Grace Alice Fogg
and
Mason
of
Monroe
commands at hop e
freest and best government, and to their pos- and
0UI flaM
on land and
of Bangor.
on sea, has in the
terity and all mankind, the largest liberty and beenabroad,
past
often demonstrated. Few
Thurston Beverage. In North Haven, May
With this
incidents to
the best civilization in the w’orld.
me are more
striking than that which occurred 24, Deforest A. Thurston and Miss Addie E. I
high purpose they went forth to war. The m Mexico when
both of North Haven.
Hon.
Joel
Beverage,
R.
Poinsett of South
extent of their sacrifices exceeded human exj
Carolina was United States minister
at that
pectations, but w*as freely offered upon their court. It was
immediately following an eleccountry’s altar.
tion which was
bitterly fought, and the defeat- i
Can we ever cease to be debtor’s to these ed
party were desperate in their
Achorn. In Morrill, May 22, Miss Anna Bell
disappointmen? Is there anything in reason they are ment;
the
excited
populace took pos- Achorn, aged 35 years, 5 months and 20 days.
Is
there
not worthy to receive at our hands?
session
of the
Billings. In Seal Cove, May 19, Captain
artillery barracks and
Is there plunted batteries
any monument too great for them?
along the streets, and the Stephen Billings, aged 76 years.
Is there any streets flowed
any benefaction too bountiful?
with blood. While the
Bock. In Bucksport, May 22, Emeline B.,
firing
Is
there
too
sacred?
obligation too lasting or
w-as going on, the widow
of a former viceroy
wife of Edward Buck, aged 76 years.
any honor too distinguished which a loving of Mexico, who lived in the
In Rockland, May 25, Mary C.,
Carver.
house
to
adjoining
people can bestow that they ought not to re- that of our minister,
8
ceive? What the nation is, or what the nation almost overcome withtrembling with fear and widow of Lorenzo D. Carver, aged 82 years,
months
and
3
his
excitement,
days.
If there is one
may become we owe to them.
and appealed to him for sought
Condon.
In
Sewell
Orland,
May
22,
Joseph
protection.
of these fighting patriots sick at heart and dis- While
engaged in assuring her of full protec- Condon, aged 80 years, 9 months and 25 days.
couraged, the cheerful and strong, who are the tion at his hand, a shot
was fired at him which
Cooper. In Bangor, May 30, Harvey Cooper,
beneficiaries of his valor, should comfort him. passed
through his cloak and lodged in the formerly of Frankfort, aged 61 years and 10
If there is one who is sick or suffering from shutter of his
balcony window. The maddened months.
wounds, the best skill and the most tender mob as he
Eldredge. In Camden, May 26, Mrs. Annie
disappeared, then cried out to (ire
nursing should wait upon him.
m the window and break
down the gates. At Eldredge, aged 48 years.
It is interesting to contrast the size of our the very moment when
Gatchell. In Orland, May 28, Phebie Catpassion was running
armies in the several wars in which the United highest, and the men had become mad with ch ell.
States has participated.
The number of col- ; desperation ready to batter down the
Gilley. In Bucksport, June 1, Mrs. Sarah
gates
onial troops in the Revolutionary War was and wall surrounding the
house, Mr. Poinsett M. Gilley, aged 77 years.
In the War of 1812, the total number ; directed the secretary of the
294,791.
Harford. In Belfast, May 31, Russell Emery,
legation to throw
of American troops was 576,622.
In the Mex- out the American Hag, which he
did, and ther infant son of Capt. and Mrs. Fred Harford,
ican War, the troops engaged for the United the minister and the secretary, in full view ol aged 3 months and 6 days.
States numoered 112,230.
The number of the excited crow-d, stepped forth on the veranHall.
In Boston May 24, Mary M. Hall, a
United States troops engaged in the Rebellion da beneath its folds.
Instantly the shouts wers native of Rockland, aged 66 years, 3 months
was 2,859,000, or three times the combined force
the
began to abate and 4 days.
.tr’ muskets
"Uj the
/ury
of the American armies in all our former wars. and
Haskell. In Deer Isle, May 18, Mrs. Martha
dropped by the soldiers’ sides
The magnitude of the struggle is also strikingly which a moment before
pointed with deadly in- Haskell, aged 86 years, 1 month and 12 days.
illustrated by a comparison of the casualties. tent at the home and person of our minister
Lawrence. In Brockton, Mass., May 19, John
In the War of 1812, there were but 1,877 killed Dread and awful silence fell on
the warring B. Lawrence, formerly of Bucksport, aged 77
in battle and 3,739 wounded.
In the Mexican multitude. The minister announced that
he years and 6 months.
War there were 1,049 killed, while 904 died of was the accredited representative of the UnitMurch? In Castine. May 20, Mrs. Mehitable
wounds and 3,420 were wounded.
In the W’ar ed States Government. The leaders
Murch, aged 86 years, 1 month and 4 days.
of the Rebellion, 61,362 were killed outright and confusedly consulted; the mob hastily
Peck. On board steamer Yale, between New
meltec
and 34,627 more died of wounds, and besides away, and guards were
placed by the insur- York and Boston, May 26, Capt. Chandler E.
In other words, our j gents about the minister’s house to
183,287 died of disease.
Peck
of Rockland, aged 63 years.
il
protect
casualties in the Rebellion, killed, and those and him, and all who had
Starrett. In East Warren, May 21, Ellis
sought protection unwho died of wounds and disease, were only 15,- der his roof and within his walls.
Why? Oui Starrett, aged 74 years, 3 months and 1 day.
000 less in number than the entire army of the flag represented the
Sargent. In Rockland, May 26, Addie C.
dignity of the Unitec
United Colonies in the War with Great Britain, States and commanded instant
respect. Wher Sargent, aged 67 years, 3 months and 29 days.
and they were two and a half times the entire it w’as unfurled, the crowd rolled
Sellers. In Deer Isle, May 21, William R.
back, as the
force engaged on the part of the United States waves rolled back when the Master command- Sellers,
aged 76 years.
in the war with Mexico.
ed. It did what an armed force could not
Shute. In Belfast, May 26, Margaret J.,
have
done without bloodshed. It was the voice ol widow of Alonzo Shute, aged 73
years and 5
the story of the suffering of our great armies. command; it
represented the dignity of the Uni- months.
In 1894 pensions were paid to 737,203 invalid ted States. A shot fired at that
Snow. In Bucksport, May 30, Mrs. B. W.
was a shot
flag
soldiers and 208,430 widows. In the navy pen- fired at the United States; and as the wild mol Snow,
aged 86 years, 5 months and 21 days.
sions were paid to 16,765 invalid sailors, and to respected the power, it
Warren. In Belfast. May 29. Lenda P., wife
respected the flag which
7,146 widows, making a grand total of 969,544 svmbolized it.
of Capt. Royal W*. Warren, aged 68 years, 7
pensioners. Our pension roll contains nearly
My dear Comrades; The war was not only months and 20 days.
as many pensioners as the entire muster rolls
intellectual, it had a moral side. Patriotic
of all the soldiers and sailors of the United men began to feel that the nation
could not be
States in the War of the Revolution, in the half free and half slave.
Slavery began to apWar of 1812, and in the war with Mexico com- pear in its true light a monstrous
sin; and the
bined. Within 14,000 as many names are now guns of the nation were pointed
that
borne on our pension rolls as were contained sin. The cry rent the air: “Freeagainst
the slaves;
Belfast People Should Know How to Read
on the enlistment roll of all our armies in every
strike down the nation’s curse and shame.”
war from the Revolution to the Rebellion.
and Heed Them.
j My comrades, it was not until this cry was
My comrades, this long, highly honorable list raised, it was not until the great moral princiSick kidneys give many signals of distress.
is being steadily diminished by death, and will ple of freedom for all was
jI
brought into the
rapidly decrease as the years'roll by. The pen- war, and the Emancipation Proclamation was
The secretions are dark, contain a sediment. 1
sion roll has reached its maximum; hereafter it I issued, that
victory began to perch upon our
Passages are frequent, scanty, painful.
is likely to recede; death will stalk through ! banners. Prior to this it was
one continued
Backache is constant day and night.
that patriotic throng with increasing rapidity Bull Run. Then it was that God took our
as age overtakes it, which it is hourly doing.
Headaches and dizzy spells are frequent.
side, because then it was that we took God’s
The older veterans cannot last a great while side. Then it was that
way above the crimson
The weakened kidneys need quick help.
longer. Exposure has hastened to their door surge of conflict was God, holding in His
Don’t delay! Use a special kidney remedy.
I
the steps of the pale messenger. God grant mighty palm the stars of our
flag, which
while they are still with us they shall enjoy though dimmed, were not to be allowed
Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys, backto fall
without stint, grudge or suspicion, the bounte- as dying meteors down the skies.
ache and urinary disorders.
ous benefactions of all the
country they served
Up to this point, the African slave had been
Belfast evidence proves this statement.
so well, and receive the care and benediction
an incarnate sarcasm
upon the boasted liberty
of all their neighbors and fellow- citizens!
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street,
of the Republic. But after this, with limbs unThe daily reports of the displacing from the fettered and sword arm
free, we fought for the j Belfast, Me., says: “I have had no reason to
pension roll by death carries with it no taint of Republic, and the Republic won.
change my opinion of Doan’s Kidney Pills
dishonor; it .-aises no suspicion of unworthiTo pronounce the name of a man is a
very which 1
ness.
Death is the way of us all. We cannot simple thing; but it makes the man who
expressed through the local newspa- j
is
prevent this honorable roll from decreasing named known, and where the man is a hero, I pers in 1904. On the contrary I can recommend
from natural causes. If the pension is to be knowledge is
power. Why is Paul such a power them more strongly than ever for the benefit I 1
diminished, or if displacement shall occur from in the world? Because he is talked about and
received through their use has been of a lastother causes, let it be for reasons alike just i named and known. The same
thing explains
and conclusive; then the patriotic sentiment of why Shakespeare is a
ing nature. Some eighteen or twenty years
power, an influence.
the country will approve and the brave soldiers
Sons of Veterans, it is your duty to talk ago when living in Belmont, Me., I
began to
of the Republic will themselves be quick to about your fathers who saved our nation and have trouble with
my kidneys. I was almost
applaud it. Let us care for the needy surviv- stood between us and national humiliation. laid up with a lame and aching back and at
ors of that great struggle in the true
spirit of You owe it to them as a debt of gratitude, and times could hardly stoop or straighten. My
the martyr president, who promised that the you owe it to yourselves. You owe it to them
kidneys were very weak and the secretions
nation should care for him who shall have and to yourselves to conserve their influences from these
organs caused me great annoyance
borne the battle, and for his widow and his for the good of the Nation. Let this nation and inconvenience
by their irregular action.
orphan. It is no wonder that the old soldier cease talking of Abraham Lincoln for a single Doan’s Kidney Pills soon relieved me and since
loves the flag under whose folds he fought and generation, and what power will Abraham Linmoving to Belfast I have used them with the
for which his comrades shed so much blood. coln have in the future of America?
By nam- same good results, on several occasions. I alHe loves it for what it is, and for what it rep- ing him and talking about him we
him an
ways procure Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wilson’s
give
resents; it embodies the purpose and history of earthly immortality and also a power to repeat drug store and recommend them at
every opthe government itself; it records the achieve- himself in our sons.
Talk then about the
portunity.”
ments of its defenders upon land and sea; it heroes of the war. Talk about
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosEllsworth,
who,
heralds the heroism and sacrifices of the revo- though a mere lad, was the first hero to fall a ter-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
lutionary fathers, who planted free govern- ! martyr to the flag. His death was a blast from ! for the United States.
ment on the continent and dedicated it to lib- j the silver
Remember the name—Dean’s—and take no
trumpet of liberty, which brought a
erty forever; it attests the struggles of our j hundred thousand men to the defense of the other.
army and the valor of our citizens in all the flag he loved.
wars of the Republic; it has been sanctified
by J Talk about McPherson, who died at the age of
the blood of our best and our bravest; it records thirty-five. Talk about
Sherman, the great
the achievements of Washington and the mar- ! soldier, the leader of the
campaign from Chattyrdom of Lincoln; it has been glorified in the tanooga to Atlanta. Talk about Phil Sheridan,
hearts of a freedom-loving people, not only at the hero of Winchester, and about
Hooker,
home but in every part of the world.
whose name will never cease to be linked with
Our flag expresses more to humanity than ! the clouds of the
Lookout Mounprecipitous
any other flag. It means more than any other tain. Talk about Meade, whose fame is ennational emblem. It stands for the will of a shrined in the famous
Gettysburg; and about
free people and proclaims that they are su- Burnside, who will never be
forgotten so long
preme, and that they acknow-ledge no earthly as the story of the defense of Knoxville is
sovereign themselves. As another has said: told. Talk about Logan, who founded Memo“Our flag carries American ideas, American rial Day. Talk about
Grant, to whom all the
history, and American feelings.” Beginning comrades were willing to give the palm for
with the colonies, in its sacred heraldry, in its greatness, whose name is the
synonym of vicglorious insignia, it has gathered in store chief- tory. Talk about Farragut, the sea king of
ly this supreme idea: divine right of liberty in < Mobile Bay and the Mississippi; about the unman.
Every color means liberty, not lawless- surpassed Admiral Foote of Fort Henry and
ness, not license, but organized, constitutional Fort Donelson and Island No. 10.
liberty—liberty through law, and law for libNone of these are living. How rapidly the
is not the Star of Bethlehem
erty.
roll of the Grand Army of the Republic is
It was never assaulted that thousands did
•
shortening! It will not be long until their
but a guiding star to guide you
not rise up to smite the assailants, no matter
graves must be handed over to you, the Sons
to the best place to buy your
from what quarter or in whatever numbers or of Veterans, for decoration and
safekeeping.
name they came. When the old
flag was hauled I But I would not have you stop the roll call
down from Sumpter, Stars and Stripes without i when you have named these
conspicuous names
number were raised up above every fireside in to which I have referred. There are thousands
the land; and all the glorious achievements upon thousands of names,
inconspicuous but
which that flag represented, with all its hal- just as noble, like the soil at the foot of Mount
lowed memories, glowed with burning fervor
of
are
the
same stuff as that
Washington—they
in the hearts of every lover of liberty and the which crowns the summit that overlooks
We have a large ^variety of finished
the
Union. The mad assault which was made upon continent. The summit of Mount
Washington
work ready to letter. Also the best and
the flag at the time aroused its defenders to towers because the soil at its base
upholds it.
the highest pitch of earnestness, and kindled It was these thousands on thousands of unlatest designs, and can execute your
a patriotism which could not be quenched until
named ones that made Grant, Sherman and
orders promptly and satisfactorily.
it had extinguished the unholy cause and over- Sheridan.
Give us a call.
powered the misguided man who assaulted our
Let eveiy man who did his duty be honored,
holy banner.
whether his shoulders bore the star of a genHowells, thirty-eight years ago, wrote of it in eral, or the eagle of a colonel, or the bars of a
words, which come unbidden to me whenever I captain, or the stripes of a sergeant, or the
pass in review the events of the war. Address- simple blue of a private.
ing the departing soldiers he said:
At 2 p.m. a column was formed on Main
BRIDGE STREET,
BELFAST.
street near the soldiers* monument and march“What flag is that you carry
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Syracuse Chilled Plow Co

9
Veal,
25
Wool, unwashed,
4.00a4.50
Wood, hard,
3.00
18'Wood, soft,
18
22
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Fowl!

all kinds of

Mowing Machines,

26a2S3

12|Tallow,

and carry their goods
in

International Harvester Co

PAID PRODUCER.

PRODUCE MARKET.

I

Prompt Delivery,
Right Prices.
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after which the column

Fresh Fish,

Miss Caroline Jackson of London, Eng., is
Mrs. R. G. Harbutt.
on

Halibut

E. F.

in

visiting her sister,
S. Towle’s house

Saturday We OfFer

per

Mrs. Hattie A. Nichols left Thursday to visit
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
was

and

I
“11C.
City Fish Market,

Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Atwood went to Winterport Sunday on a short visit.

Pyam Gilkey of Rochester, N. H..
town over Sunday with his family.

Thursday, Friday

where appropriate
ed to Nichols cemetery,
and decorations depositceremonies were held
The line of march was then resumed to
ed
where like ceremonies
the village cemetery,
Returning to the soldiers’
were performed.
monument, prayer was offered, the roll of
honor read and decoration services conducted,
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Riding Cultivators
Hoes, Shovel Plows.
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and Robbins’ Potato piar.

BELCHER & TAYLOR CO
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Union Lock and Pittsburgh
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Cents

THE BELFAST DEPARTMENT STORE,
VV. H.

RICHARDS, 45 Main Street.

3hat in all the financial transactions In the U.
s. but i* % is done with currency, the other !>4
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? It you do not already keep a check-

ing account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us anti we will show you. The

I

j

1

will give your business, whether iarge
small, careful attention.
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
CAPITAL

$50,000.00.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.

HEAL,

1 have
and

prices.

I

supply

!

PRODUCE.

PRIME WESTERN BEEF. CORNED BEEF
from 7 to 10 cents a pound.
POTATOES

WANTED.

KNOWLTON

&

GRANT.

Give

me

H. E. McDf

CASH PAID FOR

COUNTRY

a

can

good lot

in the market at t!

Store.

Grocery

70 MAIN S'

tl

Crystal Sp

i

T. S. THO^

BELFAST,
Telephone

139

j

Holiday Closing. Automobiles
The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
stores have agreed upon the observance of
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
day Memorial Day; on the 4th of July all day,
observing Monday when the National holiday
falls on Sunday; Labor Day, Thanksgiving and
20tf
Christmas will close all day.

Cottage to Let
v>

On tho shore of the bay,
s treet.
Apply to
2

FOR S/9
-M,\\

Maxwell $525 to $1
Other makes
SECOM'
1 Ford 4-cyl. Runah.
gear, 1 Stanley St ear.

foot of Condon

G. L. FIELD,
Union Street, Belfast.

■

Bo-

Call to so

Read

Garage

&

High Street. I*.

21tf

BELFAST AND

MONUMENTAL

A. S.

j
ll

CASH

■^HIS

WORK

or

TO LX I

MOOSEHEAD LAKE

RAILROAD COMPANY

A

)
Clerk’s Office,
Belfast, Me., June 3, 1909.
f
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting of this corporation will be held at the Court
House in Belfast, Wednesday, July 7, 1909, at
10 o’clock a. m., for the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
2nd. To elect nine directors for the ensuing
year.

3d.

To act on a change in the by-laws in reto a quorum.
4th. To act on any other business that may
22
legally come before said meeting.

gard

Per order.

W. H.

QUIMBY,

Clerk.

Cottage at Littie HiM. E. BROVW Nidli
21

j

tf

Help Wanted-

An elderly woman to a>.
good cook, quiet and rciu

person who is in!’1
home for the right wom.n
Mbs M
1
or call at No !
Belfast, May 26, 1909. ** 1
of

|

one

^

..

vveno*
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